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The traditional Hicks-Allen theory was presented and modified 

by   (1) formulating the consumer's budget constraint with a weak 

inequality,     (2) deriving the Slutsky equation in matrix notation and 

(3) demonstrating that the income and substitution effects could be 

derived directly from the partial derivatives of the consumer's 

demand functions.    Two examples of human behavior in the commodity 

markets were presented, which refute the Hicks-Allen theory.     Con- 

ceptualizing these examples and  similar ones into an economic theory 

of consumer behavior was the objective of the inquiry. 

The Hicks-Allen concept of the consumer's utility function was 

modified by including a set of variables to represent the state of the 

consumer's environment,    These variables were then constrained to 

imposed levels which were assumed beyond detectable influence by the 



individual consumer.     The traditional problems of   (1) determining 

the consumer's optimal budget,     (2) determining the rates at which 

the consumer adjusts his purchases in response to the determinants 

of his demands,    (3) classifying commodities and inter-commodity 

relationships,   were re-examined.     The  results were:    (1) The con- 

sumer's demand functions contain a set of variables representing the 

imposed state of his environment,     (2) The consumer's rates of adjust- 

ing his optimal purchases contain additional influences in response to 

changes in the imposed state of his environment,   and    (3) An economic 

classification was proposed for the components of the consumer's 

environment. 

To demonstrate the proposed modification a numerical example 

was given depicting a consumer choosing his optimal budget in a two 

commodity market contained in a one dimensional environment.     The 

proposed modification was subjected to critical scrutiny and its 

testability was discussed.    Two classes of problems,     (a) relating the 

individual's decisions of how much or how he will utilize any portion 

of his environment,   and    (b) determining any economic value for the 

environment,   are not rendered intelligible or comprehensible with the 

proposed modification.     Two classes of problems for further   inquiry 

were  suggested,     (a) metaphysical problems of demarcating an indi- 

vidual's consumption and his use of an item from his environment, 

and    (b) reformulating the theory of production and the theory of 



equilibrium price determination along the  same lines as the proposed 

modification.     The proposed modification of the Hicks-Allen theory 

and the method used to analyze the effects of this modification repre- 

sent the contributions made by this inquiry. 
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CONCEPTUALIZATION OF NONMARKET EVENTS AND PHENOMENA 
INTO AN ECONOMIC THEORY OF CONSUMER BEHAVIOR 

I.     PHILOSOPHICAL CONSIDERATIONS AND 
METHODOLOGICAL DECISIONS 

o 
Any person contemplating a goal faces three decisions:    (1) 

Deciding to pursue the specified goal,   (2) Selecting a strategy or 

course of action by which he expects to attain the specified goal,   and 

(3) Deciding when to end the pursuit of the specified goal.    A rational 

inquirer with a problem of interest is no exception.    His goal is knowl- 

edge and understanding.     Like all decisions made in uncertain situa- 

tions,   the rational inquirer does not know for certain what was the true 

state of nature until he has pursued some course of action and has 

observed the resulting consequences. 

The uncertainty of a decision situation does not preclude the 

possibility that some courses of action may be superior to others 

while other courses of action may be doomed to fail simply because 

some necessary conditions or relationships are impossible to attain. 

However,   uncertainty does not necessarily render critical analyses 

and deliberations useless or fruitless in decision making.    A good 

object lesson of this is another person suffering predictable but 

disasterous consequences simply because he failed to deliberate when 

he chose the course of action he took or because he deliberated 

foolishly or erroneously when making his selection. 

To deliberate and analyze,   a decision-maker must propose 



criteria for judging his selections.    Proposing criteria for conducting 

an inquiry into a problem of interest is the primary problem con- 

sidered in this chapter.     This general problem is separable into three 

problems:    (1) Proposing a classification scheme for knowledge and 

problems of knowledge,   (Z) Describing knowledge and how knowledge 

is obtained,   and (3) Proposing a code of rational behavior to judge one's 

conduct,   attitudes,  and expectations.     Problems (2) and (3),   however, 

are so closely related both historically and in their adopted solutions 

that both problems are considered in the same section.    Problem (1) is 

presented first because it provides a background for considering 

problems (2) and (3). 

The decision to pursue the inquiry considered in this disserta- 

tion is based simply upon the author's metaphysical belief that one 

does in fact progress when one tries to render his understanding of 

the cosmos into some orderly and systematic scheme.     Thus,   with 

the first decision made,   this dissertation is simply a report of efforts 

made and some of the results from conducting this inquiry. 

The strategy selected for conducting this inquiry is a problematic 

or contingent approach.     That is,   it is believed that a solution for a com- 

plex problem may be found by fragmenting the problem into smaller, 

more comprehensible ones.     Frequently the fragmented problems and 

their solutions must be arranged in a "proper" sequence.    This 

sequence of problems and their solutions can then be considered as a 



solution to the complex problem of interest.    Included in this sequence 

of problems is the problem of deciding when a fragment problem has 

been solved and when a sequence solves the complex problem.    Pro- 

posing a classification of knowledge (Problem (1)) may not be the first 

problem in the sequence,   however,   presenting it first facilitates any 

subsequent discourse about other problems in the sequence. 

Classification of Knowledge and Problems of Knowledge 

To facilitate discourse and analysis,   a classification of knowl- 

edge and problems of knowledge will be proposed.    As will be seen in 

subsequent sections of this chapter,   this classification of knowledge 

and the problems of knowledge is part of the metaphysical foundations 

underlying the following:    (1) The criteria for evaluating (a) theories, 

(b) solutions to problems,   and (c) the author's decisions in the conduct 

of this inquiry,   and (2) The analyses of economic theories in the suc- 

ceeding chapters. 

In the subsequent discourse,   the term "conjectures" is used 

frequently.    The frequent-use of this term may irritate some readers 

whomay want to use the terms "knowledge, " "laws, " or "verified 

theories. "     To dispel any suggestions that this is a composition mis- 

take,   the use of "conjectures" is intentional.     The choice is based 

upon the results of considerations discussed in the subsequent section 

about theories of knowledge.     Briefly however,   that result is that all 



knowledge is conjectural and certain knowledge is unattainable. 

To present the proposed classification of knowledge and prob- 

lems of knowledge,the following heuristic diagram is used (Halter, 

I960). '  

Metaphysical Level 

Theoretical Level 

Technological Level 

Factual Level 

A Classification of Knowledge and the 
Problems of Knowledge 

Halter contrived this diagram for slightly different but related pur- 

poses;   however it depicts quite accurately the classification of 

knowledge adopted for this inquiry. 

Four levels or categories of knowledge are proposed:   Meta- 

physical,   Theoretical,   Technological,   and Factual.     The term 

"levels" is used because the classification contains an implicit order 

of succession or contingency which must be maintained.    The 



subsequent discussion of the theory of knowledge adopted for this 

inquiry will deal more directly with the order of contingency.    The 

levels will be discussed in their proposed order of contingency. 

Metaphysical Level 

Taylor (1963,   p.   1-2) suggests that metaphysics be considered 

not as the omega of inquiry,   but its alpha.     Passmore (1966,   p.   358) 

suggests that metaphysics is "speculation controlled by rational 

criticism,   just as science is speculation controlled by experiment, 

and mathematics is speculation controlled by proof. "   Bunge (1967, 

p.   214) conceptualizes metaphysics as attempts to solve metaphysical 

problems and the criticism of these attempts.-    He defines a meta- 

physical problem as a "problem in logic,   or in epistemology,   or in 

ontology" (Bunge,   1967,   p.   214). 

The preceding suggestions are incomplete individually,   but they 

are not inconsistent and supplement each other.    Taylor's suggestion 

indicates that some first or prior considerations must precede (i. e. , 

where or when) all forms of inquiry,   scientific,   artistic,   etc. 

Passmore's definition proposes how metaphysical considerations 

should be conducted,   i. e. ,   by conjecture controlled by criticism 

offered and received with attitudes where emotions and passions are 

"Bunge uses the term "philosophy" for what is considered meta- 
physics in this thesis. 



restrained.     What problems are metaphysical has been given in 

Bunge's proposal.    Thus,   the three authors have characterized meta- 

physical considerations by where or when,   by how,   and by what.     The 

by -who characteristic is easily satisfied by considering anyone who 

wants to approach a metaphysical inquiry in a rational,   critical,   and 

responsible manner as qualified and entitled to try,   but no successes 

are guaranteed for anyone--amateur or professional.     However, 

neither is failure guaranteed for anyone who tries. 

Bunge lists the following pecularities or characteristics of meta- 

physical problems: 

1. No empirical data occurs in their statements,   hence their 
solution is void of empirical data. 

2. They belong to_no particular science either by subject or 
by method,   although scientific research both presupposes 
and suggests metaphysical theses and theories. 

3. They are all conceptual,   but many of them presuppose a 
body of factual science. 

4. Neither epistemological nor ontological problems can be 
solved in an exact way,   particularly if they are tied to 
science. 

5. No criteria exist to recognize the solutions to epistemologi- 
cal or ontological problems let alone to decide if they are 
correct (Bunge,   1967,   p.   215-216). 

The Theoretical Level 

The Halter diagram depicts the theoretical level by three 

mutually intersecting ellipses labeled ST,   NT,   and PT for societal 



theories,  normative theories, and physical theories respectively.     To 

understand the importance and the role of theories,   some metaphysical 

presuppositions are required.     These presuppositions are also needed 

to prevent a crisis of rationality for a scientist. 

Two Metaphysical Presuppositions 

One presupposition is that relationships between the elements 

of the physical universe are invariant.     For example,   the chemical 

bonding relationships between individual kinds of atoms are always 

the same,   or the attraction of large physical masses on a light ray is 

always the same.    This metaphysical presupposition is in a sense 

extremely prohibitive,   and without the presupposition all forms of 

inquiries become legitimate tasks for scientists and technologists. 

For example,   (1) Searching for ways of stimulating mountains to 

give birth to mice,   (2) Breeding chickens to lay golden eggs,   or (3) 

Building a steam boiler which extracts heat from sea water to manu- 

facture steam for propelling the ship in which the boiler is mounted 

(Gamow,   1967,   p.   101).     The concept of invariance is in no way 

limited to time or space or simply to the lack of effort.     The 

invariance described can never be made to change; that is,  miracles 

simply don't happen. 

The second metaphysical presupposition is similar to the first 

except that it applies to the social universe.    It simply states that 



given identical social institutions,   a repeated decision will always 

result in identical consequences.     That is,   if a particular action fails 

to produce a desired set of consequences,   then the same action will 

produce the same consequences as before and hence fail again when- 

ever  it is repeated in the same social institutional framework.     This 

metaphysical presupposition limits the social scientist from inquiring 

about such absurdities as:   (1) Static markets in which everyone gets 

richer by spending his wealth,   (2) Situations where everyone is 

treated more justly by treating his neighbors and associates with the 

maximum of malice and malevolence  he is capable of producing,   or 

(3) Attempts to maximize the interchange and growth of knowledge 

and criticism by requiring all aspiring students entering a profession 

to know the same things. 

Why are the above metaphysical presupposed conjectures 

needed to prevent a crisis of rationality for the inquirer?     Consider 

the consequences if they are omitted.    Any scientist who omits or 

professes to have omitted the metaphysical presuppositions of 

invariance is legitimately vulnerable to the question:   Why bother to 

search for a relationship to explain the behavior of some physical 

entities or the consequences of a particular action or arrangement of 

social institutions when you don't believe the relationship will be the 

same the next time you encounter the entities,   action,   or social 

institutions?    Anyone proposing an answer to this question and 



professing omitting the invariance presupposition has created a crisis 

of rationality for himself.    He is placed in the position of searching 

for an invariant relationship for no reason.    To continue the search 

one would require Alice-in-Wonderland concepts and standards of 

reasonableness or rationality.     The absurditiy of such a position at 

least matches that of the examples of those absurdities prohibited by 

the presuppositions. 

Physical Theories 

Physical theories are conjectural statements about how 

selected physical objects behave; the forces of gravity,   the chemical 

bonding reactions between different atoms,  etc.     Physical theories are 

attempts to describe the presupposed but unknown invariant relation- 

ships -which determine the behavior of physical objects of interest. 

Thus,   physical theories must be conditional statements in the indica- 

tive mood.     That is,   a physical theory must be of the form:   If 

objects a   , . . . ,a    are combined,   purposefully,   consequently,   or 
1 r 

randomly,   according to the conditions specified in statements 

B   , . . . , B   ,   then the consequences C   , . . . , C   will occur.    Therefore, 
Is It 

when an event is observed which contradicts what a physical theory 

states,   then that theory is considered to be refuted.    The event is not 

considered evidence that an invariant relationship changed for the 

occasion. 
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Normative Theories 

Normative theories are conjectures stating:   (1) What is good or 

evil in the case of theories of morality,   (2) What is right or wrong in 

the case of theories of ethics,   or (3) What is beautiful or ugly in the 

case of theories of aesthetics.     To state a technological problem, 

normative theories are needed to specify goals or objectives. 

Normative theories are also needed to judge the acceptability of pro- 

posals at the technological level,   i. e. , Are there intolerable unintended 

consequences? 

Two types of propositions belong in the class of normative 

theories,  prescriptive and prohibitive.    A prescriptive proposition 

simply indicates the directions behavior can go to be more or less 

desirable.    For example:   The number of people in a given country 

should be limited relative to the available resources.     Prohibitive 

normative theories indicate what types of proposed behavior is 

intolerable under any circumstances.    For example:   The reduction 

of a country's population by genocide can never be tolerated.    A pro- 

posal to commit democratic suicide by democratically revoking a 

democratic system of control and democratically installing an 

irrevocable totalitarian autocrat would be an intolerable proposal. 
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Societal Theories 

The conjectures about the unvarying and unvariable relationships 

which determine the set of consequences of a decision made within a 

given set of social institutions  form   the class of societal theories. 

These conjectures describe how social institutions function and pre- 

dict the consequences of this functioning if some specified action, 

individual or collective,  is taken. 

The term 'social institution1 is used in the abstract sense of "an 

enduring organization of some aspect of collective life (social, 

political,   economic,   religious) controlled by rules,   customs,   rituals, 

or laws" (English,   1958),   not in the physical sense of a prison, 

orchestra,   or court.     The functioning of,   say a prison,   maybe changed 

by   amending   or removing the rules and regulations which regulate the 

behavior of the inmates and specify the roles of the employees. 

Hence,   the social institution of a prison,   its functioning,   and the 

resulting consequences may change,  but the buildings and physical 

structures the prison uses are left intact.    Similarly if the same set 

of rules and regulations are continued in a new physical structure, the 

consequences will be the same.  However,  a new building may neces- 

sitate new regulations. 

Like physical theories, societal theories must be conditional 

indicative statements of the form:   If rules and regulations A,   B, 
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C,   ...   are established,   the decision M is taken,   then the consequences 

will be S,   T,   U,   ...    No comment is made if rules and regulations 

A,   B,   C,   ...   are actually present,   good,   or right,  nor is any com- 

ment made whether consequences S,   T,   U,   ...   are desired or intended, 

only that they will occur if the decision M is taken when A,   B,   C,   ... 

are established as governing procedures. 

It is important to note that people have been excluded in the 

definition of a social institution.    This is not an error of omission, 

but quite intentional.    The decision to deliberately exclude people 

from a definition or concept of a social institution is based upon the 

following considerations.    If social institutions are defined as a func- 

tion of the participants of the group which use or are controlled by the 

social institution of interest,   then a new societal theory must be for- 

mulated whenever a participant enters or leaves the group for the con- 

sequences of decisions to be predicted accurately.     What happens in 

the attempts to include people in social institutions and the subsequent 

formulation of corresponding societal theories is that the decision- 

making criteria of each person, hericeall his normative theories about 

the good,   the right,  and the beautiful then become part of the societal 

theory.     The consequence for the social scientist is that a societal 

theory can never be subjected to any sort of test unless it is pre- 

supposed that all normative theories are complete and invariant for 

every individual participant.    Serious doubt about this presupposition 
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arises when one considers the case when the predicted consequences 

of a selected action were realized but their predicted appreciation was 

a disaster. 

Another Metaphysical Presupposition 

In the Halter diagram,   the intersection of the ellipse labeled 

NT with the other ellipses has been shaded.    This shading represents 

the metaphysical presupposition that no normative is a physical theory 

or a societal theory.     Conversely,   no societal theory nor any physical 

theory is believed to be a prescription or prohibition for or against 

any type of human behavior.    This presupposition again prohibits a 

scientist from considering absurd proposals such as attributing good, 

or diabolical behavior and choices to physical entities or social insti- 

tutions..     For example,   saying that the earth circles the sun so that 

people will keep warm is as absurd as saying that the market failed 

to maximize the efficient use of the factors of production.    However, 

this is not to say that this presupposition prohibits the possibility that 

the realization of individual goals,   choices,   and decisions do not and 

cannot alter social life. 

The Technological Level 

The third level of knowledge and problems in the proposed 

classification is the technological,   and is represented by the ellipse 
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labeled Technology in Figure 1.    The propositions contained in this 

level are conjectures prescribing solutions to problems of attaining 

goals or objectives,  both individual or social.     Technological problems 

are not concerned with describing and explaining facts,   but with using 

theoretical descriptions of and explanations about the universe to pro- 

duce a desired set of consequences or to eliminate an undesired set of 

consequences. 

An example of an individual farmer's technological problem 

would be to design an irrigation system for his farm.    The farmer 

may use the various conjectures about the behavior of water under 

specified conditions--theories about gravity,   theories about fluid 

mechanics,   theories about electricity,   etc. --to disperse water over 

his land in anaounts he desires at various locations.    In any event he 

must have conjectures about the behavior of water before he can solve 

his irrigation problem,   but it is not his intended goal to test these 

theories.    If his irrigation plan fails to produce his intentions,   he 

may have a false conjecture about the behavior of water,   but the failure 

of his plans would only be 4 serendipitious refutation of his conjectures. 

In any event technological problems are different from theoretical 

problems by the presence of a goal or an objective which the technical 

solution should achieve.    In the theoretical level the goal is purely 

cognitive while in the technological case the goal is practical. 

In the previous sections of this chapter the term "social 
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institutions" was defined,   however,   no mention was made about their 

origin,   existence,   or role.    Briefly,   the origin of social institutions 

is technological since they are attempts to solve social problems. 

Designing social institutions is the task of social engineers,   legislators, 

and policy makers,  not the social scientist.     When a social scientist 

leaves the ivory tower of hypothesis testing to recommend,   to pro- 

pose,   or to advocate that various social institutions be adopted,   by 

definition he also shifts roles from an objective tester  of theories to 

that of a political advocator of selected opinion. 

A social problem occurs or exists when established social 

institutions produce or permit unwanted consequences of intended 

actions by individual members of a social collective.    For example, 

muggings and street crime would be a social problem shared by the 

citizens of a large city.     The unwanted consequences would be loss of 

property,   loss of personal safety,   bodily injury,   and conceivably 

internment of citizens into jails and prisons.     The social institutions 

(markets for labor,   commodities,   etc. ) may be established in such 

a way that the expected net gain from stealing and mugging may be 

higher than for any other alternative available to a teenage ghetto 

dweller.    Furthermore,  the functioning of other social institutions 

(family,   schools,   churches,   etc. ) may be such that moral aversion 

to stealing and mugging is not strongly established in the individual's 

set of normative valuations.    As conceptualized in this dissertation, a 
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social problem only is meaningful as a problem shared by all mem- 

bers of a social collective and where the direct actions by any one 

individual are futile towards solving the problem itself.    The only 

nonfutile action that an individual can take to alleviate a social prob- 

lem is to engage in discussion of possible alterations of existing 

social institutions (laws,   ordinances,   taxation,   etc. ) and to participate 

in the group decision process regardless of any inherent weakness in 

the group decision rule.    Usually a group decision can only be 

realized by the simultaneous decisions of the members of the 

respective group. 

The Factual Level 

The fourth level of knowledge depicted in the Halter diagram 

is the factual level represented by the intersection of two ellipses 

labeled SF and PF which represent the set of social facts and the set 

of physical facts respectively.    These sets contain singular indicative 

propositions which express and describe experiences and perceptions 

of the real world in terms of tentative theories.    This set of proposi- 

tions will always have spatial-temporal restrictions since they can 

only be asserted to be true at a given place and at a given point in 

time.    At some other point in time and space an event may be experi- 

enced which can only be stated as an existential proposition whose 

predicate is the negation of the predicate previously asserted to be true. 
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Inter-Level Problems and Relationships 

Between the metaphysical and theoretical levels the relation- 

ships and problems canbe viewed as having a motivational-consistency 

nature.    The various metaphysical assertions or beliefs provide the 

researcher with a rational basis from which he can pur-sue his con- 

jecturing and testing at the theoretical level.    Also,   the theories of 

logic, mathematics,   and rationality provide criteria of consistency at 

all levels of knowledge and for obtaining knowledge.    These inter- 

level problems are of interest to philosophers of science,   ethics, 

morality,   and aesthetics. 

Two sets of relationships and problems to be considered at the 

theoretical level are:    (1) Theoretical-factual,   and (2) Theoretical- 

technological.    The relationship between the non-normative theoretical 

knowledge and the factual knowledge is explanatory-refutational. 

Theories,   sociological or physical,   provide the framework for 

classifying,   questioning,   explaining,   and interpreting experiences and 

observations at the factual level.     The refutation aspect of the relation- 

ships between the theoretical and factual knowledge is inherent in the 

tests designed to refute theoretical conjectures.     The interesting 

inter-level problems are those about scientific method,   hence, 

epistemological in nature.     The task of the scientist to "fill" the 

theoretical level with tested theories which explain the facts observed, 
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experienced,   or remembered. 

The relationships and problems between the theoretical and 

technological levels are of a contributive-instrumental type.    To 

solve technological problems,   the conjectural knowledge at the 

theoretical level is tentatively assumed as true.    Theories of all 

types are combined to interpret and understand the social problem 

being considered.    Then within the boundaries specified by social and 

physical theories a technological problem is solved by attempting to 

optimize a function representing the goals or objective being pur- 

sued.     The contributive aspect of a problem of technological knowledge 

is deciding which theories conceptualize the social problem being con- 

sidered.       The instrumental aspects are associated with selecting 

theories which provide the theoretical foundations for solving the prob- 

lem.     The problems of interest at the technological level are those for 

the engineer and legislator. 

The last set of interesting inter-level problems and relationships 

exist between the technological and social factual level.    Here the inter- 

level relationships and problems are of an interpretative-influential 

nature.    Social facts can be influenced by implementing a technological 

solution to a social problem.    Even though a technological problem 

has been solved by a technological prescription,   the prescription must 

be interpreted to be implemented.     The decision of how much influence 

to use in the implementation of the selected solution constitutes the 
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influential aspects of the inter-level relationships and problems. 

These problems are of interest to students of administration and to 

those administrators who have been given the task of carrying out the 

proposed solution. 

The reader should recognize that an individual may have to 

solve problems at more than one level and between levels to solve a 

social problem of interest.    Individual problems existing entirely at 

one level are exceedingly rare,   but the proposed classification of 

knowledge,   problems of knowledge,   and inter-level relationships may 

facilitate recognition of problems and what types of solutions are 

needed. 

At times it is fruitful to briefly summarize recent accomplish- 

ments and to elucidate some unfinished tasks.     The object of this sec- 

tion was to present a classification scheme of knowledge and the types 

of relationships between different types of knowledge.     Each of the 

ellipses in the Halter diagram represent a type of knowledge.    The 

lines connecting the ellipses represent types of problems which must 

be satisfactorily solved to establish the relationship,   if any,   between 

the knowledge contained in the corresponding classes.     But possession 

of a classification for the objects in a universe of discourse does not 

guarantee that the universe is non-empty,   nor does the classification 

of a set necessarily establish any of the inter-element relationships 

and statements describing these relationships.     That task will be the 
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subject of subsequent sections. 

Theories of Knowledge and Rationality 

The only notable accomplishment of the preceding section was 

the constructing of an intellectual zoo with empty cages waiting to be 

filled.    The animals are yet uncaptured.     But zoos are not filled with 

any sort of animal nor are they filled by opening the cage doors and 

whistling for the new occupants to enter.    To collect specimens, 

curators must decide which specimens will be collected.     Capturing 

wild specimens requires both decisions about where the search for 

specimens -will be conducted and which specimens will be captured 

when several are present from which to choose or will be released if 

several were captured.     Let the analogy end at this point and consider 

the problem of conducting an inquiry as a case of conducting a search 

for objects of interest. 

One needs to engage in very few searches to quickly realize 

that two things are needed:   (1) A description of the object being sought 

is needed to determine if and when a search is or has been successful, 

alnd (2) A plan for searching is needed so that one does not research 

the same areas he has already searched or so that one does not 

search in unlikely places. 

Inquiry is simply a form of searching.    An object being sought 

is knowledge about some universe of interest,   physical or social, 
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while the plan for searching is part of or reflected in an inquirer's 

criteria for judging behavior,   attitudes, and decisions during the inquiry. 

Selecting a description of knowledge will be referred to as the problem 

of knowledge,  while selecting criteria for judging behavior,   attitudes, 

and decisions will be called the problem of rationality.    As will be 

seen later each problem requires a proposed theory for its solution. 

Before discussing the problems of knowledge and rationality,   a 

brief preview of how these problems are approached may be helpful, i 

Most concepts of rationality presuppose that one knows something 

about the alternatives from which he must choose or at least that a 

decision-maker is willing to deliberate about the available choices. 

Hence, rationalbehavior is related to what is believed to be knowledge. 

In this sense the two problems are inseparable and are discussed 

together.    Secondly,   the traditional solutions to these problems were 

rejected because of inherent weaknesses and defects.    Thus the tradi- 

tional theories of knowledge and rationality are briefly presented as 

well as their anomalies.    Thirdly,   criteria are posed which must be 

satisfied by satisfactory solutions to the problems of knowledge and 

rationality.     These criteria are posed to avoid the errors and defects 

of the traditional theories.     Fourthly,   suitable solutions to both prob- 

lems are presented.    These solutions form the criteria used for 

decision-making in this inquiry. 
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Traditional Concepts of Rationality 

The problem of rationality has been considered extensively by 

Hartley (1962 and 1964).    Hartley considers.it as a problem of what 

are the logical limitations of one's rationality (Hartley,   1964,   p.   5). 

Paradoxically,   the problem arises from an irrational attack by 

irrationalists on rationalists and their rationalism.     The irrationalists 

attack the rationalists with the claim that "from a rational point of 

view,   the choice between competing beliefs and positions and ways of 

life,   -whether scientific,   mathematical,  moral,   religious, metaphysical, 

political,   or other,   is arbitrary" (Bartley,   1964,   p.   5).    That is,   "it 

is claimed to be demonstratable by rational argument that it is logi- 

cally impossible to act and decide on rational grounds when it comes 

to such choices --even though the making of such choices in a non- 

arbitrary way can be considered to be the main task of rationality" 

(Bartley,   1964,   p.   5). 

By now the reader is probably asking:   Why is this problem 

important in science or to the conduct of inquiry?    Briefly,   if it is 

not satisfactorily solved,   dialogues degenerate into disputes where 

questions and demands such as "How do you know? ",   "Give me a 

reason.   .   .   . , " or even "Prove it! " are considered legitimate requests 

by all parties to the dispute.     Generally,   the consequences of disputes 

are not knowledge or understanding of any sort but animosity, 
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belligerence,   recalcitrance,   and other such attitudes which stifle 

any willingness to interact rationally with those who hold different 

views. 

Traditionally a rationalist is one who bases or attempts to base 

his beliefs,   actions,   attitudes,   and decisions upon what is known.     The 

folio-wing statements or requirements describe the code of the tradi- 

tional rationalist. 

1. "A rationalist accepts any position that can be justified, 

or supported by appeal to rational criteria or authorities" 

(Hartley,   1964,   p.   12). 

2. "A rationalist accepts only those positions that can be 

justified in this way" (Bartley,   1964,   p.   12). 

Requirement 1  states that when an individual has been presented a 

position,   viewpoint,   or a solution to a problem which is the result of 

a valid argument from justifiable premises,   he is bound by his code of 

rationality to accept the proposed position,   viewpoint,   or solution if he 

is to be judged,   by others or himself,   as rational.    Requirement 2 

demands that the individual be discriminating in his selection of posi- 

tions,   viewpoints,   and solutions to problems to only those which are 

truly justifiable. 

In any event,  the above code of rational behavior requires that 

the individual seek and know what is true about reality if he expects to 

be considered rational.    Hence,   he will need a description of 
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knowledge and some methods for attaining knowledge.     That is,   he 

will need a theory of what knowledge is and how one obtains knowledge. 

Traditional Theories of Knowledge 

Although numerous attempts to describe knowledge and to give 

methods for attaining knowledge have been made, most of these 

attempts have either blantantly failed or have been shown to be special 

cases of three more general solutions to the problem of knowledge. 

The three theories are Bacon's empiricism,   Descartes' rationalism, 

and positivism (Popper,   1965a,   p.   3-30).     Popper suggests that all 

these attempts have made the implicit presupposition,   namely that 

truth is manifest.    Since truth is presupposed to be manifest,   it needs 

no explanation,   but falsity and the source of falsity must then be 

explained.    Briefly each of these theories tacitly assert that falsity 

and ignorance are caused by the presence of an intellectual pollutant 

or an infirmity in man. 

Bacon's empiricism asserts that Nature is an open book which 

can only be read by one whose mind is free of all prior anticipations, 

guesses,   and conjectures.     Falsity of one's knowledge is caused by 

the presence of a pre-conceived notion which distorts one's view of 

the true Nature.    Ignorance was believed to be caused or the result 

of injury to the innocent eye resulting from man's fall from Divine 

Grace.     In Bacon's theory of knowledge,   observation preceeds 
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knowledge and knowledge of something can only be attained inductively-' 

that is,   by first observing what is to be known. 

Descartes' rationalism begins at the other extreme from Bacon's 

empiricism by asserting that knowledge can only come deductively 

from indubitable axioms.    A Cartesian rationalist begins his search 

for knowledge by cleansing his mind of all doubtable ideas,   concepts, 

and notions.     That is,   if it is possible that some statement could be 

false,   it can not serve as a premise for a valid deductive argument 

which will yield any indubitable truth.    A dubitable statement,   how- 

ever,   would be taken as true if it could be shown to be a consequence 

of a valid deductive argument from indubitable premises.    In the 

Cartesian system showing the statement is a valid consequence from 

indubitable premises is equivalent to obtaining knowledge,   hence the 

task of an inquirer.    The source of falsity for the Cartesian rationalist 

is a dubitable premise in his valid argument while his ignorance may 

also be attributed to the incompleteness of his set of indubitable 

premises. 

The positivists,   Popper suggests (1965a,   p.   17) also presup- 

posed the manifest truth doctrine in their solution to the problem of 

knowledge.    Their claim is that one's  sensual organs truthfully per- 

ceive reality,   hence no falsity is perceived,   but the perceived truth 

is distorted in the attempt to interpret these perceptions with imper- 

fect man-made language.   As in Baconian empiricism observation 
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precedes knowledge for the positivist. 

Inherent Weaknesses of the Traditional 
Theories of Knowledge 

The   preceding   presentations of traditional theories of knowl- 

edge have not yet answered the question:   Are any of these traditional 

theories acceptable solutions to the problem of knowledge so that 

the traditional code of rationality can be used?    By now the reader 

has probably guessed that none  is--Why else did the author title the 

subsection "Inherent Weaknesses.   .   . "   Popper has reviewed these 

theories extensively and suggests the following defects: 

1. All three theories of knowledge are authoritarian (Popper, 

1965a,  p.   17-18). 

2. Both empiricist theories,   Baconian and positivism,   admit 

the legitimacy of questions which can only be satisfied by 

appeals to some authority (Popper,   1965a,   p.   25). 

But how are these theories authoritarian?    The Baconian solu- 

tion to the problem requires some sensual observation for an inquirer 

to attain knowledge.    However,   sensual experience is only perceived 

by part of man,   his eyes,   his nose,   his ears,   etc.     Similarly,   the 

Cartesian solution requires that a set of statements be judge°d as 

indubitable.     But indubitability can only be judged by one's intellectual 

intuition.     Thus both theories conceptualize man as a vertical 
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schizophenric by conceiving of an upper part of him to be the authority 

for the truth of his knowledge while the decision-making part or lower 

part of him is subject to the authoritarian upper part via his code of 

rationality.     For Baconian empiricism,   the authority for the truth of 

knowledge was man's observational abilities while for Cartesian 

rationalism the authority was man's intellectual intuition.     For the 

positivists it was "discovered that our language was  'given' us: .   .   . 

that it embodied the wisdom and experience of many generations and 

that it should not be blamed if we misuse it.    So language too became 

a truthful authority that could never deceive" (Popper,   1965a,   p.   17). 

Thus,   the positivists attempted to re-enforce the authority of man's 

ability to observe by also establishing the authority of the language he 

uses.     The positivists' code of rationality like the Baconian empiric- 

ism and Cartesian rationalism still subjects man's decision-making . 

part to the authoritarian upper part. 

How does traditional empiricism allow questions to enter into 

an inquiry which can only be satisfactorily answered by appeals to 

fallible authorities?    Consider the following problem:   Is observation 

the ultimate source of knowledge about reality?    If not,  what are the 

sources  of our knowledge?    This problem must be solved if traditional 

empiricism is to be plausible.    In the application of traditional 

empiricism,   if something about reality is asserted then it must be 

justified to be considered rational.     That means that an inquisitor's 
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questions--How do you know?  and What are the sources (i. e.   observa- 

tions) for your assertions? --must be accepted and. answered by the 

person making an indicative assertion.     But all answers to these ques- 

tions are also subject to the same questions:   How do you know?   and 

What are the sources for the assertions justifying the original asser- 

tion?    Again any answers given are legitimately subject to the same 

questions.     What has happened is that a traditional empiricist and his 

empiricist inquisitor are caught in an infinite regress generated by 

their codes of rationality and their theories of knowledge.    It is this 

infinite regress that necessitates the doctrine of manifest truth.     The 

doctrine cuts off the regress  since the doctrine shifts the burden of 

observation to the inquisitor once the dialogue is thoroughly confused. 

But no progress is attained when problems are abandoned in this way. 

Thus,   traditional empiricism theories of knowledge are beset with 

serious defects which generate perpetual disputes which eventually 

lead to abandoning the inquiry. 

The Cartesian rationalism leaves an inquirer with a more per- 

plexing problem,   namely:   How does one know anything about the 

reality,   if any,  which exists outside of one's intellectual intuition? 

Briefly,   the Cartesian theory establishes the inquirer in a spherical 

and chaotic space of his intellectual intuition with no doors or windows 

to reality.    A Cartesian rationalist is without any realistic tests for 

his knowledge. 
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Inherent Defects in the Traditional Concepts of Rationality 

Failure of the traditional theories of knowledge to solve the 

problem of knowledge has now created a two fold crisis  for the tradi- 

tional rationalist.    Now he can not attain the truth about reality he needs 

to make decisions;   yet he is still being attacked by the irrationalist's   ' 

claim that rationality is purely an arbitrary matter.     The rationalist's 

code of rationality forces him to inquire into the problem of knowledge 

and to find a justifiable solution.     The results are devastating. 

Perhaps there is a defect in his concept of rationality?    Bartley 

effectively argues that Requirement    Z  of the traditionalist code is 

self contradicting since "it too cannot be justified by appeal to the 

rational criteria or authorities,   [for]   .   .   .   if it is true,   it must, 

according to its own stipulations be rejected" (Bartley,   1964,   p.   13). 

The preceding demonstration of how the infinite regress is 

created for the traditional empiricist also gives a clue that something 

may be faulty with the first requirement for a traditional rationalist. 

This defect is revealed if one imagines an attempted dialogue where 

rationalist A begins with a statement of position:   a fact,   an attitude, 

or behavior.     Rationalist B not seeing immediately the rationality of 

A's position,   requests A to justify it.     Rationalist A being enthused 

does  so,   but now B wonders about the rationality of A' s justification 

for his original position,   hence B requests A to now justify what has 
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been asserted to justify the original position.    Again A complies with 

B's request but part of A's enthusiasm wanes,   also B begins sus- 

pecting that A is not as competent as once was believed.     The process 

continues with A becoming increasingly irate    while B is becoming 

more firmly convinced with each round that A is utterly stupid.     The 

preceding little myth illustrates how Requirement 1    generates per- 

petual disputes among traditional rationalists.    Since the requirement 

promotes a breakdown of rationality,   that very desirable thing which' 

it was supposed to foster,   one needs almost a total perversion of 

rationality if requirement   1.   is to be tolerated or deemed acceptable. 

A conjecture is that the remnants of the traditional theories of 

knowledge and rationality still influence the behavior,   attitudes,   and 

decisions of many people in modern society.     This is simply an 

untested conjecture and is the subject for another extensive inquiry. 

Some Criteria For a Suitable Theory of Knowledge 

The preceding discussion in this section has only presented 

traditional theories of knowledge and rationality and their inherent 

anomalies.    All of the traditional theories should be rejected because 

of the intolerable consequences caused by or permitted by their 

inherent defects.     To prevent the traditional defects from being 

incorporated into the theory of knowledge adopted to conduct this 

inquiry,   the following criteria are posed for a suitable theory of 
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knowledge. 

K-l.    An important role must be assigned to the inquirer's 

intellect and to rational argument. 

K-2.    An important role must be assigned to the inquirer's 

ability to observe and measure. 

K-3.    An important role must be assigned to tradition and 

previous knowledge. 

K-4.    An inquiry can not proceed inductively. 

K-5.     The search for truth and its accumulation can not 

serve as objectives for inquiry about a physical or 

social universe. 

Criterion K-l is needed for an inquiry to be conducted rationally 

in the sense that the inquirer deliberates and thoughtfully considers 

before deciding how the inquiry shall be conducted.     Criterion K-Z 

is suggested to maximize the correspondence established between an 

inquiry and the universe,   physical or social,   being studied.     Criterion 

K-3 is posed to prevent requiring the inquirer to return to the Garden 

of Eden.     That is,   the accumulated wisdom and experience of previous 

inquirers should not go unregarded or ignored. 

Criterion K-4 and Criterion K-5 perhaps need some detailed 

discussion to appreciate their importance.    In Criterion K-4 appears 

the term "inductively. "    There are two possible interpretations for 

this term:   (1) A general sense of an inquiry proceeding from the 
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inquirer's specific observations and experiences to universal theories 

about the universe of discourse of interest,   or (2) A specific sense of 

an inquiry proceeding from the inquirer's specific observation reports 

to universal theories about reality by first establishing a principle of 

induction for conducting the inquiry.     One needs only examine the 

eight moods of an Aristolean categorical syllogism having singular 

premises and a universal conclusion to see that regardless of its 

figure any such argument contains at least one formal fallacy,   hence 

it will be invalid (Copi,   1961,   Chapters 5 and 6).    Hence,   an inquiry 

can not employ deductive logic to proceed inductively in the general 

sense of the term.    However,   the possibility of establishing a 

principle of induction has not been eliminated by preceding argument. 

Popper has shown that any attempt to establish a principle of induction 

must lead to an infinite regress of principles of induction (Popper, 

1965b,   Chapter I).    That is,   to establish a principle of induction one 

must establish an infinite sequence of principles of induction where 

each principle of induction is justified by a higher-order principle of 

induction preceding it.    An impossible feat for the gods let alone mere 

mortals,   thus induction in both a general and specific sense must be 

avoided.     That is,   a suitable theory of knowledge requires something 

to precede an inquirer's observation. 

Since the Criterion K-4 prohibits an inquirer from proceeding 

inductively when conducting an inquiry,   and since Criterion K-2 
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requires that the inquirer's ability to observe be assigned an 

important role in the conduct of an inquiry,   then certain truth becomes 

an impossibility since there is no way to empirically justify assertions 

about a universe of interest.     Criterion K-5 embodies both Criteria 

K-2 and K-4 and is included to stifle any persistence to pursue cer- 

tain truth about physical and social universes.     Logical truth is not 

prohibited since logic   and   mathematics are self contained in the 

sense that no assertions about physical and social universes are made 

in these disciplines. 

However,   requiring a suitable theory of knowledge to satisfy 

Criterion K-5 creates another subproblem for the problem of rationality 

which must be satisfactorily solved.     This problem is that of appraising 

conjectural knowledge when it is used in decision making.    That is, 

some satisfactory decision   rule   or procedure must be given so that 

the inquirer may use his knowledge,  uncertain as it is,   in his decision- 

making.     The appraisal problem is not a problem of knowledge,   but of 

rationality.    However,   the appraisal problem is generated because the 

search for certain,   verified truth is abandoned. 

Three Criteria For Solving the Problem of Rationality 

The following criteria for a satisfactory solution to the problem 

of rationality are suggested: 

R-l.     The solution to problem of rationality must be subsequent 
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to solving the problem of knowledge. 

R-2.    The solution to the problem of rationality cannot demand 

that the inquirer go beyond the limits of knowledge set by 

the theory of knowledge. 

R-3.    The solution to the problem of rationality must contain a 

solution to the appraisal problem. 

When the solution to the problem of knowledge precedes the 

solution to the problem of rationality,   the inquirer can then use the 

solution to the problem of knowledge to limit his choice of possible 

solutions to the problem of rationality to those which are consistent 

with the adopted theory of knowledge.    Since rationality presupposes 

knowledge of the available alternatives and some of their consequences 

or at least that the decision-maker is willing to inquire,   then it 

appears that knowledge should be attainable without necessarily being 

rational.     That is,   the problem of knowledge must have a solution 

which is independent of the solution to the problem of rationality.  Hence, 

Criterion R-l begins the search for a solution to the problem of 

rationality by considering only those solutions for which the necessary 

prerequisites are attainable.     Criterion R-2 however,   is imposed so 

that an inquirer is not expected to develop a sort of extra-real skills 

such as extra-sensory perception or self-hypnosis,   and simply 

demands that impossible goals be abandoned nor be required of any- 

one.     Criterion R-3 simply requires the inquirer to solve a problem 
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of his own creation,  not simply transform problems into other 

problems. 

Theory of Knowledge Adopted For This Inquiry 

The preceeding sections depended heavily upon the writings of 

Sir Karl Popper.     This section also relies upon his writings for much 

substantive content.    This reliance and quotation should in no way be 

construed as an attempt to establish Popper as an indisputable 

authority on the conduct of inquiry.     Only that simple concepts of 

honesty and of integrity demand that Popper be credited for his pene- 

trating contributions. 

Popper's Theory of Knowledge and Its Growth 

Popper began his inquiry into the problems of knowledge in 1919 

by questioning several popular theories of the day.     Four theories 

which particularly interested Popper were Freud's psychoanalysis, 

Adler's individual psychology,   Marx's theory of history,   and 

Einstein's theory of relativity (Popper,   1965a,   p.   34).    Although the 

raging disputes involved problems such as What is science?,   When is 

a theory true?, or When is a theory acceptable? ,   Popper began his 

inquiry with the problem "When should a theory be ranked as 

scientific?" (Popper,   1965a,   p.   33).     Later the problems:   Are 

inductive inferences justified or under what conditions?   (Popper, 
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1965a,   p.   42;  1965b,   p.   28),   and How are the empirical sciences suit- 

ably distinguished from metaphysical systems,   mathematics and logic? 

(Popper,   1965a,   p.   39; 1965b,   p.   34) entered Popper's inquiry.    To 

satisfactorily solve these problems some assertions are required about 

knowledge per se and how knowledge grows.    Thus,   Popper's self 

assigned task requires a satisfactory solution for the problem of 

knowledge if he is to solve his problems of interest. 

Popper's thesis is simply:    We can learn from our mistakes. 

Problems are solved by first posing tentative solutions.     The source 

of tentative solutions is simply bold unadulterated guessing.    But 

knowledge only begins with a conjectured solution to the problem. 

Since a tentative solution to a problem is only a guess,   other legiti- 

mate problems and questions arise about whether the tentative solu- 

tion will fail and if other solutions may exist which are in some sense 

superior solutions. 

To alleviate these questions,   Popper proposes that tentative solu- 

tions be subjected to rigorous criticism.     The objective of criticism is 

to guess,   conjecture,   or anticipate where or under what conditions the 

tentative solution may fail to solve the problem.     Criticism may in- 

clude severely critical tests or trials of the tentative solution.    If a 

tentative solution withstands a severe test,   then that solution is not 

considered verified for it may yet fail another critical test. 

Criticism,   both rational argument and empirical testing,   of 

tentative solutions to a problem is of decisive importance because the 

discovery of errors and defects in the proposed solutions to the 
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problem of interest leads to better understanding of the inherent dif- 

ficulties of the problem.     With more understanding,   both more mature 

solutions and more rigorous criticism of these solutions are possible 

simply because the past errors and failures  have been noted and pre- 

sumably avoided.    Thus,   the iterative process of conjecture and 

refutation utilizes previous experiences and builds on this knowledge. 

Empirical observation,   when possible,   enters Popper's theory 

via criticism in the form of tests requiring that some physical 

measurement be taken or some sequence of events be observed.     To 

test a tentative solution to the problem,   the solution is assumed to be 

true.     Under the assumption that the solution is true,   the inquirer 

deductively infers what set of consequences will occur (predictions) 

and what set of consequences can never occur (prohibitions) if the sug- 

gested test is conducted.    If in the conduct of a test of a tentative solu- 

tion,   the inquirer observes a prohibited consequence or fails to observe 

a predicted consequence,   then the tentative solution has been blantantly 

refuted.   If, however, an unpredicted or a non prohibited outcome of the 

test is observed,   a new problem is generated:    Has a refutation been 

observed or is the set of predicted consequences incomplete?    This 

new problem is the subject for another,   but related and often 

relevant,   inquiry for more conjecturing and for more rigorous critical 

analyses. 

But,  when is a tentative solution to a problem refuted,   after a 
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single observation of a refuting event or if several occurrences of the 

refuting event are needed,   then how many occurrences must be 

observed?    This is an operational problem and requires a decision 

be made whenever it is encountered in an inquiry.     Hence,   a decision 

criterion is needed.    Popper has suggested that a refuting event must 

be reproducible by repeated conduct of the proposed test (1965b, 

Chapter IV).     But,   to conduct an empirical test of a solution to a prob- 

lem a set of initial conditions,   i. e. ,   a set of statements describing the 

conditions under which the test was conducted,   is needed.     Thus,   a 

solution to a problem is refuted only if we accept the initial conditions 

as true and the reproducible refuting event is present (Popper,   1965b, 

Chapter IV). 

Another problem which must be considered here is:   What kinds 

of conjectures are acceptable for serious consideration in the conduct 

of an inquiry?    This problem becomes important when one inquires 

about the source of terms,   descriptions,   definitions, and relationships 

needed to state conjectures.     The solution to this problem is:   The 

inquirer must have (a logical requirement,   as well as an operational 

requirement) some set of prior statements describing the contents of 

the universe of discourse and expressing the interrelationships between 

the objects in the universe (Popper,   1965a,   p.   46-48).    In the presenta- 

tion of the adopted classification of knowledge,   the actual relationships 

between objects of reality were presupposed to be invariant.    Hence, 
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the set of prior statements an inquirer uses to state his problem and 

its solution must be strictly universal propositions if they are to 

describe these presupposed invariant relationships accurately.     The 

set of descriptions of objects and relationships are the inquirer's 

theories and must be considered as part of his solution to his problem 

of interests 

The preceding remarks about the necessity and presence of an 

inquirer's theories give a rational background for stating the 

Popperian objectives for science.     That objective is to "fill" the 

theoretical classes of the classification with rigorously criticized and 

tested theories.    For philosophers and philosophy,   Popper suggests 

the task of rationally criticizing attempts to solve philosophical prob- 

lems  (metaphysical problems in the Halter diagram) since meta- 

physical theories are not testable empirically (Popper,   1965a,   p.   66- 

96). 

Popper's theory of knowledge has assigned two roles to the 

inquirer's intellect or intellectual intuition:    (1) conjecturing solutions 

to problems and tests for them,   and (2) constructing rational argu- 

ments to demonstrate that the conjecture is a feasible solution to the 

problem and to criticize the solution to the problem.     The inquirer's 

observational ability has been assigned the task of gathering evidence 

needed for critical testing.     Tradition and previous knowledge are 

needed and helpful to preserve solutions which previously withstood 
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rigorous attempts of refutation and in providing an initial starting point 

for conducting new inquiries into the problem. 

Since Popper's theory of knowledge requires a tentative solution 

to a problem be conjectured before it is tested empirically,   then his 

theory is not inductive in the general sense nor the specific sense. 

All tests and rational arguments utilize deductive logic in their con- 

duct and their construction.     Popper clearly abandons the search for 

certain truth by making the source of knowledge purely conjectural. 

Knowledge is never considered by Popper as justified or verified for 

certain. 

The remarks contained in the two preceding paragraphs should 

clearly indicate that Popper's solution to the problem of knowledge 

satisfies the previously posed criteria for its solution.    However a 

brief application or demonstration of Popper's theory may facilitate 

\inderstanding it. 

An Application of Popper's Theory of Knowledge 

The following example from the author's early experiences in 

Oregon may help the reader understand Popper's theory of knowledge. 

For purposes of illustration,   consider the following two conjectures: 

(1) 'All non-decidaoas plants are conifers, ' and (2) 'All conifers have 

needle-like leaves. '   Applying the rules of syllogistic inference the 

following universal statement can be validly deduced:    (3) 'All 
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non-deciduoms plants have needle-like leaves. '    The premises of this 

syllogism are typical of many theories about the cosmos.     Tentatively 

accepting this conjecture,   if the behavior of an Oregon rhododendron 

is observed throughout the year,   it is,   according to the conjecture,   a 

surprise to see its big broad leaves stay throughout the year,   hence 

it must be a non-deciduous plant; but,   with big green leaves?    This is a 

refuting observation which can be stated by the following singular 

observation report:    (4) 'There exists  (in Oregon,   during 1965) a non- 

deciduous  plant which does not have needle-like leaves. '    Therefore, 

one of the conjectured universal statements must be false.    Since 

having needle-like leaves is by definition an attribute of being a coni- 

fer,   it must not be the case that all non-deciduous plants are conifers. 

If so,   then statement (1) must be false.     In one sense knowledge has 

been empirically expanded--learning which conjecture is false--by 

utilizing capacities to observe,   experience,   or remember,   but only 

after a conjecture was tentatively offered for comparison of what it 

stated with what occurs in reality. 

The Code of Rationality Adopted For This Inquiry 

The following statements constitute the code of rationality 

adopted for this inquiry: 

1.    A rationalist considers those solutions to his problem of 

interest for which there exists a valid rational argument 
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demonstrating that the proposed solution will solve the 

problem. 

2. A rationalist solicits rigorous criticism of the proposed 

solutions,   both his own and others',   to his problem. 

3. A rationalist accepts the uncertainty of knowledge,   but 

demands that decisions be made responsibly on the basis 

of the outcome of critical debate about the consequences of 

his actions,  the uncertainty of knowledge,   and the conjectured 

consequences of its uncertainty. 

Demanding that a valid rational argument accompany a solution to 

his problem,   the rationalist limits his attention to only those proposals 

which have possibility for solving his problem.    A superior solution to 

the rationalist's problem may exist,   but if no rational argument is 

available to the effect that it is superior,   then the rationalist will be 

unable to judge its superiority.     The rationalist's demands for 

rigorous criticism of proposed solutions to the problem of interest 

ensure that serious attempts are present to reveal and eliminate 

erroneous conjectures from a body of tested and criticized knowledge. 

Thus,   a body of knowledge is always being refined and revised in light 

of new observations and new theories are being posed for new observa- 

tions and testing.    The rationalist's demands for responsible decision- 

making on available information perhaps needs more detailed 

discussion. 
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The Problem of Appraising Conjectural Knowledge 

Popper's theory of conjecture and refutation satisfactorily 

answers the question:   How do we gain theoretical knowledge from 

experience?    Settle criticizes the austerity of Popper's solution 

because it does not solve all of the problem of rational utilization of 

knowledge (Settle,   1968).    The problem of rationally utilizing knowl- 

edge is  separable into two parts:    (1) How are theories appraised to 

decide their test-worthiness?   and (2) How are theories appraised to 

decide their trust-worthiness ? 

Popper solved the problem of test-worthiness by showing that 

the theory which has a low probability of predicting what will be 

observed is more testable than another theory with a higher probability 

of predicting the same observation.     That is,   the testability of a theory 

is inversely related to the probability of observing a confirming 

observation (1965a,   p.   218).     The problem of trust-worthiness of 

conjectural knowledge Popper leaves unattended (1965a,   p.   218 foot- 

note). 

The solution to the problem of the trust-worthiness of conjectural 

knowledge is needed to solve problems of rational behavior such as 

"When can a 'new' theory be rationally used? "    This problem is 

particularly relevant at the technological level where consequences 

of solutions could be severe.     This does not necessarily mean that the 
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consequences will be severe for the decision-maker who chooses a 

"bum" theory.     Too often,   it is the innocent bystander who suffers the 

severe consequences of a decision. 

To solve the problem of appraising the trust-worthiness of a 

theory,   three things should be noted or recalled,   (1) certain knowledge 

is impossible to attain,   (Z) knowledge is only severely criticized 

conjectures,   and (3) critical debate must be suspended,   if only 

temporarily,   so decisions about the tests can be made or so that pend- 

ing actions can be taken.     Thus,   it seems that even by shifting the 

demands from justification to demands for criticism,   no rule of 

rational choice is yet given to end the critical debate so pending 

action can be taken nor for deciding when it is safe to use a "new" 

theory.     What this means is that as it stands,   it is unclear how rational 

choices can be made using the uncertain knowledge attained by 

.        .        2/ inquiry. ~ 

Settle (1968) examines the appraisal problem as a decision prob- 

lem under uncertainty.     The decision problem under uncertainty is 

one where a decision-maker must choose one action from a set of 

alternative actions where the set of consequences for each alternative 

action depends upon which state of nature exists.     That is,   no single 

2/ 
In the traditional theories of rational behavior,   certain truth 

was possible to attain, hence one made  "proper" inquiry into the mat- 
ter then acted according to the certain truth acquired in the inquiry. 
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alternative has a superior set of consequences for every possible 

state of nature,   and yet a choice must be made when knowledge of the 

true state of nature is impossible.     The appraisal problem can be 

viewed as a decision problem under uncertainty by considering the set 

of statements:    'Hypothesis   H      states the true,   but unknown,   relation- 
AC 

ship governing the phenomena involved in this decision, '   where   k 

ranges over an appropriate index set.     The rationalist must choose 

an action which is in this case asserting:    'H      is true and all others 

are false. '    The consequences of this action will be borne by some- 

one.     The solution to a decision problem under uncertainty requires 

specification of a decision rule(s) to select the action to be taken. 

One popular and intuitively inviting decision criterion for the 

3/ rationalist's decision problem under uncertainty has been:-  Select 

the hypothesis  (or opinion) which seems the most reliable.     "Reliable" 

is used here in the sense of having the highest probability of being 

true.     But this criterion is inconsistent with Popper's proposed 

criterion of testability,   since the reliability criterion suggests select- 

ing the least testable conjecture.     The least testable conjecture would 

be one which also has the lowest probability of being refuted in its 

—The existence of uncertain situations has been recognized by 
tradition.     Effort and attention was given the problem of making 
decisions based upon existing,   conflicting opinions when true fact 
was unavailable. 
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critical evaluation,   hence the testing of it yields the least information 

about the reality in which one must act.     Using the reliability criterion 

also minimizes the rate of man's intellectual and technological progress 

because the boldest guesses are never tried until all others have been 

tried.     Thus,   to act using our least amount of information would be in 

itself irrational in the sense that our action is not related to what is 

known or understood. 

Settle however poses a solution where he replaces reliability 

with responsibility.    However,   understanding his proposed criterion 

for rational behavior requires making the distinction between "being 

wrong" and "being subject to blame for being wrong. "   In the first 

case "being wrong" carries no ends-means judgments or ethical 

considerations.     "Being wrong" is an indicative description.     "Being 

subject to blame for being wrong" does however,   carry an implicit 

normative judgment that a person acted irresponsibly in the sense 

that he failed to take all obvious and reasonable precautions to mini- 

mize and eliminate unwanted or undesirable consequences of his 

actions.    If the critical debate reveals that some intolerable con- 

sequence will occur given that some action is taken,   then presumably 

that action is not taken by a responsible decision-maker.     But,   if that 

action is inadvertently taken by either an irresponsible person or 

responsible but badly mistaken party,   then it seems the study of its 

consequences--ex post--are quite ethical for a rational investigator. 
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Thus,   the criterion for ending a critical debate requires some knowl- 

edge or conjectures about what consequences will or might occur. 

The critical debate is extended whenever the consequences could be 

severe for someone.    In this framework,   for choices to be made 

rationally,   the critical debate about the solution to a problem must 

also include critical discussion of proposed "standards of responsi- 

bility" as well as criticism of the proposed solutions to the problems 

of interest. 

Settle has not solved the problem of appraising a theory,   he 

only vindicates critical debate and the theory of the growth of knowl- 

edge so that both theories are applicable to rationally solve those prob- 

lems which must be solved if progress is expected.     Settle only 

presents a feasible alternative which is iterative and risky in that no 

guarantees of success are promised for a rational decision-maker. 

Settle's vindication permits progress to occur simply because 

decisions can be made.    Settle suggests that any punishment for 

errors be inversely related to the responsibility the decision maker 

used in making his decision.     The penalties are increased in the case 

the-decision is made irresponsibly,   such as indecisive behavior or 

random behavior by competent persons.    A person who does not 

deliberate and accept the risk of being wrong should receive,   accord- 

ing to Settle's proposal,   more severe penalties for indecision than if 

he consciously deliberates critically the available alternatives and 
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acts according to the results of the critical debate. 

Summary 

The primary problem considered in this chapter was to propose 

decision-making criteria for conducting a rational inquiry into a prob- 

lem of interest.    Both the author and his major professor concurred 

that a doctoral candidate's dissertation should constitute an integral 

part of the candidate's education,   hence the inquiry into the problems 

of selecting suitable criteria for rational decision making was 

extended to ensure the candidate had ample opportunity to learn and 

understand the significance of these decision criteria.    Another 

reason for extending the philosophical inquiry into the problems of 

posing suitable decision criteria is that the inquiry provides founda- 

tions and experience for further inquiries the author may wish to 

make. 

A classification for knowledge and problems of knowledge was 

proposed.    It included four levels of knowledge:  metaphysical, 

theoretical,   technological,   and factual.     The metaphysical level con- 

tains those presuppositions and systems of presuppositions which are 

empirically irrefutable but necessary to rationally motivate an inquirer 

and judge his behavior.     The theoretical level contains those proposi- 

tions about the universe of discourse,   societal theories or physical 

theories,  which describe the elements contained in the universe and 
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the relationships which govern their behavior.    Also a set of proposi- 

tions,   normative theories,   which prescribe directions for human 

behavior and which prohibit intolerable human behavior are proposed 

at the theoretical level;   however,   the set of normative theories is 

presupposed to be disjoint from societal or physical theories.     The 

technological level contains those propositions which prescribe what 

set of actions must be taken to attain a particular set of physical or 

social consequences.     The factual level contains two subsets of pro- 

positions,   social facts and physical facts,  which describe what is 

occurring in a physical or societal universe of discourse being 

observed. 

Four classes of problems of knowledge were proposed:   (1) 

metaphysical -theoretical,   (2) theoretical-factual,   (3) theoretical- 

technological, and(4) technological-factual.     The metaphysical- 

theoretical problems belong to philosophy of science,   ethics,   morality, 

and aesthetics.     The theoretical-factual problems are those of 

designing critical tests of theoretical conjectures and are the interest 

of scientists and science.     The theoretical-technological problems 

are of a contributive-instrumental type and require rational discus- 

sion between scientist and technologist for their solution.     The 

technological-factual problems are of a interpretive-influential nature. 

They are the problems of interest for students of administration and 

those administrators responsible for implementing proposed solutions 
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to technological problems. 

To solve the second part of the general decision criteria prob- 

lem considered in this chapter required that a theory of knowledge 

including how knowledge grows and that a theory of rationality be 

adopted by the inquirer.     The theories were adopted on the basis of 

critical analyses of three traditional theories of knowledge and one 

proposed by Sir Karl Popper.    But,   to solve the problem of knowledge 

Popper had to abandon the traditional theories of rationality and 

knowledge.     The following statements summarize solutions adopted 

in this inquiry for the problem of knowledge: 

1. All knowledge is conjectural in that it is only rigorously 

criticized and tested guesses. 

2. All knowledge is the product of rigorous attempts to refute 

the proposed solutions to problems of interest. 

3. The role of intellectual intuition is to conjecture both 

solutions to problems and the situations for which these 

solutions will fail. 

4. The role of empirical observation is to collect refuting 

evidence that a proposed solution fails to solve the problem 

of interest. 

5. The role of tradition and previous knowledge is to provide 

initial points of view and initial solutions to the problem of 

interest if previous attempts to solve the problem have 
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been made. 

The theory or code of rationality adopted for this inquiry is sum- 

marized by the following statement: 

1. A rationalist only accepts those proposed solutions to his 

problems which are accompanied by a valid,   rational argu- 

ment demonstrating that the proposed solution will possibly 

solve the problem. 

2. A rationalist demands that proposed solutions to his prob- 

lems of interest,   both his own proposals and those of others, 

be subjected to rigorous criticism,   empirical testing if 

possible. 

3. A rationalist demands that decisions using conjectural 

knowledge be made responsibly by requiring that decision 

makers critically deliberate about the consequences of the 

alternative courses of action and the consequences of 

adjourning the critical debate if decisions utilizing con- 

jectural knowledge are to be judged as rational. 

Since  this   dissertation is not for a doctoral degree in phildsophy, 

the critical debate about the decision-making criteria is adjourned 

at this point,   and the proposed solutions are tentatively adopted until 

another serious problem arises which suggests a fruitful re-examina- 

tion of these philosophical inquiries and methodological decisions. 
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II.     THE HICKS-ALLEN THEORY OF CONSUMER BEHAVIOR 

The philosophical considerations in Chapter I indicated that 

theories and conjectures precede discourse,   understanding,   and 

observation,   even if those theories are inadequate.     Although the 

investigator may find many theories available to initiate his analyses 

and discourse,   and on which to base his understanding and observa- 

tions,   a suggested source of theories is existing tradition and previous 

knowledge since they contain tested conjectures and criticized opinion. 

The theory of knowledge adopted for this inquiry requires that previ- 

ous efforts and critical debate about the investigator's problem of 

interest should, not go unregarded.     Fortunately,   the fledgling scholar 

is permitted to enter the  critical debate in midstream by attending 

established colleges and universities.     If they were not,   then each new 

participant engaging in the critical debate would be required to return 

to the Garden of Eden and refute all of the myths,   magic,   and taboos 

that others have refuted since the first step Man took away from the 

tree in which he was born an ape.     The rules of debate,   however, 

permit new and established participants to inquire about previous 

attempts to solve the problems of interest.     The rules of debate also 

permit teaching of theories which have withstood intensive criticism 

and of theories being examined, critically.     But the participants are 

not bound to accept these theories;   they are always free to propose 
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their own.     The only obligation is that each participant consider pre- 

vious knowledge critically. 

The substantive portion of the theory chosen to initiate discus- 

sion of the author's problem of interest was proposed by Hicks and 

Allen (1934).     This theory is concerned with explaining an individual's 

behavior when purchasing items in a market.     The Hicks-Allen theory 

with its  subsequent revisions and modifications will be presented in 

this chapter,   and will be  simply called the Hicks-Allen theory.     Hicks 

(1946),   Henderson and Qiiandt( 1958,   Chapter 2), and Allen (1965, 

Chapter 19) contain clear,   precise and adequate presentations of the 

theory.     The Hicks-Allen theory was chosen because,   first,   the theory 

is internally consistent in a strict logical sense;  and secondly,   the 

theory of consumer behavior proposed, in Chapter IV is a modification 

of the Hicks-Allen theory so that it will explain two proposed refuta- 

tions presented in Chapter III. 

Although mathematics and mathematical notation is in no way 

part of the Hicks-Allen theory,   as can be seen in Hicks'  (1934,   part 

1,   and  1946) presentations,   mathematics,   mathematical concepts,   and 

mathematical notation do facilitate precise communication and rigor- 

ous analyses.     Furthermore,   the proposed modification of the Hicks- 

Allen theory is more easily understood when both theories are pre- 

sented in a mathematical framework. 

For clarity of presentation and analyses,   the following 
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mathematical conventions will be adopted: 

1. All real numbers are denoted by typed, lower case Latin 

letters,   e.g.,   a, b z. 

2. All functions are denoted by typed upper case Latin letters, 

e. g. ,   A, B, . . . , Z    particularly the letters     F,   G,   and   H. 

3. Partial derivatives of functions will be subscripted typed 

upper case letters,   e. g. , 

F   = 9F- =    
9   F = aF = 8F 

i      8q. ' ij      aq.Bq.  ' \      d\   ' z      dz 

9
2F 

F.      = T—  as well as the conventional notation. 
i z     8zoq. 

The number of subscripts indicates the order of the deriva- 

tive and their reverse order represents the order of differ- 

entiation,   e. g. , 

F. 
i. j k      9qk, . . . , 8q 8q. 

4. All vectors will be underscored lower case letters,   e. g. , 

*       **      0 0 
iL' H' SL' B.' £.' 3. • S,    > Q >   z_,  z_ • 

5. All matrices will be underscored capital letters,   e. g. , 

A,   B,   C,   D,   D"   ,   M,   M"   ,   T ,   S 
—    —■     —   —    — —     — —n, m    ~m, m 

6. All Lagrangian multipliers in constrained optimization will 

be typed lower case Greek letters,   e. g. ,      a,   (3,   y,   6,   r\,   \, 
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(i,   v,   cf>,  u>.      Other notation will be defined when and where 

it is needed and. used. 

Universe of Discourse 

Every theory requires a universe of discourse.     The universe 

of discourse for the Hicks-Allen theory of consumer behavior contains 

four sets of elements:    (1) an individual,   arbitrarily chosen,  but in 

control of his wits and who deliberates about his behavior,     (2) the 

resources with which he has been endowed,   converted to monetary 

equivalents and represented by his income,     (3) a market in which he 

trades his resources for commodities in a situation free of threatful 

coercion or violence,   and    (4) a set of     m     commodities which are 

traded in the market at respective prices     p, , . . . , p    .      The prices 
1 m 

are assumed to be positive and are not influenced by the consumer's 

decisions or behavior. 

The individual consumer is assumed to trade in the market all 

or part of his income to purchase a budget alternative or simply 

budget (Shepard,   1967,   p.   8) represented mathematically by a vector 

(Hadley,   1961,   Ch.   2) 

a 
Hl 

where     q.     represents a non-negative quantity of the     ith    commodity 
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traded in the market.—       Thus,   the set of all possible budgets,    (P     , 

may be viewed, as an m-dimensional quantity space,   or equivalently 

as simply the  set of all m-vectors having non-negative quantity com- 

ponents.     Since the consumer has no discernible control over the 

commodity prices,  his decision is simply to select a budget     ^    at 

the given commodity prices     p, , . . . , p    . 

The Ordering of the Consumer's Preferences 

The consumer is assumed to be capable of ordering budget 

alternatives on the basis of his preferences.     That is,  when the 

consumer is confronted with the choice of receiving either budget 

c[       or     C[ but not both,  he can state that he prefers to receive one 

budget to the other   or that he is indifferent about which he receives. 

It is assumed that the consumer's preference orderings are transitive 

in that if the consumer prefers     £       to     £ which in turn he pre- 

*** 
fers to budget     c[       ,      then when the consumer is confronted with a 

choice between £ and £ , he will state a preference to re- 

ceive £ . Transitivity is assumed, to hold between arbitrary ele- 

ments of indifference classes or sets.     That is,   if the consumer 

>;< >ic >|c >'/: ?j< sjc 

prefers     £       to     £ to     £       ,      then the consumer also prefers 

4/ — By "quantity" is meant a pure number multiplied, by an appro- 
priate unit of measure,   e. g. ,   6 feet,   7. 1 pounds,   0. 2 hours,   etc. 
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^ % ^ ^ >!* •»- 3i' >p ^ ~ ^ 

^       to     ^ to     ^ where     c^       is any budget which the consumer 

states an indifference between     <±       and     c[ ;     and. where the indiffer- 

* * _ * * 
ence relation holds for the budgets     £ and     £[     ,      and the budgets 

>i< ^ >p «, >!« ^ >!< 

^ and     £ 

The transitivity assumption appears to invite a dispute.     Savage 

(1954),   however,   has shown that any attempt to dispute the transitivity 

of an individual's preferences must lead to other disputes about 

whether logic controls or is an adequate control of one's behavior. 

These disputes belong to the disciplines of empirical psychology or 

metaphysics,   and. hence are not germaine to the topic of this disserta- 

tion.     Thus,   it is simply a decision to use the assumption of the 

transitivity of consumer preferences. 

The Consumer's Utility Function 

A device used to express the consumer's ordering of budget 

alternatives in   "lO      is his utility function: 

u =   F(£). 

The function     F     is assumed to be real-valued with domain ~\y . 

The function is order preserving in that     F(£ ) > F(CL     )     if and. only 

if the consumer prefers budget     £       to     £ where      ">"     is the 

"strict inequality ordering" on the set of real numbers; and that 

F(£ ) = F(£     )     if and only if the consumer is indifferent between    £ 
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and     j^     •      It has been shown that any continuous function     F(c[) 

which preserves the consumer's preferences •will adequately serve 

as the consumer's utility function,   that is,   the consumer's utility 

function is unique only up to an increasing continuous monotonic 

transformation (Allen,   1965,   p.   654-655; Henderson and  Qiiandt,   195 8, 

Section 2-3). 

In the Hicks-Allen theory of consumer behavior the utility func- 

tion is usually assumed to have continuous first and second order 

partial derivatives for all     c[     in '$-'   .       This assumption ensures that 

F     is differentiable at all points     c[    in "tp ,      (Bartle,   1964, 

Theorem 20. 7,   p.   233) hence     F     is continuous on    [^      (Bartle, 

1964,   Lemma 20. 4,   p.   229). 

The Hicks-Allen theory assumes that the function     F     has 

positive first order derivatives for all commodities traded in the 

market.     Several ways of stating this assumption are possible,   for 

example: 

1. that     F.  > 0     for all     i =  1, . . . , m; 
i 

2. that the consumer always prefers more to less of the     ith 

commodity,   for all     i =  1, . . . , m;     or 

3. that the consumer's desire for the     ith     commodity has not 

been satiated,   for all     i =  1, . . . , m. 

The non-satiety assumption implies that the time period in which the 

budget selected by the consumer,      c[,      is not so short that it is 
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impossible for the consumer to consume,      c[ .      Henderson and Quandt 

suggest that the time period be long enough that consumer's desire 

for variety can be partially satisfied,   but not so long that the con- 

sumer's tastes (embodied in the  shape of the utility function) are 

influenced by the consumption process (Henderson and Qaandt.   1958, 

p.   9)-    Although the Henderson and Quandt statement of the time period 

assumption is an interesting illustration of what is needed,   it is not 

decisive in itself.    That is,   other criteria are required to determine 

when the consumer's desire for variety has been "partially"  satisfied 

and when his utility function has been influenced.    Shepard suggests 

that the consumer's problem of deciding which budget to select be 

viewed as one in which the consumer allocates his income at the 

beginning of the consumption period and that no changes in the selected 

budget can occur during that time period (Shepard,   1967,   p.   12). 

Shepard's suggestion requires a specified time period be considered 

and that the consumer have some idea when he will get to allocate a 

new income,   presumably earned during a specified time period. 

The Consumer's Budget Constraint 

Introducing the consumer's budget constraint into the theory of 

consumer behavior defines the job of the economist and the function 

of the market.     If the consumer were able to choose any budget 

alternative in   (P   ,      no economic problem would exist simply because 
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the consumer could always achieve a near ecstasy budget by choosing 

the  "biggest" budget he could recognize.    Although the consumer's 

unconstrained problem is insolvable,   the economist has nothing 

5/ 
relevant to add to a critical debate about the unconstrained problem.— 

The mathematical statement of the consumer's budget constraint 
m m 

is:       /   P.q.  5. 7     or equivalently     0 _< y -    )  p.q..      That is,   the 

i=l i=l ^ 
money spent to purchase a budget     c^,      represented by       )  p.q. , 

i=l 
must be less than or equal to the total amount of money the consumer 

has to spend.    The Hicks-Allen theory of consumer behavior repre- 

sents  the consumer's resources which he can consume or trade for 

other commodities by considering them converted into a single 

quantity called money or income,   denoted by     y. 

Thus,   the consumer's choices of budget alternatives are limited, 

by the following four relationships: 

1. q.  > 0     for all     i =  1, . . . , m,      that is,   all quantities are 

non-negative. 
m 

2. y -    )  p.q. > 0,      that is,   he cannot spend more than he has. 

i=l 
3. p.  > 0     for all     i =  1, . . . ,m,      that is,   all commodity prices 

are positive. 

5/ 
— To show the insolvability of the unconstrained problem re- 

quires the metaphysical and mathematical comparison of various 
possible notions   of' infinities as given by Gamow (1961, Chapter I). 
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4.   y > 0     that is,   the consumer is not destitute,   hence he has 

resources to trade and. a budget selection decision to make. 

Usually the assumption that the consumer must spend all of his 

income in the market to purchase an optimal budget is introduced into 
m 

the theory,   i.e. ,      y -   /  p.q.  = 0.      However,   this assumption is not 

i=l 
needed, nor desired.    Its inclusion tends  to  give   the Hicks-Allen 

theory an appearance of artificiality,   in that the designers of the 

theory included the assumption so some clever mathematical tricks 
m 

could be applied.    Assuming the strict equality     y -    )  p.q. = 0   holds, 

i=l 
prohibits any of the interior points or budgets in the set defined by the 

four conditions above from being considered as a solution to the con- 

sumer's problem. 

It can be shown that the set of all budgets     c[    in '^       which 

satisfy the above conditions form a compact,   convex set which will be 

denoted by  ■>r^      .      The set  "yJ will be called the consumer's 

choice  set. 

The economic interpretation of the convexity of    'frL is quite 

simple.    If     c^       and.     c[ are in    j^       ,      then all the points 

£ = t£    + (l-t)c[     ,    0 _< t _<  1,      are also in    "^5     .      This means that 

if the consumer can afford to purchase either  budget     c[       or     c^     , 

he can purchase any budget,   on the straight line segment connecting 

^       and     c[     ,      if he so chooses. 
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boundedness of   "ift 

The mathematical notion of the compact set escapes direct 

economic interpretation,   but application of the Heine-Borel theorem 

yields two mathematical notions which are interpretable,   namely,   the 

notions of a bounded set and. a closed set (Bartle,   1964,   p.   85).    A 

bounded set is a set which can be enclosed in some m-dimensional 

sphere with a finite radius.     The economic intrepretation of the 

is that the consumer's choices are limited to a 

finite maximum amount of each commodity the consumer can purchase. 

A closed set is a set which contains all of its own boundary 

points.    Economically speaking,   a boundary budget     £    is one  such 

that every sphere having its center at     C[    will contain both budgets 

in     {f)     and budgets which are not in   "{Kf 

Several extreme budgets are elements of the choice set and at 

times it is convenient to refer to them.     First the zero budget,   denoted 
Ol . 

,      is in     xfe     ■      The zero budget simply represents the by     0^ = 

choice w 
0_ 

Tere the consumer purchases nothing in the market.     Con- 

sider the budget, 

that is, 

£ 
0 

y/pi 

o 

P/pi /p.     for     i = j 

for     i y j 
j =  1, . . . , m. 
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The budget     c[        represents the choice where the consumer uses all 

of his resources to purchase the     ith     commodity and nothing of the 

other     m-1     commodities.    Substituting     c[        directly into the 
m 

relationship     y -    ) p.q. = 0,      verifies that     C[   , . . . , c[ are all 

i = l 
contained in the m-dimensional hyperplane defined, by the relationship 

m 

Y "   /   P-l- = 0.      Furthermore,   all other budgets     c[    in     fkL can 

, -::... _r.__. aj c _„ 
m m 

£ =   /  W-Slf)'      
where     w. _> 0     for all     i =  1 m,      and     ) w.  <  1. 

i=l i=l 

Determination of the Consumer's Optimal Budget 

The preceding sections of this chapter describe the capabilities 

of the consumer and the economic world in which he is  supposed to 

exist.     Using the preceding concepts and conjectures,   the consumer's 

economic problem can now be described. 

The problem the consumer is trying to solve is to find a budget 

£       in   ^ which he prefers or to which he is indifferent to all 

other   budgets     £    in    "^     .      But,   the choice set   ^D is a non- 

denumerable infinite set of budgets,   hence it is impossible to enumer- 

ate all possible choices.     But,   it is possible to show that     £       cannot 

be in certain regions of    "TK     .      Since the utility function is order- 

preserving with respect to the consumer's preferences,   the budget 
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£       maximizes the consumer's utility function on the set    "(jS 

The preceding remarks assume implicitly that a point     £ 

exists in   -rffc        which solves the consumer's problem.    That     c[ 

exists needs to be demonstrated.      Before   the   adopted  demonstra- 

tion   is presented some definitions and theorems from mathematics 

are needed.    These theorems and their results will then be given 

economic interpretations. 

Some Mathematical Theorems and Definitions 

Let     F      be a function from   (j^ into      ^Ti"       such that     F 

is differentiable at all points in     (/(''    .      Let    j(,      be a subset of 

and let     F(^)     denote the set of points in    0^r        such that 

F(x)     is in     F(fC )■    if     x     *s *n  *b   " 

Theorem 1:    Preservation of Compactness.    If   Tn     is compact 

and     F     is continuous on     0^      ,      then     F(/£ )     is compact (Bartle, 

1964,   p.   163). 

Theorem 2:    Existence of Absolute Extrema.    If     F     is a con- 

tinuous function on a compact set   "^      of   (V an^ ^Las real 

6 / * J/ 
values,—       then there exist points     x       and     x        in   *%,       such that 

— A function is said to have real values if its range is a subset 
of the  set of real numbers. 
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and 
F(x  ) = sup {F(x) :X   in "^ } 

Flx^^inf  {F(x):x   in ^} (Bartie,   1964, p. 165). 

Definition 1:    The Directional Derivative of a Function-     Let 

F    be defined on a subset    %)       of     (fi[ and have values in    Off"   , 

let     c^     be an interior point of    Jfy      and let     u.     be any point in  (ft 

is said to be the directional derivative A vector     D   F(c)     in 
— u     — 

of     F     at     c,     in the direction of     u.,      if for each positive real num- 

ber     e     there   is a positive number     d = H(e)     such that if 

0 <   |t|   < H(e),      then 

i 1 

that is, 

-   {F(c + tu) - F(c) } - D   F(c) |   < e; 

D   F(£) =   lim    ^ {F(c + tu) - F(£)} 
- t — 0 

dFtc) 
Note that letting     ui = £ + je ., 

e . 
— i 

_ ~o" 
1 

1 
0 

'      ^2 = 
0 

0 • 
0 

then     D   F(c) = -r— 
— u     — ox 

Avhere 

, e 

and 
SF F.     is referred to as the partial derivative of     F    with 

respect to     x,      (Bartle,   1964,   p.   225-226). 

Definition 2:     The Differentiability of a Function.     Let     F     have 
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domain    jy      in     tn and range in    CR«'        and let     c_    be an inter- 

ior point of Jt)   •      The function     F     is differentiable at     c^    if there 

exists a linear function,      L,      on      (/^        to      Oy'       such that for 

every positive number     e     there exists a positive number     d = H(e) 

such that if     |x - cj   < H(e)     then     x     iji    Y)     and 

|F(x) - F(c) - L(x- c)|   <e|x-cj>        (Bartle,  1964, p. 227). 

Theorem 3:    Necessary Conditions for Relative Extrema.     Let 

F    be a function with domain   J)      in   (ft and with range in (P* . 

If    £     is an interior point of    £)      at which     F     is differentiable and 

has a relative extremum,   then     D    F(_c) = 0_    for all     u.     in    dU 

(Bartle,   1964,   p.   262,   Theorem 21. 13). 

Note that letting u_ - £ + e_.      as suggested in Definition 1, 

then    F^cJ = 0     for all     i =  1, . . . , p. 

Theorem 4:    Necessary and Sufficient Conditions for Relative 

Extrema-    If     F(x)     is a real-valued differentiable function such that 

F.(x  ) = 0     for all     i =  1, . . . , p,      then 

1.   if     D   (x  ) > 0     for all     k =  1 p,      then     x       is a rela- 

tive minimum; 

-k   k    0 0 
or 2.   if     (-1)     D  (x   ) > 0     for all     k =  1 p,      then     x       is a 

relative maximum where 
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DV) 

Fu(x0)     F12(5
0) Flk(£ ) 

F2k(5
0) 

Fkl(=i0)     Fk2(K0) \k^ 

Theorem 5;    Optimization of a Function Subject to a Constraint. 

Suppose that     F(x)     is a real-valued,   differentiable function which is 

to be maximized (or minimized) within the  set of points satisfying the 

relationship     G(x) = 0     where     G     is also a real-valued differentiable 

function.     If the point     x       maximizes  (minimizes) the following 

Lagrangian expression 

H(x> \) = F(x) + \.G(x) 

0 
for     X. > 0,      then    x       will also maximize (minimize)     F     subject 

to the constraint defined by the function     G(x) = 0,   (Bartle,   1964, 

p.   266-268). 

Discussion of Mathematical Theorems and Definitions 

Theorem 1  simply states that a continuous function maps a com- 

pact set into a compact set.    If the function     F     is real valued,   i.e. , 

the range of     F     is a subset of the real numbers,   then a compact 

set '4/       is mapped into a closed interval of real numbers     [a,b]. 

Theorem 2 states that a real valued continuous function on a compact 
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set i^        will have both an absolute maximum and an absolute mini- 

mum for the set   jC . 

Theorem 2 follows directly from Theorem 1  since compact sets 

of real numbers are closed intervals of real numbers which also con- 

tain their own extreme points,   namely the elements     a     and.     b, 

under the usual ordering of "greater than or equal to. " 

Theorems 3 and 4 are partially redundant in that the conclusion 

of Theorem 3 is contained in the hypotheses of Theorem 4.    Both 

theorems,   however,   are helpful in formulating solutions to the con- 

sumer's problem.    These theorems will be used to eliminate budgets 

in the choice set  "flP which cannot qualify as solutions to the con- 
v 

sumer's problem. 

Theorem 5 simply states that some well-formulated problems, 

but insolvable in the form stated,   can be restated and then solved by 

applying Theorems 3 and 4.    The proof of Theorem 5 would be to 

simply demonstrate in general that when the Lagrangian expression is 

optimized (maximized or minimized) then the original problem of 

optimizing     F     subject to     G = 0     is solved.. 

Economic Interpretation of the Stated Theorems 
of Mathematics 

The above theorems of mathematics can be given an economic 

interpretation by letting the function     F     be the consumer's utility 
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function and the compact set   "^       be the consumer's choice  set "^ 

Theorem 1  states that the continuity of the consumer's utility function 

and the compactness of his choise set ensures that the  range of the 

consumer's utility function on the consumer's choice set will be a 

finite interval of real numbers.    An equivalent restatement of Theorem 

1 is that the continuity of the consumer's utility function and the com- 

pactness of his choice set a priori precludes him from attaining 

ecstasy from choices in the market.     Theorem 2 states that the con- 

sumer's problem has a solution.     Theorems 3,  4,   and 5 are useful in 

finding the consumer's optimal budget.     Their interpretation is pro- 

vided further elucidation by considering the consequences of their 

application- 

Elimination of Impossible Regions from the Consumer's 
Choice Set 

Every search is aided, by eliminating possibilities from consid- 

eration.    One does not  search for Great Dane dogs in ordinary shoe 

boxes nor does one search for whales in small streams.    By showing 

that the consumer's optimal budget     £       must be in an m-dimensional 
m 

hyperplane defined, by     y -   /  P.q. = 0>      if the previous assumptions 

i=l 
about the consumer's preferences and his utility function are not to be 

* 
violated,   the search for     £       can be greatly simplified.     This simpli- 

fication avoids having to resort to the Kuhn-Tucker conditions for 
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solving non-linear programming problems (Kuhn and Tucker,   1951). 

Recall that    "W; was defined by     m+1     weak inequality rela- 
m 

I Piqi ^ tionships,      q. _> 0     for all     i =  1, . . . , m     and     y -    ) p.q.  > 0     for 

i=l 
y > 0     and     p.  > 0     for all     i =  1, . . . , m.      Consider the following 

sets: 

m 

^  =  k   in i%   |     ^ piqi = y} 

i=l 

m 

f2=   k   ^  t$    |   0  <   ^P.q^y} 
i=l 

P 3 =  {0   in ^      }. 

The set   ^z        is all the budgets in    "flj?        which requires all 

of the consumer's income for him to attain possession.    That is,   ~(J-' 

is the intersection of     yg        and the m-dimensional hyperplane 

containing all the extreme budgets in 'ng       .      To attain possession of 

the budgets in  (P  ?,      the consumer needs to spend only a portion but 

not all of his income while   "^ is a set containing only the zero 

budget.     ^   ,   'ffJ      and     "fh?      form a partition of    "flrj 

"QS   r\   {jr       is empty for     r^s,      r, s =  1,2,3     and. 

•§>, w 1P, „ f, = if . 
Consider the following set: 

since 
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•ft-r  {£   in  ^     \cL= kq,   0  < k <  1,   £   in   ^}. 

The set     fl(—    is a function of the elements of     ff"*  ,      and is the  set 

of points in   "^B which lie on the line segment between the budget 

£   in     ^p     and the zero-budget.     Thus,   the following holds: 

that is     "^      is the union of all    Jfr — . 

Consider an arbitrary    £     in     ^0      and its corresponding 

5L 
—•      By definition   ^J—    is an open set (i.e. ,   does not contain any 

of its boundary points) and every    £    in    /C ~    is an interior point 

of   JC ~ ■      Suppose that the domain of the consumer's utility function 

is restricted to    jr —     and that     F     has a maximum for the restricted 

domain   //.—■      Since     /r. —     is an open set,   then this assumed 
^ £ ^ £ 

maximum must be at an interior point of    fu~'      ^ so,   t'1621 by 

Theorem 3 the directional derivative of     F     at some point     kc[     in 

the direction of    £    vanishes,   that is 

D - F(k q) = 0        for some     0 < k <  1 
- £ 

But this would require that 

F. (k q ) = 0        for all     i =  1 m 
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which gives     m     contradictions to the hypothesized properties of the 

consumer's utility function used to indicate his preference orderings. 

Thus,   no relative maximum for the consumer's utility function     F 

can occur in the restricted domain     W.~ •      Since,   the contradiction 

was shown for an arbitrary choice of     c^   in   ^r <      it must hold for 

all     c[     in       w? ■      Hence,   no relative maximum for the consumer's 

utility function can exist at any point     C[    in       v?4 

Consider now the  zero budget,      CU      and the directional deriva- 

tive at     0     in the direction of     e .      that is     D      F(0).      But 
— —i — e.     — 

— i 

D     F(OJ = F. (0) > 0     by hypothesis.    Applying the definition of 
— i 

D F(c_)     to     c_ = 0_    and     \x = e_.     then 

^{F(0   +te .) - F(0)} > 0 

for     0  < t < H(e)     which implies that 

F(0   + te .) > F(£) 

since     0  < t < H(e).      This last strict inequality contradicts any 

hypothesis that an absolute maximum could exist at the zero budget 

given the properties of the consumer's utility function.    Thus     F 

can not have a relative or absolute maximum at the point     0^    for the 

set   "^ 

But Theorem 2 states that an absolute maximum exists for     F 
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on the  set   "ffo    .      Since it has been shown that it is impossible for 

a maximum to be in       tf^      or in     "^o'      then the optimal or most 

preferred budget must be a budget in     ^» . 

The preceding mathematical discourse eliminating the possibil- 

ity of the consumer's optimal budget being an interior budget of    Try 

is a rigorous demonstration of an old. heuristic argument that goes: 

Since the consumer's marginal utility is positive,   one can always get 

the consumer to a preferred, position by giving him another   increment 

of any commodity.    But the consumer cannot attain budgets beyond 

the budget constraint so the optimum budget must be on the budget 

constraint.     Furthermore,   if a person presenting the preceding 

heuristic argument used some graphics,   raised and inflected his 

voice,   and moved his hands appropriately,  he could present a con- 

vincing case to a neophyte or to the uncritical mind- 

However,   when the Hicks-Allen theory was presented, in its 

mathematical formulation,   the heuristic argument was used for quite 

different purposes,  namely to justify assuming that the consumer 

will spend all of his income in the market.    If he does,   then the con- 

sumer's optimal budget can be found by maximizing the consumer's 
m 

utility function subject to strict equality constraint     y -   y p.q. = 0. 

i=l 
This justified assumption employed by mathematical economists is 

not needed.    Its inclusion has tarnished an otherwise well-formulated 
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theory by giving it the appearance that the mathematical economist 

used a justified assumption so that he could employ some neat tricks 

he learned in an advanced calculus course taken as part of his doctoral 

program. 

Although this mathematical discourse has demonstrated that 

selected regions of the consumer's choice set may be rationally 

eliminated from further consideration,   the mathematical formulation 

of determining the consumer's optimal budget is exactly the same. 

The problem can be formulated as a constrained optimization problem 

which satisfies the hypotheses of the Lagrange method, presented in 

Theorem 5.     That formulation is: 

Maximize     u = F(c[)     subject to the constraint 

m 

Y(£) = y -   2 P^i = 0 

i=l 

where 

£ 

m 

q.  > 0,      p.  > 0,      and     y > 0 
i — i 

for all     i =  1, . . • , m. 
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Necessary and Sufficient Conditions Required of the 
Consumer's Optimal Budget 

To derive necessary and. sufficient conditions for a solution to 

the consumer's problem the following Lagrangian function is maxi- 

mized : 
m 

V^.M - My - 2piqi) + F(3)- 
i=l 

For     V(c[, k)     to have a maximum at an interior point of     "^      it is 

necessary that the following     m+1     equations hold: 

m 

i=l 

V.  = -X.p. + F.  = 0        for all     i=l m. 
111 

Since the commodity prices are not determined by the consumer and 

the consumer.'s income is fixed for the time period, being considered, 

they can be taken as constant coefficient in the equations defining the 

necessary conditions.    Thus,   there are     m+1     equations with     m+1 

unknowns,   the consumer's decision variables,      q q    ,    and     X.. 
1 m 

However,   simply because the number of equations in a system 

equals the number of unknowns is no guarantee that a solution exists. 

Suppose that no solution exists.    Since Theorem 2 guarantees that a 
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solution exists for the consumer's problem it must be an extreme 

budget.    Although this extreme budget may be the optimizing solution 

to the  consumer's decision problem,    this   author recommends careful 

examination of either    (1) the consumer's utility function to see if it 

accurately reflects his preference orderings,   or    (2) the consumer 

himself to determine if he is rationally deliberating about his choices. 

Conceivably a consumer would rationally pick an extreme budget if 

his income level was so low that he was so nearly destitute that his 

chosen extreme budget ensures his survival or makes his exit from 

reality as pleasant as possible.    In the remainder of this inquiry it 

is assumed that the     m+1     first-order or necessary conditions can 

be solved. 

However,   the preceding system of equations only represents 

necessary conditions which the consumer's optimal budget must 

satisfy.    Other budgets as well may satisfy these necessary conditions. 

If the necessary conditions are satisfied,   then it is sufficient,   how- 

ever,   that the consumer's optimal budget satisfies the following con- 

dition 

(-l)kDk(a ) = (-l)k 

V V 

V V u      n 

Xk 

V 
Ik 

V V ...      V 
kX        kl kk 

> 0 
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0 

(-1) 
11 

Ik 

> 0 

kl kk 

for all     k =  1, . . . , m,      since     Vx x   =0,   V"   . = V..   = -p. = -7-      when- 
\\ A.1 ih 1 \ 

ever the first order conditions are satisfied.    It is mathematically 

possible,   however,   that several budgets in    "TP      will satisfy both 

the necessary and. sufficient conditions.    However in the next section 

it is assumed that it  is impossible in an economic world. 

The Consumer's Demand Functions 

The     m+1     equations representing the necessary conditions 

for a maximum can be uniquely solved for the     m+1      variables 

q q and.     X.     as functions of    m+1     independent variables 
1 m 

p, , ■ • • , p and     y,      say     q.  = H (p, , . . . , p     , y)     for all rl m '1 rl m 

i = 1 m-      Since     q.     represents the quantity of the     ith     com- 

modity in the consumer's optimal budget,   the function 

H (p, p    , y)     expresses the relationship between the quantity 
1 m 

of    q.      taken in the optimal budget and the prices     p, p in the i1 r o IT j 1 m 

commodity market and the consumer's income     y.      Thus,   if the 

commodity prices or his income level changes,   it is deducible from 
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the Hicks-Allen theory that the consumer will adjust his purchases in 

the market in response to these changes.    Relating the change in     q. 

to an incremental increase in the     rth     commodity price is the prob- 

lem considered in the next section. 

Income and Substitution Effects of a Change in 
Commodity Prices 

So far the Hicks-Allen theory of consumer behavior has been 

* 
used to relate the magnitude of     q.     in     c[       to the commodity prices 

p, , . . . , p paid by the consumer and his level of income,      y.      That 
1 m 

is,   the Hicks-Allen theory has been used, to derive the consumer's 

X 1 m 
demand functions,      H   (JD, y),H   (JD, y) H    (JD, y).      The problem of 

interest in this  section is to relate the changes in consumer's optimal 

budget to incremental increases in the commodity prices.     Tradition- 

ally and in this inquiry as well,   these relationships were analyzed, by 

considering first-order partial derivatives of the consumer's demand, 

functions,   since first-order partial derivatives of a function express 

the rate at which a function changes in response to an incremental 

increase in one of its arguments while all   other arguments are 

assumed to remain constant. 

Slutsky (1915) seemingly was the first to consider this problem 

(Shepard.,   1967,   p.   35) while later the problem was independently 

considered, by Hicks and Allen (1934) (Shepard,   1967,   p.   35).   Shepard 
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(1967,   Chapter III) reviewed both analyses as a foundation for his 

analyses of substitutable,   independent,   and complementary commodi- 

ties in consumption. 

All three previously noted analyses proceeded by first assuming 

that selected pairs of variables change (for example,      q.     and     p., 

or     q.      and     y)     while all others remain fixed.     The theoretical con- 

sequences of these various restricted cases were then derived.    The 

analyses presented, in this thesis will first assume that all prices and 

quantities are continuous functions of a generalized variable     t. 

Then selected substitutions will be made for     t,      e.g.,    t = p.     or 
J 

t = y,      etc.    Also,   a generalized set of equations will be used to rep- 

resent the first order conditions and again selected, substitutions will 

be used.     Thus,   consider the following set of first order relationships: 

where 

G(£, £, y) = 0 

■ \p. + F.(c[) = 0        for all     1=1 m 

m 

F     is the consumer's utility function and.     G     is an implicit function 

of    (£,   2.'    and     y. 

The preceding system of     m+1     equations will be called the 
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Generalized First Order Conditions.     The functions     \ = H   (JD, y) 

and     q. = H (JD, y),    i =  1 m     represent solutions for the gener- 

alized first order conditions and     H       and.     H      will be referred to 

as the Generalized Demand Functions.    The partial derivatives with 

respect to     t     of    H       and.     H      are denoted by     H       and     H 

respectively. 

If the generalized first order conditions are partially differen- 

tiated with respect to the variable t, the following system of equa- 

tions is obtained: 

m Xr, m ft„ Y^        oq.        ^        dP- a 

ZG
q.^ +ZGp.^ +G

y^
=0 

J=l '      J'l ' 

m 
B\ Pi V qi II 

-   biBi + Xlt)+ 1*111?" 0     ^^   i=1 m-- 
j=l 

\ i d\ aqi 
Substituting     H,       and     H,     for     ——     and      Q   ■■     respectively and by 

t t dt dt 

rearranging the terms of the equation about the equality signs,   the 

result is the following equivalent system of equations 

7/ 
— Note that where the function     G     is partially differentiated the 

ac    „       8G      „      ac        ,   ^       ac 
notation     G.   = rr-'    G      = T  ,    G    = 7— ,    and     G      =       has been 

X.      d\ q        aq y      ay p..      dp 

used while for the function     F     the index subscript notation is used 
since      F     is only a function of     q, q 

1 m 
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m m 

SH ^IGA--^+I 
j=i 

m 

1 

9p 
Gp.^1) 

9P; 
p.H,   +   )   F..H;' = \-r± ,      fo 
it       LJ    i}    t at 

r     i =  1 m. 

j=l 

From the last     m     equations of the generalized first order conditions, 

it is seen that     p. = — F.     for all     i =  1, . . . , m.      Substituting these 

m     relationships into the preceding system of equations,   that system 

of equations can be represented by the following matrix equation: 

TFi     Fii 

-i 
\     m ml 

V 
.     F 

1m 

mm 

H 

H. 

H 
m 

-G ■ G        ...     -G 

m 

9r 
at 

9p 
i 

at 

9p m 
at 

In subsequent analyses this matrix equation will be referred to as the 

Matrix Equation of Incremental Adjustments,   since it contains all of 

the incremental adjustments in the functions     H   ,H   , . . . ,H in 

response to incremental (small) changes in     t. 

To facilitate the subsequent discussion both in this  chapter and 

in Chapter IV,   let the following definitions hold: 
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D, 
T*. 

Tri 

11 

^-F F 
X.     m ml 

A.      m 

1m 

mm 

D2 = 
TFi      Fii 

^-F F 
X.    m ml 

m 

1m 

mm 

hf 
H. 

H 
m 

af 

at 

9p 

8t 

9p m 
L8t J 

K  = 

0 

m 

and      K    = 

0     0 

0     X 

0     0 

The effects of a change in the     jth     commodity price,   may be 

analyzed, by considering the following three cases where selected 
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variables are being held constant while others are varying. 

m 

Case 1.     Let     G^, £, y) = y -    )  p.q. = 0,    t = p.    and   y = y   , 

i=l 
a constant.     Under this assignment of terms,   the following relation- 

ships hold:     G   ,=  1,    G      = -p. = — ,    G      = -q.     for all   j = 1 m, 

By      ay"7 ^ ' Pi ' 
and     7TT-. = —~— = 0.      The preceding assignments transform the gener- 

ot 91 

alized first order conditions into the necessary conditions which must 

be  satisfied by the consumer's optimal budget and hence the gener- 

alized demand functions     H   , H   , . . . , H are transformed into the 

consumer's demand functions.     These assignments together with their 

immediate consequences transform the matrix equation of incremental 

adjustments into the following matrix equation which will be called 

the Matrix Equation of Incremental Adjustments--Case  1. 

0 T'! 

— F F 
\   *1 11 

^-F F 
X     m ml 

-1 "' \" 
T F H 

A.      m 
pj 

F. H1 

1m PJ 

,,m 
F H 

mm L ?>, 

m 

1 
3=1 

9P; 
■^ 

j    9P; 

9P: 

8p 
m 

8pj 

or in matrix notation 

D.h^   = Km£ 

-i-p.   —P. 
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The situation described by Case  1 provides an analytical framework to 

consider the rates at which the consumer  will adjust the quantities 

X     and.     q.     in his optimal budget to an incremental increase in the 

jth     commodity price and where the consumer's income level does not 

change. 

However it should be noted that a functional relationship between 

the     jth     commodity price and all other commodity prices has not 

been precluded.     This is not an oversight,   but quite intentional since 

such an assumption would at this point complicate the analyses and the 

notational requirements.     Case  1 will be solved for the vector con- 

\ 1 m 
taining the terms     H    , H    , . . . , H which are the relationships of 

P-      P- P- 
J        J J 

interest in this section,   but subsequently to presenting Cases 2 and 3. 

The subsequent cases are considered simply because they can be used 

to show that the partial derivatives of the consumer's demand with 

respect to changes in a commodity price always decompose into two 

additive components.    These components will be called the income and 

substitution effects. 

m 

Case 2.     Let     G(^, £, y) = y -    )  p.q.  = 0,     t = y,     and   £ = £ 

i=l 
(a constant vector,   i. e. ,    p. = p.      for all     i =  1, . . . , m).    Hence,   the 

i        x 

following relationships are immediate consequences of this assign- 

-i ^ 
ment of terms:     G      = -p. = —— F.,    G      =  -q.,    G    = 1    and   —-i = 0 

qj J        *•      J P- 3 Y 9y . 

for all     j =  1 m.    The preceding assignments transforms the 
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generalized, first order conditions into the necessary conditions which 

the consumer's optimal budget and all budgets on his demand surface 

defined by the functions     H   .H   , . . . ,H must satisfy.     The assign- 

ments of Case 2 together with the above immediate consequences 

transform the matrix equations of incremental adjustments into the 

following matrix equation which shall be called the Matrix Equation 

of Incremental Adjustments--Case 2. 

0 
*', 

i^ Fn 

\     m ml 

-1 
T F 
\      m 

1m 

mm 

H 

H 

H 
m 

£=£ 

-1 

or in matrix form 

= KmJ D  (h^ _„. 
~l~yr,-°   —y 

Case 2 describes a situation where the consumer receives an incre- 

mental increase in his income level,  but the commodity prices do not 

change.     To denote the nonvariation of commodity prices,   the vector 

of interest 
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y    _  0 

£-£ 

H 

H 

H 
m 

£=£ 
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0 
has been tagged with the information,     £. = P. •      The components of 

H 

H 

y| 
.i 

H 
m 

£=£ 

represent the rates at which the consumer will adjust   X., q, , ..., q 
1 m 

in his optimal budget in response to an incremental increase in his 

income level,   given that the commodity prices remain constant. 

Again the solution for 

_\ 
H 

H 

H 
m £=£ 

is deferred. 
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Case 3.      Let    G(£, £, y) = F(<±) - F(£ ) = 0,      and let     t = p.. 

Hence     G      = F.,    G    =G      =0     for all     i =  1, . . . , m.      Assigning 

J 3|- J 

G(£,£» y) = F(CL) -  F(c[ ) = 0     is equivalent to restricting the consumer 

to adjust to only those budgets which he expresses an indifference to 

his optimal budget.     That is,   the consumer is restricted, to the 

m-dimensional indifference  surface containing his optimal budget     c^ . 

His income     y     varies but in the direction and only by the amount 

needed, to keep the consumer on the indifference hyper surface.     The 

jth     commodity price is assumed to increase by an increment and the 

response is reflected by the rates of change or the components of 

Pj    F(£)=F(£   ) 

H 
pi 

H 

.m 
H 

L FJJ 

F^F^') 

is the resulting Matrix Equation of Incremental Adjustments--Case 3 

depicted below: 

■ 

0 F,     • '• F 
1 m 

-1 
  F F   ,    . . F, 

X      1 11 1m 

-1 
"T F F    ,    ■ • .     F 

A.      m ml mm 

H 
pi 

H 

H 
m F(£) = F(a ) 

0 0 

"Pi •p, 

9pi = x. dp> 

'"m 8Pn. 
ap. 

\ 
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or in matrix form 

£2(-£  ) 
P
j   F(a) = F(a.') 

= K m 
0    £ 

The vector of interest     (h-* ) is tagged with the assunaption 
Pj    F(£) = F(£<) 

that  the. consumer is constrained to the indifference surface contain- 

ing his optimal budget.     The  solution is deferred. 

Solution of the Matrix Equations of Incremental Adjustments 

To solve the preceding matrix equations of incremental adjust- 

ments,   the left side of each equation will be pre-multiplied, by the 

appropriate inverse matrix.     For Cases  1 and 2 the matrix 

1 1 
2l IDI 

|D0|       -MDj 

-MDj        \Dn\ 

• \|D 

D 

m 

lm' 

-\\D     I      |D    . |    .. .       |D | 1    m'       'ml mm 

is the inverse matrix needed to solve the equation,  while for Case 3 

^2 
1  _ _J_ 

=  lD| 

|D0|       -MDj      ...      -MD     | 

D, D 
11 

D 
lm1 

D 
- D     i m ml 

D 
mm 
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is the necessary inverse,  where      | D   |      is the cofactor of the ele- 

ment in the first row and first column,       | D. |      is the cofactor of the 

element     F.,      and      I D.. I      is the cofactor of     F..     in the matr 
i ij1 ij 

IX 

D 
Fl       Fll 

F F m        ml 

m 

1m 

mm 

The material presented in the mathematical appendix verifies that 

D and.    p?        are appropriate inverses. 

Below these inverses have been used to solve the corresponding 

matrix equation of incremental adjustments for the vectors of interest. 

Case 1. 

H 
pj 

H 

Hm 

1 

for 

D, 

\|D1 

-MD m 

.k\D1 

D 
11 

D 
ml 

-MD     | 

D 

m 

1m1 

D mm' 

m 

I 
i=l 

q.    ap. 

x   ap. 

X 
8p. 

\ 
8^ 
ap.    J 
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D, 
v-> q- 9P- v- 9p- 

i=l i=l 

mm 
V      8pi V dp\ 

i=l i=l 

m 

-   D m 

m 
8p, 

Zqi^:+ Z|Dmii^:J 
i=i    J   i=i        J 

or equivalently 

Case 2. 

h       = D,   Km^ 
-p.      -1 p. 

J 3 

H 
y 

.1 
H 

H 
m 

1 
Dl 

£=E 

lDo 

■\\D 
1 

■\\Dl 

ID 

|     ...    -X|D 

n 

•MD_|     ID^J 
m ml 

_X_ 
Dl 

Tl°o 
D. 

D 
m  _ 

-1 

D 

m 

lm' 

D 
mm 

that is, 

(h^)          .    = D     Km£ 

-y 0 y 
£-£ 
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H 
PJ 

Hm 

LPJJ 

D 

F(£)=F(£  ) 

Dnl       -MD, 

D, 

D 
m 

D 
11 

ml 

.\|D     | m 

D 
1m1 

D 
mm 

that is, 

"51 

-\ 
V api 

i=l 

m 
9P; 

i=l 

m 

I 
i=l 

D 
mi1   9p. 

J 

(h^) 
-1    0     p 

A     
= Hz -  — Pj F(£) = F(£>'C) Pj 

Ceteris Paribus:    Or Only Two at a Time 

In the presentation of Case 1,   it was noted that precluding a 

functional relationship between     p.     and     p.     for     i ¥ h   i =  1, . . . ,m 
i J 

would complicate the analyses of the effects of a change in the     jth 
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commodity price.    In Cases 1 and 3 if the components of the  solution 

vector,   the vector obtained by premultiplying both sides of the three 

Matrix Equation of Incremental Adjustments by their corresponding 

inverse matrix,   are considered,   it is seen that each component is a 
ap ap 

1                   m 
linear combination of , . . . , —  .      Before further analysis is 

dp. 3^ 

possible,   further specification of the interrelationships between the 

jth     commodity price and the other commodity prices is needed. 

Since,   the consumer's decisions were assumed to have no influence on 

the commodity prices and the quantities of interest are the partial 

derivatives the demand, functions with respect to the     jth     commodity 

price,   the usual assumption and the one used in this presentation is 

that only two variables change,   namely     q.     and     p.,      while all other 

commodity prices remain unchanged as well as the quantities of the 

other commodities in the consumer's optimal budget.     The mathemati- 

cal version of the ceteris parabus condition is contained in the follow- 

ing relationship 

9p.       fO     for     i ¥ j 
,    i, j =  1, . . . , m. 

9p;       ^ !     for     i = j 

Introducing the ceteris paribus assumption into Case 2 changes nothing 

since     ja = JD       was part of the hypotheses of Case 2.     The solutions 

for Cases  1 and 3 are affected however,   as can be seen in the relation- 

ships: 
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PJ 

H 
1 

Hm 

L.PJJ 

Dl 

-X  D. 
J 

D 
mJ 

Employing the ceteris paribus assumption and the results of Cases 2 

and 3,   Case  1  canbe rewritten as follows: 

H 
pi 

H 

H 
m 

pj 

"Dl 

D, \.|D. 

-Oj lDll +1% 

•q. ■  D       +   D   . j      m mj 

IST 

Tl°o 

D, 

D 
m 

D 

AD. 

D 
lj 

D    . 

Case 3. 

pj 
y 

H1 

pj =   -qj 

H1 

y 

Hm 

Pj 

Hm 

y 
W     J J ^          J 

£ = £ 

H 
pj 

H 
pj 

m H 
L   'JJ 

F(£)=F(£   ) 

The preceding equation has been called  "The Fundamental Theorem of 
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Value Theory" by Hicks (1946,   p.   309; Shepard,   1967*   p.   35).    The 

original derivation appears to be due to Slutsky in 1915 (Slutsky,  1915; 

Allen,   1965,   p.   662; Hicks,   1946,   p.   303;  Shepard,   1967,   p.   35) and 

the equation commonly is called the Slutsky equation (Shepard,   1967; 

Chapter III; Henderson and Quaridt,  1958, Chapter 2). 

The first term on the right side of the Slutsky equation describes 

the  income effects generated by an incremental increase in the     jth 

commodity price.     On the other hand the second term of the Slutsky 

equation contains the  rates at which the consumer will substitute each 

commodity for the     jth     commodity in response to an increase in the 

jth     commodity price.    If the second order conditions (p.   76-77) are 

satisfied,   then the expression     (H    ) is negative.    One 
Pj F(£) = F(a*) 

needs,   however,   the theorems and definitions concerning determi- 

nants in Chapter 3 of Hadley (1961) to show this result. 

Classification of Commodities and the Relationships 
Between Commodities 

The terms of the Slutsky equation are used to classify both the 

commodities the consumer purchase as well as the relationships be- 

tween pairs of commodities.    The sign of the term     (H  ) .     is r y 0 
R = R 

used to classify commodities and the sign of the term 

(H    ) is used to classify pairs of commodities. 
Pj F(£) = F(£V) 
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Classification of Commodities 

To classify the     m     commodities the income effect term of the 

Slutsky equation is considered.     The following statements define the 

various classes of goods: 

1. If     (H   ) n > 0,      then the     ith     commodity is referred to 
y 0 

R = £ 
as an ordinary commodity. 

2. If     (H  ) .  < 0,      then the     ith     commodity is referred to 
y 0 — 

as an inferior commodity (Allen,   1965,   Chapter 19). 

Statement 1  simply states that if the consumer's demand for the     ith 

commodity increases in response to an incremental increase in his 

income,   given that all commodity prices remain constant,   the con- 

sumer's demand for the     ith     commodity behaves how one would 

ordinarily expect.    Statement 2 describes a situation where the con- 

sumer's demand, remains constant or even decreases for the     ith 

commodity when he is given another increment of income.    Such 

behavior is conceivably possible and at times observed in reality 

which implies the consumer considers the     ith     commodity to be 

undesirable or inferior. 

Classification of Related Commodities 

To classify the relationship between the     ith     and     jth     com- 

modities,   the  substitution effect term of the Slutsky equation is 
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considered.    The following statements formally define the usual or 

intuitive  relationships between two commodities: 

1. If     (H    ) .    > 0,      then commodities     i     and     j     are 
Pj   F(£) = F(£   ) 

substitutes. 

2. If     (H    ) ,    = 0,      then commodities     i     and     j     are 
Pj F(£) = F(£V) 

independents. 

3. If     (H    ) ^   < 0,      then commodities     i     and     j     are 
Pj F(£) = F(£") 

complementary commodities (Allen,   1965,   Chapter 19). 

The term     (H    ) ,       expresses the rate at which the consumer 
Pj F(£) = F(£>,;) 

adjusts the quantity of the     ith     commodity in his optimal budget in 

response to an incremental increase in     p.,      the price of the     jth 

commodity.    Thus,   if the consumer's demand, for the     ith     commodity 

increases whenever the     jth     commodity price increases,   then the 

consumer has substituted an increment of the     ith     commodity for an 

increment of the     jth     commodity.    Hence the notion of substitutability. 

Since the matrix     D    is symmetric,   then       D =    D for all — '    rs ' rs 

r, s =  1, . . . ,m+l,      and the substitution effect is also symmetric, 

i.e. 

|D..| |D..| 
(H1  ) ,    = X-r-^f-   = *■ -nS" = (HJ   ) 

PJF(£) = F(£
V) ^T TPT PiF^Ffc* 
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Classification of Commodities and Related Commodities 
from the Demand Functions 

The traditional approach of classifying commodities and the 

inter-commodity relationships utilized the information expressed by 

the components of the Slutsky equation.     But these components were 

obtained by partially differentiating the first-order conditions which 

the optimal budget must satisfy.    The problem considered in this sec- 

tion is:   How does one obtain the income and substitution effects 

needed, to classify the commodities purchased by the consumer and the 

inter-relationships between these commodities if the only source of 

information is the consumer's demand functions? 

Suppose that one has the demand functions 

H  (JD, y), H   (£, y), • • • , H    (JD, y).      The Slutsky equation shows that the 

first-order partial derivatives of the consumer's demand function de- 

compose into two terms,   i. e. , : 

H'   (£,y) = -q.(UL) + MH1   ) 
Pj 1     yE=R0 PJF(£) = F(H

V) 

However,   when Case 2 in the derivation of the Slutsky equation is 

0 
considered.,   the explicit assumption that     £.-£.       is also tacitly 

9q. 
i i 

assumed when one considers the expression     H    = —— •      Thus,   if one 
y    3y 

has     H (JD, y)     and. partially differentiates it with respect to     p.,     the 

left side of the Slutsky equation is directly obtained..    Similarly if the 
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demand, function is partially differentiated with respect to the con- 

sumer's income level,   then the expression     H    = (H   ) „     is ob- 
y y 0 

tained-     By subtracting the product   -q.H      from   H    ,      the result is: 
x y Pj 

MH1   ) = H1    - [-q.H1] 
pj F(a)=F(£

v)    Pj     1 y 

= H1    - [-qAH1) ] 
p. i    y 0 

J E=P 

The left side of the preceding equation is the substitution effect. 

Since      \ > 0,      then the sign of     (H    ) is the same as the 
Pj F(£) = F(c^) 

product     X.(H    ) ,  >      and the classification of pairs of com- 
Pj F(a) = F(z) 

modities may be performed. 

Summary 

Three problems were examined, for which the Hicks-Allen 

theory provided seemingly adequate solutions.     First,   the problem of 

determining the consumer's most preferred budget he can attain given 

his income and the commodity prices.     This problem was suitably 

solved by demonstrating that the consumer's optimal budget could be 

functionally (in a mathematical sense) related, to his income level and 

the prices of the respective commodities via his demand, functions 

CL = H (JD, y).    The second problem which the Hicks-Allen theory 
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seemingly solved adequately was relating changes in the commodity 

prices and the consumer's income level to their consequences on the 

consumer's choice of optimal budget and hence upon his demands. 

This relationship was expressed in the Slutsky equation: 

H1    =  -q.CH1) + MH1   ) >k 

for all     i =  1 m. 

Using the Slutsky equation it is possible to consistently classify 

both the commodities the consumer purchases and the between- 

commodity relationships for pairs of commodities.    Posing a classi- 

fication scheme is the third, problem solved with the Hicks-Allen 

theory. 

Commodities are classified, as either  ordinary or inferior 

depending whether the consumer's demand increases or decreases 

respectively in response to incremental increases in his income. 

Inter-commodity relationships are classified, as substitutes,   depen- 

dents,   or complements depending upon whether the consumer's 

demand, for one commodity increases,   remains constant,   or decreases 

in response to an incremental price increase of another commodity. 

Finally,   the Hicks-Allen theory,   via the derivation of the 

Slutsky equation,   allows one to validly formulate a method of deriving 

the income and. substitution effects directly from the information 
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obtainable from the consumer's demand function.    This last result is 

seemingly due to the author since no suggestions of this method have 

been found in the literature at the time of this writing. 

Although mathematics and. mathematical reasoning has been 

used critically in the sense of controlling the author's conjecturing, 

little criticism of the Hicks-Allen theory has been presented in this 

chapter.    At this point the outcomes of the critical debate do not con- 

stitute responsible grounds for rationally abandoning the Hicks-Allen 

theory.     Chapter III contains some critical analyses of the Hicks- 

Allen theory.    Also,   two examples of recent market behavior by a 

significant number of consumers are presented.    These examples, 

the author believes,   refute the Hicks-Allen theory.    However,   no 

extensive search for documented facts and quantitative data was made 

because the primary task of this inquiry was to conceptualize theories 

about consumer's market behavior which also consider non-market 

events and phenomena as possible influences on the consumer's choice 

of budget.    The omission of an extensive search for empirical data 

should not be construed, that the author does not believe such a search 

is necessary.    A search would be required if a primary objective for 

this inquiry was to provide rational grounds for abandoning the Hicks- 

Allen theory.     But the examples presented do provide a rational bases 

for the author's motivation to conduct this inquiry and for evaluating 

the importance of the contribution,   if any,   made in Chapter IV. 
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If an extensive search fails to verify the initial conditions of the 

proposed, refutations,   then the Hicks-Allen theory stands as is.    But 

if an extensive search for data reveals that the initial conditions of the 

proposed refutations accurately describe the local markets at the 

times specified,   then the Hicks-Allen theory has been subjected to 

rigorous test and. refuted.    Hence a new theory will be required to 

explain the proposed refutations. 

Subsequent to the proposed refutations are  some conjectures 

which the author believes need to be considered to pose a suitable 

theory of consumer behavior.    Based upon the conjectures and the 

considerations made in Chapter I,   three criteria are posed, to decide 

when a suitable theory of consumer behavior has been posed.-    Chap- 

ter IV contains a proposed modification of the Hicks-Allen theory so 

that it may be used to analyze the consequences of non-market events 

and phenomena on the market behavior of the individual consumer. 

Chapter V contains a critical review of the proposed modifications. 
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III.    A CRITICAL REVIEW OF THE HICKS-ALLEN THEORY 

In the previous chapter no analyses or refuting criticism was 

given the Hicks-Allen theory of consumer behavior.     Yet the theory of 

knowledge and code of rationality adopted, for this inquiry requires 

or demands that an intensive search be conducted for refuting evidence 

or logical defects in structure of the theory (Chapter I).    In this chap- 

ter,  two examples of consumer behavior are presented which the 

author believes refute the Hicks-Allen theory.    Briefly,   the analyses 

in this chapter consist first of a critical examination of the Hicks- 

Allen theory for features which render it vulnerable to refutation. 

The two examples themselves will be  scrutinized critically to ensure 

that genuine refutations have been observed. 

Subsequent to the critical analyses of the Hicks-Allen theory and 

the refutations,   the author will suggest or conjecture an explanation 

of why the Hicks-Allen theory fails to explain the proposed refutations. 

Three  criteria are posed which must be satisfied by any proposed 

theory claiming to explain the proposed refutations if that theory is to 

be seriously considered as a replacement for the Hicks-Allen theory. 

Some Critically Vulnerable Properties of the 
Hicks-Allen Theory 

Rigorous statement of both the problems of interest in Chapter 

II about the consumer's behavior and the solutions to these problems 
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was facilitated by the mathematical language used to present the 

Hicks-Allen theory.    However,   a verbal restatement of the solutions 

to those problems may help the reader: 

1. The consumer's optimal budget is determined by the com- 

modity prices     p, p and the consumer's income 1 m 

level,      y,      and, only these considerations are necessary. 

2. Changes in consumer's optimal budget are related to changes 

in the commodity prices and in the consumer's income level 

and. only these changes. 

3. One needs only to consider income effects and substitution 

effects to classify the commodities purchased by the con- 

sumer and to classify the between-commodity relationships 

for the commodities consumed by an individual. 

Statement 1 restates the uniqueness of the quantity     q.     for a speci- 

fied set of commodity prices,      p, p and level of income,      y, 
1 m 

for the  consumer.    Statement 2 restates a mathematical concept, 

namely that the linearity of the transformation of a function     F     to 

obtain its partial derivatives also ensures that the components of the 

Slutsky equation are also unique for given prices and. income.    State- 

ment 3  states that the proposed, classifications are complete and well- 

defined, since the definitions form non-intersecting,   exhaustive 

partitions of the ranges of the functions involved in the definitions and 

the derivation of the Slutsky equation ensures the uniqueness of the 
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components of the equation.    Thus,   the Hicks-Allen theory provides 

predictions of unique market behavior by the consumer.     The unique- 

ness of these predictions is a two edged sword since these predictions 

also say that the scientist will not observe behavior other than that 

predicted.    The uniqueness feature of the Hicks-Allen theory renders 

it falsifiable since for any set of market prices and income level 

nothing but what is uniquely predicted should be observed.    If some- 

thing else is observed,   the Hicks-Allen theory is refuted. 

Some Possible Refutations of the Hicks-Allen Theory 

A Judicial Decision 

In 1954 the constitutionality of state laws requiring black stu- 

dents to attend separate,  but supposedly equal school systems pro- 

vided by local school districts was argued in the Supreme Court of the 

United States in the case of Brown v.   Board of Education,   347 U- S. 

483,   74 S. Ct.   686,   98 L.. Ed.   873.     The Court ruled that "separate, 

but equal" or dual school systems deprived Negro children equal pro- 

tection under the law,  hence such laws are unconstitutional.    In 1955, 

however,   the Supreme Court ruled in the case of Brown v.   Board of 

Education,  349 U.S.  483,   75 S. Ct.   753,   99 L.Ed.   1083,   that "this 

unconstitutional denial should be remedied not immediately,   but only 

'with all deliberate speed'. "   More recently in 1964 in the case of 
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Griffen v.   County School Board,   377 U.S.   218,   84 S. Ct.   1226,   12 

L.Ed. 2d 256,   the Supreme Court unanimously ruled, that "the time for 

mere 'deliberate speed1 has run out ..." and "the Board must be re- 

quired to formulate a new plan . . .which promise[s] realistically to 

convert promptly to a system without a 'white'  school and a 'Negro' 

school,   but just schools."   The October 29,   1969 Supreme Court 

decision in the case of Alexander v.  Holmes County School Board 

90 S. Ct.   29 vacated an August 28,   1969 decision in the Court of 

Appeals for the Fifth Circuit granting additional time to operate a dual 

school system.    Also the Supreme Court remanded the cases to the 

Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit "to   issue- its  decree and order, 

effective immediately,   declaring that each of the school districts here 

involved may no longer operate a dual school system based upon race 

or color,   and directing that they begin immediately to operate as uni- 

tary school systems. . . " (Court's Latest ruling on mixed schools, 

1969). 

A seemingly related response to the Supreme Court's rulings 

has been the hasty establishment of privately operated all white 

schools  (Instant Schools,   1970; Why Many Private Schools Are Zoom- 

ing,   1969)-     "The number of these institutions is reported to be  10 

times as great as it was before passage of the  1964 Civil Rights Act" 

(Why Many Private Schools Are Zooming,   1969,   p-   50).    In mid 1969 

there were only six private schools in the 30 Mississippi school 
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districts integrated in January,   1970 in compliance to a Federal court 

order;  in January , 1970,   "there are five times that  many,   and more 

are springing up daily. . . " (Instant Schools,   1970,   p.   59)-    The pur- 

chase of the services of these privately operated schools has been the 

response of the parents of 10,000 children in Mississippi alone 

(Instant Schools,   1970).     "Tuitition is deliberately low--$360 a year 

for the first child in a family,   $7 20 for two and $900 for three or 

more" (Instant Schools,   1970).     "The Southern Regional Council,   an 

organization fostering equal opportunity in the South,   estimates that as 

many as 300, 000 youngsters are now enrolled in private elementary 

and secondary schools that are all-white" (Why Many Private Schools 

Are  Zooming,   1969). 

Furthermore,   no significant price decreases,   either for ser- 

vices of private  schools or for other commodity prices,   nor significant 

increases in many white citizens'  income levels have been observed. 

With all of the recent effort by the Federal Government to combat in- 

flation,   the reverse situation would perhaps more accurately reflect 

the commodity-price-consumer-income changes particularly during 

the formation of these private  schools.    Hence,   if one adopts the 

Hicks-Allen theory of consumer behavior no consumer budget reallo- 

cation should have occurred or worse yet,   there should, have been a 

decrease in the purchase of the services of privately operated schools. 

Hence there must have been some shifts in the demand functions of a 
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great many parents.    But so far in this discussion these shifts are 

unexplained,   and. furthermore they are unexplainable by the Hicks- 

Allen theory of consumer behavior. 

The reader may want to dismiss these instances as irrational 

responses of bigoted people to a fact of life,   namely a court order to 

do something.     But the number of people involved,   the tuition cost to 

attend these private schools,   and their continued increase in numbers 

after their initial passions of the  1950's have subsided indicate that 

this problem is  "too big" and "too real" to be rationally dismissed by 

the professional economist.     The author believes that this response 

is reproducible in Northern school districts given that the parents 

involved believe   their   school is.rbeing  as    adversely affected, as is 

believed, in the school districts being "immediately" integrated under 

Federal court order.     Contrary conjectures are being refuted, by the 

increasing demands (increasing at two to three percent per year) for 

privately operated non parochial schools despite the 75 percent in- 

crease tuition costs since 1960 (Why Private Schools Are Zooming, 

1969)-    However,   these increased demands are not so clearly related, 

to the question of integration.    Parental complaints include unruliness 

of students,   overcrowding,   underfunding,   poor quality of teaching, 

dissatisfaction with Supreme Court's decisions on prayer and. Bible 

reading as well as parental dissatisfaction with sex education pro- 

grams (Why Private Schools Are  Zooming,   1969). 
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A Snowstorm in Corvallis,   Oregon 

In January 1969,   a rare event occurred for Corvallis,   Oregon 

when nearly 20 inches of snow fell upon the city.    At this point it is 

non contentious to assert that obviously this was not a phenomena 

resulting from any changes in the market.    Also,   no significant 

changes in commodity prices or consumer's income levels were ob- 

served during the ten day period, while the snow covered, the city. 

But some rather interesting market related behavior was observed. 

Demands for some items sold in the city increased,   even some at 

increased prices.     For example,     (1) snow shovel sales increased 

significantly even to the point where the market supply was exhausted 

at finite prices,     (2) demands for snow removal services increased 

and at increased prices as well,   and    (3) childrens'  snow sleds were 

sold immediately.    Consumption of some other services,   on the other 

hand,   decreased significantly so much so that many sellers ceased to 

operate their established retail outlets.     For example,   sales of gaso- 

line,   recreational services,   and restaurant food and beverages were 

significantly less.    Since no significant price or income changes 

occurred and the Hicks-Allen theory formulates the consumer's de- 

mand, as depending only upon the commodity prices and his income 

level,   these budget reallocations should not,   according to the theory, 

have occurred.    As in the preceding example,   the frequency of these 
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reallocations is too great and believed to be reproducible at other 

times and in other  places given that another comparable phenomena 

occurs to alter the physical environment as drastically as it was in 

Corvallis.    Comparable phenomena would, be floods,  windstorms, 

droughts,   tidal waves,  or mine or factory explosions in an area which 

rarely experiences such events. 

Critical Discussion of the Proposed Refutations 

Although other possible examples of nonmarket events and 

phenomena exist,   the preceding examples are presented, because no 

serious dispute can be rationally maintained, that the causal events are 

related to the local commodity markets.    The United States Supreme 

Court has a long,   strong tradition of integrity with respect to outside 

economic influences.    This tradition is primarily due to the design of 

social institutions ensuring the members of the Court lifetime tenure, 

the critical congressional scrutiny of a proposed, candidate's qualifica- 

tions,   and the individual justices' decisions to remain as detached 

from external influences as possible.    On the other hand,  weather in 

a given locality is simply a set of physical consequences beyond signi- 

ficant influence by anyone. 

Furthermore,  it was asserted that no significant price and. 

income changes occurred in the local markets which account for these 

major budget allocations by the local citizens.    Many adjustments in 
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their consumption behavior were the opposite of what one would expect 

if the Hicks-Allen theory is used for viewing the consequences of 

8/ 
price changes.     This assertion is disputable but fortunately testable — 

The author proposes that this assumption should, be empirically 

tested.    However,   for the remainder of this inquiry it is assumed that 

the assertions in the proposed examples will withstand empirical 

te s ting. 

Supporters of the Hicks-Allen theory by now may have posed a 

rebuttal to save the Hicks-Allen theory from the disgrace of a dis- 

card.     That rebuttal probably goes:    Since the consumer reallocated 

his income in response to these non-market influences while com- 

modity prices and his income did not change,   obviously the consum- 

er's utility function changed in which case the theory is saved since 

it only predicts the consumer's behavior on the assumption that con- 

sumer's utility function doesn't change.    Well obviously the consum- 

er's utility function did change,  but this sort of rebuttal only justifies 

a professional economist's decision to do no further   conjecturing 

about solving a problem outside the assumptions of the economic 

theories he learned as a graduate  student.    However,   the codes of 

rationality demanding such justifications were abandoned early in this 

8/ 
— The tests of these assertions would not need to be extremely 

sophisticated since an examination of the historical record of prices, 
in the localities  should depict no significant changes.    Examination of 
price ratios and. deflated prices is suggested to eliminate major 
effects of inflation. 
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inquiry (Chapter I).    Still the primary tasks of a professional econo- 

mist are to conjecture and to criticize new theories purportedly ex- 

plaining the refuting events of old. theories.     This task must be 

resumed to explain the consumers' behavior in the above examples. 

Some Conjectures About the Market Behavior of Consumers 

The central conjecture to explain the failure of the Hicks-Allen 

theory is that important influences on the consumer's preferences 

were omitted when the theory was initially conceptualized.     Those 

influences are conjectured to be the consumer's environment,  both 

physical and social.    Furthermore,   it is conjectured that what occurs 

is not a change or alteration of the consumer's tastes and preferences, 

hence a change in his utility function,  but that the consumer always 

considers the state of his environment when forming his preference 

orderings.    That is,   the consumer's utility function has dimensions 

other than those representing his level of consumption of the com- 

modities he purchased in the market. 

At this point,   the discussion of what constitutes a change in the 

consumer's utility function seems intuitively appropriate.     But the 

a-priorism of theories to understanding,   discourse,   and knowledge 

complicates the issue since the concept of a change in the utility 

function must be reconsidered.    Hence this discussion is deferred 

until Chapter IV. 
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Criteria for a Suitable Theory of Consumer Behavior 

Since the Hicks-Allen theory has withstood relatively severe 

critical scrutiny and empirical testing in many cases,   it is reasonable 

to demand that any proposed theory to explain the above refutations 

should also explain or solve many and. most of the problems satisfac- 

torily solved by the Hicks-Allen theory.     If it happens that the Hicks- 

Allen theory is  simply a special case of a proposed theory which 

suitably explains the above refuting events,   then a contribution has 

been made since no satisfactory solutions to other problems must be 

forfeited, to solve a problem of interest.     But where satisfactory solu- 

tions to problems must be forfeited to solve a problem of interest,   a 

critical debate about the proposed theory must be convened to deter- 

mine if it is a significant contribution. 

As an attempt to avoid the failure of the Hicks-Allen theory a 

suitable theory of consumer behavior must contain arguments or vari- 

ables representing his environment.    In both refuting examples the 

environment containing the consumer was significantly altered,   by 

Court decision in the first example,   and by physical consequence, 

random and. sequential,   in the  second.    Both sets of consumer behav- 

ior are believed, to be deliberate responses to these alterations of the 

environment and. hence must be formally considered by a suitable 

theory of consumer behavior. 
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But brief reflections about how one relates to an environment 

quickly indicates that simple theoretical inclusion of variables rep- 

resenting the consumer's environment is not enough.    When contem- 

plating a decision to alter one's environment it becomes quite apparent 

that one's resources,   physical and economic,   as well as one's influ- 

ence on those who share and compose one's environment are virtually 

trivial.     That is,   if one expended all of his resources or influence in 

an attempt to alter his environment,   given that all others continue 

with their present choice of activity,   the effects would be undectable. 

Thus a suitable theory of consumer behavior must exclude the possi- 

bility of the consumer individually altering his environment.    This 

qualification does not preclude the possibility that the consumer can 

join with those who share and compose an environment to alter it. 

But this requires a group decision involving the simultaneous execu- 

tion of many individual decisions.    A suitable theory of  consumer 

behavior,   however,   should predict their behavior as individuals in 

response to the alteration of their jointly shared environment. 

In Chapter IV a theory of consumer behavior is presented which 

formally incorporates the author's conjectures about individual con- 

sumers.    It is a modification of the Hicks-Allen theory and. is a more 

general theory.     The proposed nnodification satisfies all three criteria 

posed for a suitable theory to explain the proposed refutations given 

in this chapter.     Chapter V contains some criticism of the theory in 
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Chapter IV,   by elucidating some of its limitations and. some problems 

it fails to solve.    Also a section in Chapter IV is devoted to presenting 

some problems and suggestions for further inquiry.    The suggestions 

are not part of this inquiry,  but must be solved, if the proposed modi- 

fication is to be fruitfully used. 
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IV.    A PROPOSED MODIFICATION OF THE HICKS-ALLEN 
THEORY OF CONSUMER BEHAVIOR 

The presentation of the proposed modification of the Hicks- 

Allen theory closely parallels both the organization and the analyses 

used in Chapter II.      The   same problems will.be re-examined using 

the proposed, modification.    Some omitted topics are:    (1) the purely 

mathematical material and its interpretation and    (2) the eliminating 

of some irrelevant regions from the consumer's choice set.    Also, 

several sections in Chapter II have been reorganized into a single 

section for this chapter since the detailed explanations and interpre- 

tations presented in Chapter II are unaffected, by the proposed modi- 

fication.    In most other instances,   the interpretations and concepts of 

Chapter II require only an enlargement or a further restriction when 

the proposed, modification is introduced.    These have been noted. 

For those cases where no comment is made,   the interpretations of 

Chapter II are sufficient. 

The Universe of Discourse,   The Consumer's Preference 
Ordering,   His Utility Function,   and His Budget Constraint 

The universe of discourse for the proposed modification con- 

tains five elements,    (1) a rational consumer,     (2) his resources conr 

verted, to money or income,      y,      (3) a market in the usual sense, 

(4) a set of    m     commodities traded in the market at respective 
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prices,      p, , . . . , p    ,    p.  > 0     for all     i =  1, . . . , m,      and    (5) an 
1 m        x 

environment having     n     quantitative dimensions reflected by the com- 
z. 

ponents of a vector     z^ 
1 

Jn 

,      where     z        reflects the level of the r 

rth     component of the environment containing the consumer.     The 

individual is assumed to trade all or part of his resources in the 

market at the commodity prices     p. , . . . , p to purchase a budget 
1 m       rv ~i 

alternative or budget denoted by the vector     c[ 

ll 

^m 

where     q.  > 0 
i — 

for all     i =  1, • • • , m.      Again the set of all possible budgets is denoted 

The set describing all possible states of the consumer's environ- 

ment or the set of all n-vectors     z^    which describe a possible state 

of the consumer's environment will be denoted, by  j? .      If two vectors 

in    j^     have different     rth     components,   then this means that two 

different states of the consumer's environment are described by the 

respective vectors.    The set denoted by  Q-^'£t     contains all     m+n 

vectors of the form 

■y 
"V V 

z zl 

z 
L    n -1 

Each element in   Q^ j?      simply describes a budget     C[    being 
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consumed when the consumer's environment is at state     z^ 

The consumer is capable of ordering budget alternatives for 

a given state of his environment.     Furthermore for a given state of 

the environment,   the consumer's preference-indifference orderings 

on the  set   "fP      are assumed to be transitive in the same sense as 

described, in Chapter II.    But the proposed modification assumes that 

the consumer considers the state of his environment as well as the 

respective quantities of the     m     commodities in a budget when he 

states his preference orderings on 'fl-' .      The conjecture is reflected 

in the consumer's utility function by assuming that its domain is the 

set  ^^2E '      that is: 

u = F(CL, z,). 

Using the preceding formulation of the utility function,   the deferred 

matter (Chapter III) concerning the definition of a change in the utility 

function can be  reconsidered- 

Suppose that at time     t       and for the budgets     £       and     C[ 

the consumer prefers     c^       to     c^ for a given state of this environ- 

ment,   say     z^  •      Also,   assume that at time     tn     he does not prefer 

£[       to     c[ when his environment is at a different state,   say     z^  . 

A change in the consumer's preferences (i.e.,  his utility function) 

has occurred if    (1) at the time     t+At,    At>0,      and. given that his 

1 * 
environment is at the state     £  ,      the consumer does not prefer     £ 
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to     C[     ,      or   (2) at the time     t    + At     given that his environment is 

2 * ** 
at state     z^ ,      the consumer prefers    £       to    £ This notion of a 

change in the consumer's preferences or his utility function is quite 

different than for the Hicks-Allen formulation.    In the Hicks-Allen 

any change in the consumer's preference orderings on   "^     indicates 

a change in his utility function.     Thus, if an economist adopts a strict 

Hicks-Allen concept of the consumer's utility function and if the con- 

sumer responds to changes in the  state of his environment,   then the 

apparent (in the Hicks-Allen theory) consequences would, be that 

(1) the consumer is not consistent or transitive in his preference 

orderings,  or    (2) the consumer's utility function is perpetually chang- 

ing. 

At this point note that the second criterion posed in Chapter III 

for a suitable theory explaining the refutations has been satisfied. 

Several properties for the conjectured utility function are also as- 

sumed. 

First the consumer's utility function is assumed to be differen- 

tiable at all points 
z 

in "fP/^   >      hence     F     is continuous on all 

of Tp^.   ■      Second for any given state of nature,      z^    in   2   >      all 

m    first order derivatives with respect to the market components 

q, , . . . , q are positive,   that is,      F.  > 0     for all     i =  1, • • • , m. 
1 m i 

This assumption precludes the possibility of a commodity being 

transformed into a discommodity by changes in the state of the 
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consumer's environment.    However,   this property does not preclude 

the possibility that the consumer's purchases of the     ith     commodity 

become zero in response to a change in his environment,   or vice 

ve r s a. 

The  same  rules of market trading are assumed as those in the 

Hicks-Allen theory,  hence the consumer's choice set    y^ will be 

unaffected, by the proposed, modification.    Since for any given state of 

the consumer's environment,      F.  > 0     for all     i =  1, . . . ,m,      then 
i 

the same regions of     {/L may also be eliminated from further con- 

sideration on the basis of the discussion of the matter in Chapter II. 

The third criterion (Chapter III) for a suitable theory of con- 

sumer behavior,   that the consumer is unable to noticeably influence 

his environment, can now be  stated using the preceding concepts and 

definitions.    That statement is; 

z0  - z = 0 

or equivalently the  set of individual constraints 

z    -z    =0, r =  1, . . . ,n, 
r        r 

where z^ is the state of the environment at the time when the con- 

sumer is selecting his optimal budget- The modified utility function 

u = F(c^, zj     and the constraint     z^    - z^ = 0^    together state:    (1) That 
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the consumer responds to his environment,     (2) that the consumer's 

0 
environment is at state     z^       at the time of his market decision,   and 

(3) the  consumer only gets to choose his optimal budget in response to 

0 
the environmental state     z   . 

Determination of the Consumer's Optimal Budget 

The Hicks-Allen theory of consumer behavior poses the problem 

of determining the consumer's optimal budget as a problem of maxi- 

mizing an objective function subject to an equality constraint.    Deter- 

mination of the consumer's optimal budget will be posed again as a 

constrained optimization problem with     n+1     equality constraints. 

That is,   the consumer's optimal budget may be found by solving the 

following problem: 

Maximize 

subject to 

u =  F(£, z) 

m 

y 

J.X1 

and 
i=l 

0 
z    -  z    = 0        for all     r =  1, . . . , n. 
r r 

Since     F     is a continuous function and     T^J       is compact and 
V 

convex,   then for any given state of the environment,   Theorem 2 in 

Chapter II ensures an inquirer that the above problem has a solution. 
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That is,   for a fixed state of the environment there exists an optimal 

budget in     "W     •      Before applying the Lagrangian method,   the 

extreme budgets should be considered.    If the consumer prefers any 

extreme budget to all other budgets,   the  search is ended and the prob- 

lem is solved.    However,   selection of an extreme budget also suggests 

a critical review of the consumer's utility function or the consumer 

himself.    See Chapter II for a discussion of this particular case..   For 

the remainder of this inquiry it will be assumed that no extreme bud- 

get satisfies the above problem,   and that the  Lagrangian method can 

be applied to solve it. 

The  Lagrange function for the proposed  constrained   optimiza- 

tion problem is: 

m n 

v(£, z^ k,^) = My- ) p.q.) + F(£'£) + /  v (z -z ) 

i=l 

where 

n 

r = l 

is a vector of Lagrangian multipliers corresponding to the environ- 

mental constraints.    The following system of equations represents the 

necessary conditions for the solution to the modified problem: 
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m 

i=l 

V. =  -X.p.  + F.(q, z) = 0 for all     i =  1, . . . , m. 

V = F     (q, z) - (x    =0 for all     r =  1 n. z z    -^ — r 
r r 

V = z    - z    = 0 for all     r =  1, . . . , n. 
u           r        r 
r 

The last     n     equations in the above  system of equations state that the 

consumer's environment is fixed at     z_ = z^  .      The first     m+1     equa- 

tions are  void of any appearance of the variables     (x       and the equa- 

tions repre senting     V      V     ,  V       V are also void of 
Z Z .|JL \i 

1 n 1 n 
the variable     X..      These pecularities allow the following procedure to 

be used to derive a solution for the system. 

1. Substitute     £       for     z^    in the first     m+l+n     equations. 

Solve for     X     and     £     in the first     m+1      since the substi- 

tution of     z^       into the first     m+1     equations renders them 

0 * 
a solvable system.    Denote these solutions by     X.       and     C[  . 

2. Substitute     £       into the equations represented by 

V     , . . . ,V and solve for     jx.      These equations uniquely 
z z 

1 n >!< 
define     (x   , . . . , |x       respectively when the vectors     £       and 

z^       are substituted into the partial derivatives     F     (£, zj z 
r 

fo r all     r = 1, . . . , n. 
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By definition the optimal budget maximized the consumer's 

utility function for the set of points specified by the constraints. 

Hence,   the Lagrangian function and the consumer's utility function 

are identical at the optimal budget when the state of the environment 

is     z^  .      The identity of the Lagrangian function and the consumer's 

*      0 Jt^*r» utility function at the point     (c[  , z^  )     in TP^,      makes possible a 

meaningful economic interpretation of the  Lagrangian multipliers 

\, u. , . . . , u,       and the partial derivatives      F     (q, z), . . . , F     (q, z). 
1 n z, -i— z-1 — 

1 n 
If the Lagrangian function is partially differentiated with respect 

to the consumer's income level,   the Lagrangian multiplier     X.     is 

obtained,   that is, 

V    = \ 
y 

The appropriate economic interpretation of     V       is that it is 

the rate of change in the  consumer's utility in response to an incre- 

mental increase in the consumer's income.     Since a strict equality 

holds between     \     and     V   ,     X.     is given the same interpretation. 
y 

If the Lagrangian function is partially differentiated with re- 

spect to the imposed level of the     rth     component of the consumer's 

environment,   the Lagrangian multiplier     (a.        is obtained,   that is 
r 

V   0    ^r z 
r 
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The appropriate interpretation of     V is the rate of change in the 
zr 

consumer's level of utility in response to an incremental increase in 

the imposed level of the     rth     component of the consumer's environ- 

ment.     The identity between     V   Q     and     (i        requires that     JJL       be 
zr 

interpreted the  same as     V   Q . 
zr 

The     n     first-order conditions that 

imply that 

F     (q, z) - u    =0 for all     r =  1, . . . , n 
z    -1 — r 
r 

*     0 
F     (q  , z   ) = IJI   i for all     r =  1, . . . , n. 

z    -1    — r 
r 

The preceding interpretation of     |JL       and the identity if     fi       and 
r r 

*     0 *     0 
F     (c[  . jz   )     require that     F     (c[  , z^ )     be given the same economic 

z .z 
r r 

interpretation. 

As in the Hicks-Allen theory in Chapter II,   the above first- 

order conditions are only necessary conditions;   they are not sufficient 

* 
conditions for determining the consumer's optimal budget     C[  .      The 

following conditions must also be satisfied 

(-1) 

V V 

V V 
1\.     11 

\k 

Ik 

V" V ...      V 
k\       kl kk 

> 0     for all   k = 1.... , m 



and 

(-1) 
m+k 

V V 
\\ X.1 

V V 
Ik 11 

V V 
m\ ml 

V     x      V      i 

V       V 
X.m   X.z, 

V       V 
1m    Iz, 

V        V 
mm   mz 

1 

V 
kz. 

lz. 

.     V 
mz. 

V V ...    V 
z  m   z   z z   z 
111 Ik 

Vv      V     ,    . . .    V V ...V 
z. X. z   1 z  m   zn z z, z 
k k k k   1 k k 

for all     k =  1 n 

> 0 
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and 

(-1) 
m+n+k 

V 
X\ 

V 

1\ 

z  \ 
n 

V 
M-j*- 

\X 

V       V 
X.Z \(JL, 

n 1 
Vi      Vi lz        1|J. 

n     ^1 

V V 
z   z      z  u, 

n  n     n   1 
V V 

^lZn   ^1 

r V 
k  n     k   1 

for all     k =  1, 

V 
\u 

V 
1*. 

V 

V 

V 

n k 

^l^k 

^k\ 

n 

> 0 

The following list of relationships may be used, to simplify the preced- 

ing sufficient conditions for the problem of interest in this chapter 

1.      V       =0 

2-      VX.=V.     =-p.     for all     i=l m, 
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3.      V.. = V..  = F..     for all     i,j=l,...,m, 
ij J1 l3 

4.      Vv        = V     x  = 0     for all     r =  1 n, 
Xz Z    A. 

r r 

5.      V.       =V     . =  F.       =F for all     i =  1, . . . , m     and 
1Z Z    1 1Z z    . 

r r r ri 
r =  1, . . . , n, 

6.      V = V =  F = F for all     r, s =  1, . . . , n, 
zz zz zz zz 
rs sr rs sr 

7.      V = V = 0     for all     r =  1, . . . , n, 
A-U. U.    \ 

r r 

8.      V.       = V.    . = 0     for all     i=l m,      and. 

for all    r =  1 n, 

IU u.   i 
r r 

9.      V = V 
Z   U li    z 
r   s s 

/"-1     for     r =  s 
= ( ,      f o 

r      V.   0     for     r =/ s 
r all     r, s =  1 n, 

10.      V =0     for all     r, s 
r   s 

1, .... n, 

11.      p.  = ——    for all     i =  1, 
i        \ 

are to be  satisfied. 

, m     if the first-order conditions 

Thus, using the above relationships the sufficient conditions can be 

stated in terms of the utility function, the budget constraint, and X. 

as follows: 

0 
-F 

1 
1) 

1 

11 Ik > 0     for all   k =  1, . . . , m, 

-F, 

kl kk 
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-F, m 

-F, 

(-1) 
m+k 

IT       Fll 

-F 
—^     F \ ml 

0        F 
V 

Fl   Fl 1m    Iz, 

F        F mm   mz 
1 

0        F     .      • • •      F F z,1 z, m   z, z, 
k k k   1 

lz. 

mz. 

F F . . •      F 
Zim   Z1Z1 ZlZk 

Vk 

> o 

for all     k = 1, ■ • • , n,      and 

(-1) 
m+n+k 

0 

-F 
 : 

X 

0 

m 

0 

-F, 

11 

ml 

V 

z   1 
n 

-F 

0 0 

for all     k =  1, . . . , n. 

m 

F F nm mz. 

z m z   z 

F F z    m        z   z, 
m n   1 

1 

0       0 ...0 

F, F. . . .      F.        0 ...0 
1m Iz, Iz 

1 n 

F 0 
mz 

n 
F -1 z   z 

1   n 

F 0 z   z 
n n 

...0 

>0 

0       0 ...0 

-1      0 ... 0 

The preceding sufficient conditions are simply an expansion of the 

k   k    * 
function     (-1)   D   (£ )     used in Chapter II to include the rows and col- 

umns added to the problem by the constraints     z    - z    =0, r- r        r 
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r =  1, . . . , n     and the variable s,      z,,...,z   , u. u.   .      A similar 
1 n     1 n 

function could have been defined,   but doing so would require relabel- 

ing variables and expanding index sets.     For the remainder of this 

inquiry it is assumed that for any set of positive commodity prices, 

income level,   and. state of the consumer's environment,   there is 

exactly one budget which satisfies both the first and second order con- 

ditions . 

The  Consumer's Demand Functions 

If the first-order conditions are solved for the quantities     \,   c[, 

z^,    and   j£    as functions of the  remaining variables     y,  £,    and    z^  , 

the following functions are obtained: 

\ = H  (£, y, jz   ), 

q.  = H (JD, y, JZ   )     for all     i =  1 m,      which are the consum- 

er's demand, functions for the marketed commodities, 
zr/ 0 0 

z    = H     (p, y, z   ) = z       for all     r = 1, . . . , n,      and 
r -^      — r 

^r              0                    *     0 
[i    = H     (£_, y, _z  ) =  F     (£  , z_ )     for all     r =  1 n. 

r 

The demand functions for the proposed, modification must now contain 

n     additional variables,   namely the components of     z^  •      These vari- 

ables did not appear in the original version of the Hicks-Allen theory 

as determining factors in the consumer's demands for the marketed 
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commodities. 

In the preceding paragraph,   it was stated that the consumer's 

demand functions  "must now contain" the vector     z^  .      This  "must" 

is a logical necessity in the sense that if the conjecture that a con- 

sumer's market choices also include consideration of the state of the 

environment,  then some variables in the mathematical models must 

be included to reflect the state being considered.    Hence if logical 

consistency and validity is to be maintained those variables must be 

retained, throughout the entire analyses or at least eliminated by 

rational argument demonstrating that no consequences result from 

their variation.     This means that if one expects to determine which 

budget in the consumer's choice is the optimal budget,   three sets of 

information are needed,     (1) the consumer's income,     (2) the prices 

for all commodities,   and    (3) the state of his environment. 

In the analyses of the proposed modification all that has been 

accomplished is deriving the consumer's demand functions.    Relating 

the rates at which the consumer responds to the changes in the deter- 

minants of his demand, is the next problem on the agenda in this chap- 

ter.    This problem is the subject of the subsequent section. 

The Rates of Response to Changes in Market Prices 
and. the Environment 

In the preceding section,   the Hicks-Allen theory was modified 
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by assuming that the consumer's utility function contained a vector 

variable     JZ     representing some possible state of the consumer's 

environment.     The constraint     z^    " 5.    = 2.    was incorporated into the 

maximization problem of determining the consumer's optimal budget 

of marketed commodities.    The problem of interest in this section is 

to relate the rates At which the consumer adjusts his demands in re- 

sponse to increases in the market prices and to increases in his en- 

vironment.    The functions of interest are the partial derivatives of 

the consumer's demand, functions. 

In the original version of the Hicks-Allen theory the partial 

derivatives     H   ,   H    ,   H  ,    and   H    ,    i,i=l m    were the only 
y      P.       Y P, 

J J Q 
ones that existed.    But,   the presence of the vector     z^       in the con- 

sumer's demand functions,   the vector     z^    in the  consumer's utility 

function,   and the constraint     z^    - JZ = 0^    increases the number of 

possible partial derivatives to include the above set and the partial 
Z Z (J. [i. . Z (JL 

r          r           r           r        \ i              s                        s 
derivatives     H     ,H     ,H     ,H     ,   H   ., H   .,  H   _, and   H   _     for all 

p.        y         p.        y            0 0         0                     0 i                       j                     z z          z                      z 
r r          r                      r 

i, j =  1, . . . , m     and.     r, s =  1 n. 

To derive the partial derivatives of interest the procedure 

employed in Chapter II is used.    Generalized, first-order conditions 

are partially differentiated with respect to a general variable     t. 

A matrix equation of incremental adjustments is derived.    These 

terms,   functions,   and variables are given various assignments.    The 
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results of these assignments are then examined and discussed. 

The following     l+m+Zn     equations are the generalized first- 

order conditions for the proposed modification of the Hicks-Allen 

theory: 

G(CL, £, £, y, z^  .X.,^) = 0 

-Kp.  + F.(q, z) = 0 for all     i =  1, . . . , m, r\ i -i — 

F     (q,z)-iJi=0 for all     r =  1 n, 
z    -1 — r 
r 

z    -  z    = 0 for all     r =  1, . . . , n. 
r r 

The following   l+m+2n   equations   are  the result of partially differen- 

tiating the preceding system with respect to     t: 

m o n a n Q 8q.       ^ 9z ^ 3fji 
" s 

Gx I? + Z Gj "ii1 + Z Gz  "eT + Z %    at 
•-1 -Is -Is 
J=l s=l s=l 

m 9p.       f 9z
0 

* s     o. + Gy^+I%.-d+IG 0 p. at     L/     o  at 
j=i    3 8=i  zs 

m . n Q n       Q 

jiir + ZFij^+ZFiz jr + l0jr 
1=1 S=l S 8=1 

m      a n        a   0 
3p.     r-^    az 

■ ST" 

3D 

+ o|x + yx_i+y o 
3t        /L      3t        ZJ 

i=l s=l 

for all    i =  1,. • .,   m. 
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m a n a n Q r-~. oq.        T—> oz T-^ oM- o|>i + yF  A + yF    ^ + y(.D^- 
at     Z;   z j at      ZJ    Z Z    at      Li at 

•-i    r i    r s -i J=l 8=1 S=l 

m    »P,      f     . o 
at     ZJ    at      ZJ     at 

j=l 8=1 

for all     r =  1, • • • , n. 

m n n 

at     Zy    at      A v   '  at      A     at 
j=l 8=1 8=1 

m    ep.     "       az0 

+ o|^ + yo^ + y (D-ri = o at     L    at      ZJ       at 
j=l 8=1 

for all     r = 1, . . • , n. 

Transposing the last three terms of each of the above equations to the 

right of the respective equality sign,   substituting     -T- F.     for     -p., 

i = 1, . . . ,m,      and expressing the above system of equations in matrix 

form,   results in the following matrix equation of incremental adjust- 

ment:— 

au 
9/ ,        , ,, , s/,lfors = r s       /•!         _ 

Note that for  all     r =  1 n    -—— = ■< .    , , and. 
at ^-0   for   s 4 r 

az ..     , 
 s        f\    for    s = r 
at      "^Ofors^r 
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Gx Gi   •• 
G    G 

m   z 
.     G     G 

Zn   ^1 
. .   G 

T^ Fii ■ 
J,     F. 1m   Iz 

.     F.      0        . 
Iz 

n 
. .     0 

K     m r
rai ' 

.     F        F 
mm   mz 

.     F         0       . mz 
n 

. •    0 

0 .     F         F 
Zim   Z1Z1 

.     F          -1    . 
z   z 

1   n 
. .     0 

0 Fz   1    ■• n 
.     F         F z  m   z   z, 

n          n   1 
.     F          0       • 

z   z 
n  n 

..   -1 

-G        -G 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0       -1 

0 0 

-G       -G 
p 0 
m      z. 

0 0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

-1 

0 0 

n 

0 0 

-1        0 

H. 

H. 

H 
.m 
t 
z. 

H. 

H 
n 

t 

H. 

H 
n 

n 

0 

0 

0 

0 

-1 

at 

9p 

8t 

8p 
m 

8t 

Bz, 

9t 

8z 
 n 
8t 

To facilitate presentation,   derivatior^ and interpretation of the 

partial derivatives of interest in the subsequent material,   let the 
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2l ^1 

-1 
TFi 

n 

\      m ml 

A.      m 

1m 

mm 

B lz. 

mz. 

lz 
n 

mz 
n 

E 

Z1Z1 

z   z 
n   1 

z   z 
1   n 

z  z 
n  n 

*? 

\<\ 

»: 

Hr 

H. 

n 
L   t -I 
H 

H 

-t 

LH
t 

n 

r-i  q, 

o    \ 
K 

Lo      0 

and 

m 

0 

X. J 

=£ 

8t 

at 

9p m 

M^ 

L 9t J 

"p      B     e" 

B.'       E      -I_ 

e      -i     e 

9t 
z 

az 
n 

at 

Hence, 

M;1 

^D"1 

L-'-l 

& 

0 

°1   » 
-I 

"I     (B'Dj   B-E) 
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To show that the above matrix for     M is the appropriate inverse 

for     M       one needs to calculate: 

-1 -1 
M  M.    = M    M i = h 

m 

Case 1.     Let     G(£, JZ, £. y, z^  , X., ^) = y -    )  p.q. = 0      and     t = p.. 

i=l 
This assignment of ternas has the following immediate  consequences: 

G    =  1,     G      =  -p. = -V" F.,     G      =  -q..      for all     i =  1 m, 
y q,       J     ^    J      Pj       J 

G      = G  o = 0     for all     s =  1 n.      The generalized first-order 

conditions become the first-order conditions which the consumer's 

optimal budget must satisfy.    Equation 1 contains the matrix equation 

of incremental adjustments resulting from the above assignment of 

terms,   functions   and variables.    Also the  solution is given.    The 
. z \i 
KIT r 

functions     H   ,   H ,   H     ,     and   H in the generalized, matrix equa- 

X. i Zr 
tion of incremental adiustments become the functions     H    ,   H    ,   H     , 

p.        p.        p. 
J J J u. 

r q and     H of the vector     h-1 •      These functions are the partial deriv- 
p. -p. 

J J 

atives of the functions which satisfy the first-order conditions for the 

consumer's optimal budget.    An appropriate interpretation for the 

partial derivatives     H is the rate at which the consumer varies 

the quantity of the     ith     commodity in his optimal budget in responsej 

to an incremental increase in the     jth     commodity price.     The com- 

q 
ponents of the vector     h-1      are the partial derivatives 



Equation 1.     The matrix equation of incremental adjustments for  Case  1,   its partitioned form,   and 
its solution. 

0 
X*l 

T', Fll 

\     m Fml 

0 W 
0 F 

z   1 
n 

0 0 

k    m 

1m 1 z. 

F F 
mm       mz. 

Zlm       Z1Z1 

F F 
z  m       z   z, 

n n   1 

0 

0 0 

F1 0 
Iz 

n 

F 0 
mz 

n 

z   z 
1   n 

-1 

F 0 
z   z 

n  n 

0 0 

■ 1 0 

0 

0 

-1 

H1 

H 
m 

PJ 

H 
PJ 

H 

H 

n 

H 
m 

r^Li 
9p. 

8P, 

9P; 

3p m 

8P 

dz 

9P. 

9z 
n 

L
8pj 

(Continued] 



Equation 1.     (Continued) 

or eqaivalently in partitioned form 

■°1 
B e" "pj 

B' E -I_ 
"pj 

0 -I_ 0 

L"
P

JJ 

K 0" ["mEl KmE 

-P 

0 
_0 0 

0 
z 

n — 
0 

z 
0 -1 -P- ' -n — 

-' 1-     JJ 
"P. J -> 

which implies that 

h^ 

~pj rs;' 
h^ _ 0 

"pj 

,  V- B'D^1 

h — 

L"PJ. 

& 

-1. 
-L  (B'D   B-E; 

■Km^ 

"~PJ 
0 

0 
z 

-n— 

~PJJ 

D^Km2 

-1 p. 
J 

-1 z 
D, Bn- 
-1 p. 

0 

J 

0 
z 

n — 

"pj 

B'D"   KmE 

L—1 P 
J 

1 z 
(B'D,   B-E)n- 
 1 p 

0 

J 

-0 
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z z 
H    , H      H     •      The partial derivatives     H      H       ,      and 

p.      p. p. p. p. 
J J 3 J J 

*! ^n H      H are of little interest since they are determined by the 
p. p. 

J J 

structure of the constraint     z^ = z^       and. the Lagrangian method of 

solving the problem-    On the right side of the matrix equation of 

incremental adjustments appears the vectors 

rrv 

■pj 

8pi 

9p; 

8p 
m 

^pj. 

and 

rv o dz 
1 

9P. 
0 J 

z 
n—   = . 
"Pn • 

J 
n   0 
dz 

n 

JPJ 

The components of    m^      represent the rates at which the consum- 

er's income and the market prices vary in respon-s.e to an increase in 

the     jth   commodity price.    These rates are determined by the func- 

tioning of the market and are beyond influence by the consumer.     The 
0 

components of     n—      are the  rates at which the respective components 

of the state of the environment change with respect to incremental 

increases in the     jth     commodity price,   also beyond the consumer's 

influence. 

From Equation 1 it is seen that 
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0 
A   = D,   Km£   - D,   Bn-   . 
-p.      -1 p.      -1 p. 

J J J 

When this relationship is first encountered it is inviting to interpret 

one term as the income effect and the other term as a substitution 

effect.     This would be an error,   and must be avoided.    Both the in- 

come and. substitution effects are contained in the term     D,   Km-^   . 
-i —PJ 

The proof of this last assertion follows from the form of     D   ,K,    and 

m     •      All three matrices have forms identical to the forms of the 

matrices composing Case 1 in Chapter II.    The derivation of the 

Slutsky equation is proof that the term     D     Km-^      as it is defined 

here and in Chapter II,   always decomposes into two additive com- 

-1        z0 

ponents.     That proof is in Chapter II.      The term     D     Bn—      repre- 
Pj 

resents the rates at which the consumer adjusts his optimal budget 

to the changes in his environment caused by an increase in the     jth 

commodity price.     The full importance of this term can be partially 

realized by momentarily considering the environmental pollution 

jointly produced, with the     jth     commodity.    Assume that the market 

price for the     jth     commodity increases and a normal supply response 

occurs (i.e.,   an increase in production),   hence a simultaneous in- 

crease in the production of pollution being released into the consum- 

er's environment.    The effects on the consumer's behavior of this 

price increase via the caused alteration of consumer's environment 
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ire expressed by the term     D,   Bn — 

— 1 p. 
J 
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0 

m 

Case 2.     Let     G(c[, _z, £, y, _z   , \, ji) = y -    ) p.q. = 0     and     t = z   . 

i=l 
This assignment of terms provides rates of changes in response to a 

change in the     rth     component of the consumer's environment.    That 

is^the rates of change of particular interest are   now the vectors 
0 

h^-1.,   h~  ,   tr-»,  21   n'    an^     ——0 '      This assignment transforms the 
z z z z z 
r r r r r 

generalized, matrix equation of incremental adjustments into the one 

contained in Equation 2. 

Again the partial derivatives of the consumer's demand func- 

tions decompose into two additive parts.     That is: 

1 1 0 

h^p"   K-VP;   Bn^ 
z z z 
r r r 

-1        z0 

The term     D     B n—
n     reflects the rates of change in the consumer's 

z 
r 

demand functions in response to an increase in the  state of the     rth 

component of his environment. 

1 n 
The components of the vector     D     Km*--     are the rates at 

z 
r 

which the consumer adjusts the quantity of     X.,   q  , . . ■ , q in his 

optimal budget in response to.the price changes in the market caused 

by an incremental increase in the     rth     dimension of his environment. 

The problem of relating the changes in the market prices to changes 



Equation 2.     The matrix equation of incremental adjustments  for Case  2,   its partitioned form,   and 
its solution. 

0     TFi 

— F        F 
XI 11 

A.     m       ml 

0 F 
Zl1 

0 F 
z   1 
n 

0 0 

A.     m 

Fi F
1 lm 1 z. 

F F 
mm       mz 

1 

Fzlm   FzlZl 

F F 
z  m       z   z, 
n n   1 

0 1 

0 0 

0 0 

F1Z n 
0    . . .      0 

F mz 
n 

0    . . .       0 

F 
z   z 

1   n 
-1   . . .       0 

F z   z 
n  n 

o  .. .     -1 

0 0 

1        0 

H 

H 
.1 

H 

H 

,0 
"r 

0 

H 

H 

n 

H 
m 

8z 
i 

8P, 

dz 

dp 
m 

dz 
r 

az0 

dz 
n 

dz 

(Continued) 



Equation 2.     (Continued) 

or equivalently in partitioned form 

^ 
D, B e z 
— 1 — — r 

B' E -i in, z 
r 

e -I e ^0 
Z 

_> 

K    e 

e     e 

e      -I 

p-v 
Z 

r 

0 
= 

Z 

s-o 
z 

[_      r _ 

Km E~l 

0 
z 

z 
r 

which implies that 

z 
r 

z r 
= 

z 
L      r_ 

-1 -1 
D Q D     B 

0 0 

-1 1. 
B'D -!_     (B'D     B -E) 

z 
r 

0 

0 
z 

z 
r   -i 

-1 p -1 z0 

Pj   KHl£o   - PI   Bn-0 
z z 
r r 

0 
z 

z 
r 

0 

5^0 + 5s£„ 
Z 

r 
z 

r 
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in the environment is not of interest in this inquiry,   but the problem 

is related because the theory of consumer behavior is needed to deter- 

mine the equilibrium prices for the market.— 

Let the matrix    D    be defined as follows 

0 = 0' = 

0 

Fl        Fll 

F F L-   m        ml 

m 

1m 

mm -» 

then it follows from the material in the mathematical appendix that 

—' Generally the market equilibrium position is defined by the 
set of commodity prices and optimal budgets for which all consumers 
have selected optimal budgets such that all their individual rates of 
commodity substitution are equal to the respective price ratios and 
hence to the rates of commodity substitution of all other participants. 
That is 

J 

Pi 

pi 

G. 
 i 

G. 
J 

H. 

H. 
for all     i, j =  1 m, 

J 

where      F     is one individual utility function,      G     is another's,      H 
is another's,   etc.    Thus,   even if     F. 

iz Jz 
= 0, the individual 

who has utility function     F,      may reallocate his income to purchase 
a different budget in response to a change in the environment,   pro- 
vided that some     G.     ,   G.      ,   H.      ,   H.      , . . . ,      are non-zero,   but it iz jz iz jz 

will be in response to the effects in the market caused by an environ- 
mental change.    Understanding these  relationships,  however,   is the 
problem of interest for another  but closely related inquiry.    See 
Henderson and Quant (1958,   Chapters 6 and 7) for discussions of mar- 
ket equilibria. 
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D 
-1 1_ 
1    =  |p| 

X   |D0|       -MDj    ...     -\|D 

■N.  D, D 
11 

D 

m 

1m1 

-\\D    |      |D    . |    •• •      |D        I m ml mm 

where      l^nl      i-s t*16 cofactor of the element in the first row and first 

column of    D,     ID   I      is the cofactor of the element in the     r+1 
— r 

row (column) of the first column (row),   and      | D.. |      is the cofactor 

of     F .     in     D.       Using     D,        it is possible to examine in detail the 
1J 1   " 1    " 1        z0 1        z0 

terms     p"   K m^   ,   D     Km£
0,    D"   Bn~      and    p"   Bn-Q.      To do 

Pj z Pj z 
J r J r 

this the matrices     D     K     and     D     B     will be calculated. 

zl^-m 

r\2|D0|      -K|D1 .\|D 

.\IDJI     |D11|    ...     | D 

m 

1m1 

-\|D     |     |D    J    ...     |D        | L    m1      '    ml mm' J 

"-i   q. 

o    v 

0       0 

m 

0 

\ J 

.2|D0| -^IDJ+IDJ) -X   (vlDol+^ml)' 
D 

D 

D 
m 

D 

MDj M-q1|D1|+|D11| 

D 

,D 

M-viDii+iDlmi) 
D 

\|D     | \(-q JD     |+|D     J) X(-q    |D    |+|D        |) m 1      m ml m     m        mm 
D D 
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^|D0l 
00 D Oi [D! 

then 

MD.I \(-q|D.|+|D..|) 

'io-lDT      and   dtJ iBl  

D     K  = 

d00       d01     •••     d0m 

d10       dll 

d    n     d     i mO       ml 

1m 

mm 

which implies that 

D   ^m2 

 P. 

''oo    doi 

dio    dii 

0m 

1m 

d d . . .    d 
mO       ml mm 

9y 

8P. 

8p 
m 

9P; 

m 

d00 8p.    + 

d      —*-   + 
10 8p. 

Yd  -^ 
L    0i 8p. 

J i=l 

m 

L    li 9p. 
i=l 

m 

a  -^^a _9 
"mO 3p 

8p: 

J 
mi 9p 

i=l J 
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D     KmJ 

doo    doi 

dio    dii 

d    n     d 
.   mO       ml 

Om 

1m 

9Z
0 

8Pi 

9z 

mm_ 3P m 

8z 

m 

r 1=1 

9P; 

Zdoi7c 

m 

dz 

9P, 

oz .    , 9z 
r        i=l 

JJL 
m 

I 3P: 
d       —*- + 

mO ft   0       ^ mi „   0 
dz         .   , 8z 

r       i=l r 

Consider now 

tfs-m 

X2|D, 

.\|D1 

-^  D, .\|D. 

D 11 D 

m 

lm' 

■X.  D D 
m ml 

D 

lz, 

mz. 
mm 

Iz 
n 

mz 
n- 
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m 

7*-- ■ Li     IZ 

L=l 

-\|D I 
i 
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m 

Li     IZ1 

IDJ 
|D| 
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ZFiz ~T^r 
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v-^ dz 
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r 

'01 
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L  ml 
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Using the preceding results it is now possible to express the following 

Results: 

0 
h^    =   D^Km^   +D"1Bn- 

-1 p.      -1 p. 
3 J J 

m 

8y V 8pi 
00 9p. 

J i=l 

in 

Ix. 9P; 
+ ; d,. 

10 8p. /Li    li 9p 
J        i=l 

m 

mO 9p. 
J 

Yd:    -i- 
/_/   mi 9p. 
i=i       ]. 

» 8,° 
s 

e. 
'0s 9p. 

s = l J 

n 

I- 
8=1 

9z 
 £ 

Is 9p. 
J 

" 9zU 

LJ    ms 9p. 
Ls = l J, 

and 

1 1          0 

lLa0 = 2"! KniE0 + Pj  ^0 
z                         z z 
r                         r r 

m 
9P, 

doo .  0   +   Z^^Oi      0 9z .   , 9z 
r        i=l r 

Zdoi n o 
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dio7iJ + Idn7^ 
9z .   , 9z 

r        i=l r 
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n      8,
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That is,   the     i+1     component of the vector     h-*      is: 

Hi    - d     -iiL + V d     !!k   + V !l£ 
p.        iO 9p.        ^    ik 8p. /y eis Bp. 

J J       k=l J 8=1 J 

ll^il J3L, Y   f       "'   Dkl    . K|DvA8pk 
ipi 9p   z Vqk~f5r   IPI jap. 

J      k=l J 

n     m    F . | I 0 

II X IPI       9p 
s=l k=l J 

q 
Also,   the     i+1     component of    h   n     is: 

z 
r 

H 

m n                0 

i    H  ix- + Y,    Pk + Y       s 

o - dio To + Z dik 7^ + Z eis To 
z                 3z         ,    .         3z 9z 
r                   r       k=l              r s=l              r 

m 
MDJ   ai,      £ ,      MDJ    Mo^Kap. ^ + y i1     9v     .   \    I '    k1   .     '    ki1   I    rk 

r       k= 1 r 

n     m    F, . | _     |     .   0 
kz     X  D.,       9z 

,     „        . s ik1 s II 
s=l k=l r 

The preceding relationships facilitate an economist when pre- 

dicting a consumer's behavior under various conjectures about the 

relationships between market prices for commodities and the 
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components of the consumer's environment.    Three examples are 

presented below. 

Example 1:    The Hicks-Allen Theory.     Suppose   (a) the consum- 

er's income is fixed,    (b) only the   jth    commodity price varies,   and 

(c) the consumer's environment remains fixed.     The mathematical 

equivalents of preceding relationships are 

8p (0 if    k ¥ j 
(a')     -P-   = 0, (b')     —^ =( k,j =  1 m, 

9p. 9p.        1 .  , 
J J        M if    k - j 

and 

Then 

9z
0 

(c,) ^r = 0- 

X|D.|      \.|D.. 

Pj       tv |D| |p| 

The case is the original version of the Hicks-Allen theory and the 

preceding result is the Slut sky equation. 

Example 2:    The Refutations of the Hicks-Allen Theory.    Sup- 

pose that   (a) the consumer's income  remains fixed,    (b) all commod- 

ity  prices   are constant,   and    (c) only the     rth     component of the 

consumer's environment changes.     The mathematical equivalents of 

the preceding assumptions are 
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and 

8v 9pk 
(a')     —^=0, (b1)     —^=0       for all     k=l , m, 

dz dz 
r r 

dz /"0     foi      s =/ r s /'U     foi      s ? r 

i = { 
s v 1     f o r     s = r 

(c1)     —-   =   { ,      r =  1, . . . ,n. 
9z 

Thus 

m    Fkz        MD, 
H. . r ik ''.-I 

Zr      k=l 

m   Fkz       an 

x       a?.    „,     o, _. *   o. 
k=1 i     F(S.> z   ) = F(c[  , z   ) 

In the preceding equation two things should be noted    (1) that     H   _ 
z 
r 

is inversely related to the consumer s marginal utility for money, 

and    (2) that the consumer   relies upon the substitution effects between 

commodities to adjust his demands in response to a change in his 

environment.    The St.   Petersburg paradox (Luce and Raiffa,   1957, 

Chapter 2) precludes the possibilities that individuals have constant or 

increasing marginal utilities for money,  hence they must have de- 

creasing marginal utilities.    When Statement 1 and the St.   Petersburg 

paradox are combined,   then the rate of reallocation increases as the 

consumer's level of income increases.    Statement 2 above predicts 

that the consumer uses the substitution effects when he adjusts his 
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demands for commodities in response to a change in his environment. 

By letting     z       be the  ratio of non-white children in local public 

schools the conjectures of this case now provide a suitable framework 

for predicting the consumer behavior in the first refuting example 

presented, in Chapter II.     The second refutation of the Hicks-Allen 

theory of consumer behavior is suitably formulated in the proposed 

modification by letting     z       be the snow level on the ground in Cor- 

vallis,   Oregon at the time and assuming the above conjectures. 

Example 3:   Effects of Environmental Pollution on Consumer's 

Market Choices.    Suppose that     z       measures the level of the only 

non-marketed item jointly produced with the     jth     marketed commod- 

ity.    Also assume that the non-marketed item is  "dumped" into the 

consumer's environment and that the  supply response of the     jth 

commodity is positive with respect to increases in     p..      This situa- 

tion describes many cases of environmental pollution.    However,   if 

the consumer's income remains fixed it is now possible to depict the 

consequences on a consumer's purchases of polluting caused by in- 

creased production of a commodity.     The consumer's rate of adjusting 

his demand for the     ith     commodity is, 

X.|D.|      MD..|     V^  Fkz \\D., I  az0 
_i                        i'                 ij     ,    \             r ik'         r H

P. 
= -qiiDr+ ipT+ 2 - TPT sr • 

J                   k=1 J 
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where the following relationships are specified, in the above hypotheses, 

(a)     7-^ = 0, (b)     -r-5- = 0        for all     s 4 r,   s =  1, . . . , n, 
8p. 9p. 

3 J 
and 

9Z0 

(c) ^r >0 • Bp. 

Note that in this example a third term appears     H which did not 
Pj 

appear in Example  1. 

Classification of Commodities,   Inter-Commodity 
Relationships,   and Environmental Influences 

The Hicks-Allen theory is a special case of the proposed 

modification obtained by fixing the environmental variables at some 

0 
specified, state     z^       (see Example  1 in preceding section).    The 

classification of commodities and pairs of commodities was made on 

the restricting ceterus paribus assumption that only two variables 

changed simultaneously.     For example,      q.     and     y     in case of the 

income effect term     (H   ) n     and     q.     and     p.     in the case«of the 
y«-^0 1 J 

substitution effect term     (H    ) . .    Thus, in the proposed 
Pj F(£, z0) = F(£*,z0) 

modification,   the classification of commodities and pairs of com- 

modities are exactly the same under the ceterus paribus condition 

since only two variables are changing.     For example,   the income 
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effect is the partial derivative     (H ) Q     while the substitution 

z = z 

p.'_,       0,   _,   *    0V 
effect is  simply the partial derivative     (H    ) 

j F(£,0 = F(c[  ,_£ 

Therefore,   the problem of interest now is to propose an economic 

classification for the components of the consumer's environment. 

The  scheme suggested below uses the change in the consumer's de- 

mand for the     ith     commodity in response to an incremental increase 

in the imposed level of the     rth     component as the deciding factor for 

the classification.    If all market variables in the consumer's demand 

function for the     ith     commodity remain constant,   i.e. , 

3y       9pi —rr = —r- - 0     for all     j =  1, . . . , m,      and only the     rth     component 
9z dz 

r r 
of the imposed, state of the consumer's environment increases,   i.e. , 

then 

<**. 

3z /* 0     for     s^r 
s 

9z { s = 1, 
for     s = r 

z     p= p 
r 0 

y= y 

'Or 

Ir 

mr 

m 

i=l 

m 

X      iz        lD| 
r       — 

MDjJ 
L   \      iz        [D 
i=l 

m 
\|D    .| 

\    I   F ^ 
L   \      iz        |D| 
i=l 

r      — 

» n, 
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Note the absence of the double summation and the partial derivative 

g 
——     in the components of the last vector.     The full expression was 
8z 

r 
given on page  149.      The vector     h-*       has been tagged with the in- 

z 
r 

formation that prices and income do not change.     For purposes of this 

inquiry this effect shall be called the exomarket effect.     The classifi- 

cation proposed for the components of the consumer's environment 

paired with the commodities he purchases is based upon whether the 

consumer's demand for     ith     commodity increase,   remain constant, 

or decrease in response to an increase in the     rth     component of his 

encironment.     The classifications for the components of the consum- 

er's environment are: 

1. If     e.     > 0,      then the     rth     component of the consumer's 
ir 

environment is a positive exomarket influence on his demand 

for the     ith     commodity. 

2. If     e.     = 0,      then the     rth     component of the consumer's 
ir 

environment is non-influential on his demand for   ith    com- 

naodity. 

3. If     e.     < 0,      then the     rth     component of the consumer's 
ir 

environment is a negative exomarket influence on his demand 

for the     ith     commodity. 

Again the uniqueness of partial derivatives assure   the consistency 

and completeness of the classification scheme.     That is every 
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component of the consumer's environment is classifiable for any and 

every commodity he may consume. 

Summary 

The problem of interest in this chapter was to propose an eco- 

nomic theory which provides suitable terms and relationships for 

viewing the proposed refutations presented in Chapter III.     The eco- 

nomic theory proposed, is a modification of the Hicks-Allen theory. 

The consumer's utility function was  "expanded" to   include     n 

variables representing the consumer's environment,   i. e. ,    u =  F(^, z) 

where      C[    represents a budget alternative purchased in the market 

while      z^     represents a state of the consumer's environment. 

Accompanying the inclusion of the variables     z, , . . . , z       are     n 
In 

0 
constraints     z    - z    = 0     depicting or describing how the  state of the r        r 

consumer's environment is established.     In this case it was assumed 

that the environment is established by strict unalterable imposition 

with regard to the individual consumer's choices and decisions.     The 

source of this imposition may be either consequential,   randomness, 

or administrative fiat,  but for this inquiry the  source of imposition is 

irrelevant.    It is the consequences on the consumer's market behavior 

of changes in the environment which the author is trying to render 

intelligible and predictable. 

The problems of interest in Chapter II were re-examined with 
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the inclusion of the consumer's environment.     The results were: 

(1) the  consumer's demands for commodities are determined by the 

market prices,  his income,   and the imposed state of his environment, 

(2) the Slutsky equation now contains an additional term containing 

weighted, sums of exomarket effects,   and    (3) classification was pro- 

posed for a component of the consumer's environment depending 

whether a positive,   zero,   or negative influence by its increase is 

exerted, on the consumer's demand for the     ith     commodity.    By 

fixing the consumer's environment at some fixed state,   the proposed 

modification becomes the original version of the Hicks-Allen theory 

and all of the consequences of that theory hold for the fixed state of 

the environment.     Thus the proposed modification is capable of solving 

all of the problems posable and solvable with the Hicks-Allen theory. 

Hence,   the first criterion presented in Chapter III for a suitable 

theory to replace the Hicks-Allen theory is satisfied and a contribu- 

tion to economic theory is present. 
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V.    A CRITICAL MISCELLANY--A DEMONSTRATION, 
SOME CRITICISMS,   SOME SUGGESTIONS,  AND 

SOME COMMENTS 

The title of this  section implies that many things have been 

compiled into a single chapter which seemingly did not fit any place 

else and which did not rate a separate chapter in this manuscript. 

This is true for the most part,  but each of the  subsequent sections 

contribute to the critical evaluation of the preceding chapter.    A two- 

commodity-market-one-dimensional-environment example is pre- 

sented to demonstrate the structure of the general mathematical 

models of Chapter IV.     Chapter I demands that solutions to problems 

be viewed critically,  hence some criticism of the proposed modifica- 

tion of Hicks-Allen theory is presented in the  second section of this 

chapter.     In the third section are three  suggestions for further in- 

quiries,   one metaphysical and the other two reformulations of what 

are presently well-formulated economic theories.    The last section of 

this chapter contains a summary of what the author believes to be the 

significant contributions of this inquiry. 

A Two-Commodity Market In a One-Dimensional 
Environment 

To demonstrate the proposed modification of the Hicks-Allen 

theory an example of a market with two commodities within a one 

dimensional environment is used.    Although it is impossible to have a 
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two commodity example where the commodities are not substitutes, 

it is possible to demonstrate how the consumer's optimal budget 

changes in response to a change in the  state of the consumer's envi- 

ronment and in response to changes in a commodity price.     Let the 

consumer's utility function be: 

1 u = F(q  , q,, z) =   
1      <£ . .   -v 

where 

1+e 

V=qiq2 + zqi +Zq2 + ^      ql^0' 

q    > 0,      and z > 0 

If so,   then the following statements hold for all     q   _> 0,    q   _> 0     and 

z > 0 

1. v > 0. 

2. !<u<l. 

2 

3. 4^ = u(l-u)     and    ^~ = u(l-u)(l - 2u). 
dv ,   2 

d.v 

dv 1 dv dv      "qi 
4-      ^- = q2+I>0'     ^- = ql+Z>0'and   ^ = — + q2- 

1 c. z 

From statements 2 and 3 it follows that: 

5.     ^ >o     and      ^ < 0. 
dv ,   ^ 

dv 
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0 
By letting     y > 0     represent the consumer s income,      z   ,      the 

imposed, state of his environment, and since     -r~ > 0     for all     v,    then 
dv 

the consumer's optimal budget may be found by solving the following 

constrained optimization problem:    Find     q       and     q?     to maximize 

l+e-V 

subject to 

y- P^! - p2q2 = o, 

o 
z    -  z = 0, 

where 

V= qlq2 + zql +Zq2+ 1' 

^i^0'      ^2-°'      Pi>0,      Pz > 0'      and     z>0- 

The preceding problem is solved bymaximizing the following 

Lagrangian expression: 

*                                               1 0 
u     =  My-p   q1-p2q2) +    + p.(z   -z) 

1+e" 

where      \ > 0     and     (i 4 0.      The necessary conditions which must be 

satisfied are: 

i        8u'   - - n 
^  ^r-y-piqi -P2q2-0, 
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* 

2.      %*- = -\p,  + u(l-u)(q- + -) = 0, 
3q 1 2    z 

* 

3.      ~- = -X.p    + u(l-u)(q1+Z) = 0, 
8q2 2 1 

* -q 
4.     ^-=u(i.u)(_A + q2, .^ = 0, 

z 

5.      —— = 2    - z = 0. 
9(0. 

Equation 5 implies that the above conditions will be satisfied when 

1'.     y- p1q1  - p2q2=  0 

2'.     -\p1  +u(l-u)(q2+-^) = 0 
z 

3'.     -^p2 + ud-uJCq^z0) = 0 

and the solution to the preceding three equations is substituted, into 

0 
Equation 4 along with     z   . 

Equations 2' and 3' imply that 

P    -xp     "<i-*><q2+T>    Vi 
41     _i = 1 = 5_  =  £_ 

P2      -XP2        u(l-u)(q  +z0) q  +z0 

which implies that 
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,V Pi    0       1 
2        P,     !      P? ,0 

Equations 1' and 4' imply that 

i    Pl        .Pl    0      1    i 0 = y-piqi -P2( F:qi+^Z ■"o-) r2 r2 z 

0    Pz 
y-Piqio- Piqi ■ Piz +"^ 

z 

or equivalently: 

y -  2p1q1  - plZ    + — , 
z 

P- 

1 P^ 

Equation 5' when substituted into 4' implies that 

Pi      i       „        n       P^ ?! 

H2 Hl p   z ^2 z 

0 

2  'P2 P2 ,0 

That is: 



r1, ^ -  1  tZ-       04. [   (p1,p2,y,z   ) --(J-.z   + — 
1 ?! 
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P- 

and. 
0 

H   (p   ,p   ,y, z   )--(-«-. —-—  - — ) 
12 2    P2        P2 z0 

are consumer's demand functions.    These demand functions maximize 

2*2 
the Lagrangian expression since     d  u    = d   u < 0     from statement 5 

in the specification of the utility function selected for this demonstra- 

tion.     The above demand functions are used to calculate the numbers 

in the last two columns of Table  1 for the corresponding values of 

y,   p   ,   p^   and    z       in each row. 

Table  1.    Values of demand functions for selected levels of income, 
commodity prices,   and imposed states of environment. 

0       TTI/ ^        TT
2
/ 0* Case y p1 p2        z H  (p^p^y.z   )        H   (p   , p2, y, z   ) 

30 2 3 1 7  1/4 
36 2 3 1 9 1/4 

36 2 3 1 9 1/4 
36 3 3 1 6 

36 2 3 1 9 1/4 
36 2 3 2 8 3/8 

4 5/6 
5 5/6 

5 5/6 
6 

5 5/6 
6 5/12 

Case 1  in Table  1 illustrates the adjustment    the consumer 

would make if he receives an additional six units of income.    He 

responds by increasing his purchases of both commodities,      q     by 

two units and     q,     by one unit.     Case  2 in Table  1 illustrates the 
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i 

consumer's reallocations if the price of first commodity increases 

from     p1 ■= 2     to     p    = 3.      The consumer responds by decreasing his 

consumption of the first commodity by 3  1/4 units and increasing his 

consumption of the second commodity by 1 /6 unit.     Case 3 in Table 1 

illustrates the consumer's reallocations when the imposed state of 

his environment changes from     z    =  1     to     z    =  2.      The consumer 

decreases his consumption of the first commodity by 7/8 units,   and 

increases his consumption of the second commodity by 7/12 units. 

Case 3 is not pos^ble or comprehensible in the original version of the 

Hicks-Allen theory. 

The following procedures are used to derive the exomarket, 

income, and substitution effects.     The demand functions are partially 

differentiated, with respect to     y     to obtain the income effect 

(H  ) 0'     and with respect to     z       to obtain the exomarket effect 

z=z0 

(H   .)    _    o •      These terms are then used to obtain the substitution 
0 y = Yv 

z 0 
£-£ 

effect term as follows: 

(H1   ) .„ = H1    + q.fH1)        n -  (H1.) ~- 
p.    ,_,        0%       .   -■-     0,        p.      ^i     y 0 0 0    9p. rj    F(£, z  ) = F(£  , z   ) rj z = z z    y=y        rj 

0 0 

0 
However,   the market relationship between     p.     and     z       must be 

specified before any numerical calculations of the substitution effect 
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9z
0 

can be made.     That is,   a numerical value is needed for     to make 
8p. 

the numerical calculations of the substitution effect.    The following 

equations define the partial derivatives of the demand functions. 

H1     ^-W^),     H1
    -—<5 rl        2p z rZ      p   z 

H1    =  (H1) =7
i-  ,      H^   = (H1.)        .    = -(l+-±(-±-)Z) , 

y y 0        (ip, U 0 0 p-       0 
£=2^ 1 z z    y=y 2    z 

0 0 
z=z £.=E 

2 z 2-1,0, 
Hn   ='^•    Hr, = —? (y+Piz > ' Pl        P2 P2       2P2

2 1 

? ? ^ ? 2 pi i    2 
H      =  (H^)        n=7i-.      and     H      = (H     ) =(— +(~)) y y0        2p 0 OOp^O 

E=E. 2 z zy=y 2z 
0 0 

z= z E.=£. 

Since this is a simple demonstration,   only selected effects will be 

calculated for various conditions.     Let     p    = 2,    p    = 3,     y = 36,    and 

z    = 1,      then for     T—   = 0, 
8Pl 

(H1   ) n ^     .    --^-3 (36+7) + 9j(?7r-) -   (1 + f)0 
p,   „.        0,   _.   •*     0,       -,,0,2 1 4    2(2) 3 
^1  F(£, z  ) = F(£  , z   )      2(2) 

= ^12. +11 
8        16 

_ zJJL   11 
"16   + 16 

16   ' 
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az0    15 
However,   for 

ap1    16 ' 

,1 -Al_     4    j_5 

Pi   TT,       
0,   r./   *     0.=    16  +3 (16) 

^1   F(£, Z    ) = F(£   , z    ) 

■ 21 
16 

9*0       n Also,   for  = 0, 
8p2 

r2 F(CL, z   )-F(£ , z   ) 

= I + HI 
"244 

_§_   ,   37 
16       16 

45 
16 

But,   for 
8z0 _  -12 

9P2
=   16   ' 

1 45       4    -12 
%>,       0,   ^   *    0^   =T6 + 3 (T6") 

"2 F(£, z   ) = F(£  , z   ) 

45 16 
16  ' "  16 

29 
16 " 

The substitution effect of a change in p. as illustrated directly- 

above shows how the consumer's rates of response may change the 

imposed  state of his environment-and the nnarket price for the second 
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commodity are inversely related.    An example for some individuals 

may be the price of houses,      p?,      and the quantity of uninterupted 

natural beauty surrounding his home,      z       (measured in the distance 

to nearest neighbor's house). 

1 2 
Evaluating     H  n     and     H  n     at the above specified prices, 

z z 
income,   and. environmental state,   it is seen that 

(H1O)     o =-U+!)=T<0 

z     y=y 

which means that     z     is a negative exomarket influence on the con- 

sumer's denaand for the first commodity.    Similarly, 

2 2 12 
(H0)        0    =<3 + <T)   ) 

z    y=y 
0 

£=£ 

.±>o 

which implies that the environment is a positive exomarket influence 

on the consumer's demand    for the second comnaodity. 

The preceding example illustrates how the proposed modifica- 

tion of the Hicks-Allen theory may be used to explain   (1) a consum- 

er's market behavior in response to changes in his environment, 

(2) how the substitution effects may change,   and    (3) how an environ- 

mental component may be given a meaningful economic classification. 
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But the proposed modification has not been subjected to criticism. 

That is the task of the subsequent section of this chapter. 

A Critical Review of the Proposed Modification 

The theory of knowledge adopted, for this inquiry proposes that 

"problems are  solved by first posing tentative solutions" whose 

sources are  "simply bold unadulterated guessing." (p. 36).    However, 

the adopted code of rationality requires that these tentative solutions 

be examined critically for possible defects and limitations.    In Chap- 

ter I it was proposed that the  "objective of criticism is to guess,   con- 

jecture,   or anticipate where or under what conditions the solution may 

fail to  solve the problem " (p. 36).   Thus, effective criticism of a pro- 

posed  solution consists of elucidating    (1) instances or features which 

may lead to possible refutations,     (2) problems that the theory does 

not suitably solve (i.e. ,   a theory's limitations),   and    (3)  severe and 

decisive empirical tests for the proposed solution. 

Since the objective of rational inquiry is to refute,   that is-- 

falsify,   a tentative solution to a problem,   then an irrefutable theory, 

one which cannot be refuted under any conceivable circumstances,   is a 

worthless theory.    Thus,   a search for refutations of a proposed theory 

would be aided by a demonstration that the theory is refutable.     To be 

testable,   a proposed theory must be given empirical content.    A theory 

is given empirical content by specifying initial conditions for an 
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empirical test.     In this case the proposed modification is given 

empirical content by   (1) specifying the  set of commodities traded in a 

particular market and appropriate quantitative measure for each 

commodity,     (2) specifying the components and their appropriate 

quantitative measures of the consumer's environment,   and    (3) speci- 
8P. 

fying each of the market relationships underlying the functions     -— 
9PJ 

for all     i^j>     i, j = 1, . . . , m     and the market-environment relation- 

dz0                dp. r                     j 
ships underlying the functions     and     —rr    for   j =  1 m 

i 9z 
•' r 

and     r =  1 n.    The source of these specifications is the econo- 

mist's conjecturing aided by perhaps some econometric estimations. 

Yet some initial conditions are needed to conduct an empirical test of 

the economist's theory.    The imposed state of the consumer's environ- 

ment must be determined,   as well as the level of the consumer's 

income,   as well as the commodity prices the consumer pays in the 

market.     Once these initial conditions are determined,   then theypro- 

posed. modification of the Hicks-Allen theory becomes an empirically 

testable societal theory yielding estimates of what should be observed 

for an empirical test.    The asserted testability needs yet to be demon- 

strated by some rational discussion. 

Consider   the demand functions     q. = H (ja, y, z   )     derived in 

Chapter IV.    Since it was assumed, that    (1) the first-order conditions 

for a maximum are uniquely satisfied by the consumer's optimal 
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budget for positive commodity prices and income level,   and    (2) the 

first and. second order derivatives of the consumer's utility function 

exist and are continuous,   then the following statements describe 

properties of the consumer's demand functions: 

1. All demand functions are single-valued and continuous for 

positive commodity prices,   positive income levels,   and for 

all possible imposed states of the consumer's environment. 

2. All derivatives of the consumer's demand functions are 

unique and continuous for positive commodity prices,   posi- 

tive levels of income,   and all possible imposed states of the 

consumer's environment. 

The preceding properties ensure that any societal theory about an 

individual consumer's behavior in a specified market is refuted when- 

ever    (1) no change occurs in a consumer's purchases in response to 

an observed change in the commodity prices,      JD,      his income level, 

y,      or in the imposed state of his environment,      £  ,      or    (2) if the 

0 
consumer reallocates his purchases while     JD,   y,    and    z^       have all 

remained unchanged.    Again the sword of refutability is two-edged 

since the proposed modification predicts a behavioral response by the 

consumer to changes in commodity prices he must pay,   his income 

level or his environment and no response when no changes of these 

variables occur. 

The preceding discussion of the refutability of the proposed 
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modification invites a reader to adopt the view that everything from 

here on with respect to empirical testing of the proposed theory will 

be easy.    Much conjecturing,   imagination and critical analyses lie 

ahead, if the proposed, modification is to be used fruitfully.    Also,   the 

recursiveness or feedback relationships which exist in most com- 

modity markets and their functioning require that some of the opera- 

tional problems of empirical testing are quite severe.     Usually such 

feedback relationships:    (1) Amplify any errors caused by mis- 

specifying the statistical models used to conduct the empirical tests, 

or   (2) Muffle the variation in predicted observable behavior in re- 

sponse to changes in the conjectured determinants of the consumer's 

demands for commodities.    But these are problems for the econo- 

metrician and statistician,   and. hence,   topics for their intensive and 

critical inquiry. 

To elucidate what problems the proposed modification of the 

Hicks-Allen theory will not   solve,   note that the proposed modifica- 

tion only predicts the consequences on the consumer's market be- 

havior (i.e. ,   on his demands for commodities) in response to changes 

in his income,   the market prices,   or the imposed state of his envi- 

ronment.     The proposed modification does not conceptualize or relate 

the consumer's use,   or endurance of his environment to anything. 

Hence the class of problems where the consequences on the consum- 

er's use of his environment is of interest is not in any way rendered 
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intelligible by the proposed modification.     For example,   if a river is 

impounded creating a large multi-purpose reservoir in the consumer's 

environment, the proposed, modification explains and predicts changes 

in his demands for fishing rods,   boats,   outdoor recreation equip- 

ment,   their substitutes,   and their complements.     But the proposed 

modification does not in any way predict how much fishing,  water 

skiing,   camping,   etc.   the consumer will do on the lake or in its 

immediate environs. 

Determination of the economic value,   if any,   of a specified 

environment or change in the economic value of an environment 

caused, by a change in the  state of the environment is another class of 

problems for which the proposed modification offers nothing.     Usually 

the determination of economic value entails summing a sequence of 

products,   i. e. ,        value = p, q,  + p.,q-, + . . .   + p   q    ,       where each r rlnl      r2^2 nrrm 

term in the sequence is the quantity the consumer consumes multi- 

plied by the price he paid to purchase it. 

The concept of economic value  is dependent upon the definition 

of commodities in the case of consumer behavior,   or the definition of 

a resource in the case of production decision-making.     In defining 

commodity or resource it is implicitly assumed that a free non- 

trivial choice of the quantity purchased in the market by the respec- 

tive consumer or entrepreneur is possible.    If no free choice is 

possible,   there is no economic problem of choosing an optimal 
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purchase to be solved,   then it follows that the concept of economic 

value and. the determination of economic value becomes void of any 

content worth the effort of rational dialogue or inquiry.    Since the pro- 

posed modification assumes that the consumer's environment is be- 

yond his individual influence,   then the theory offers no economic 

concept with respect to how,   if at all,   the consumer values,   economi- 

cally or otherwise,   his environment. 

Suggested Problems for Further Inquiries 

A problem can only be stated in terms of some theory,   even an 

inadequate theory,   and a problem is never fully comprehended until it 

has been solved.     The conduct of this inquiryhas suggested two 

classes of problems which are,   the author believes,   legitimate topics 

for further rigorous and critical inquiry.     The first class contains 

metaphysical problems of demarcation.    Early in this inquiry,   the 

author studied Popper's work on the problem of denaarcating scientific 

theories from non-scientific theories (Popper,   1965b).    Popper's 

problem was to pose a suitable criteria to' determine if a theory was 

metaphysical,   theoretical,   or simply non-scientific.    A similar prob- 

lem is  suggested by this inquiry. 

In Chapter III it was conjectured that the consumer considers 

the state of his environment when stating his preference-indifference 

orderings on the set of possible budgets.     In Chapter IV this conjecture 
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was formally incorporated into a modification of the Hicks-Allen 

theory of consumer behavior by formulating the consumer's utility 

function as     u = F(£, z).    The additional constraint     z^    ' 2L~ 9-    was 

included to indicate that the consumer must choose his optimal budget 

for an imposed state of his environment.    Also,   the assumptions that 

all commodity prices are positive and that the consumer had a posi- 

tive level of income are made.    After seemingly much rhetoric and 

mathematical manipulations a set of demand functions were derived, 

one for each commodity in the market.     These functions relate the 

quantity of the corresponding commodity to the consumer's income 

level,   the commodity prices he must pay to obtain the commodities 

he consumes,   and the imposed state of his environment,   i.e. , 

q. = H (£, y, £ )     for all     i =  1 m. 

Recent efforts to estimate demand functions for recreation in 

salmon-steelhead streams,   and on mountain lakes,   however,   indicate 

that some problems of demarcation are present and need intense, 

critical consideration.     Brown,   Singh, and Castle (1964) attempted to 

calculate the economic value of the Oregon salmon and  steelhead 

sport fishery.    To do this they attempted to empirically estimate  "a 

demand function for salmon-steelhead sport fishing" which they sub- 

sequently defined as "a schedule of the amount of fishing (measured in 

days of fishing) that would be done at all possible prices for fishing" 

(Brown,   Singh, and Castle,   1964,   p.   28-29).    These authors viewed 
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the sport fishery as owned by a single individual who markets the 

opportunity to fish for salmon and steelhead. 

Gibbs (1969) attempts to estimate  "a recreational demand 

curve" which can be used to compute  "the value of recreation" (quotes 

taken from his abstract).     The quantitative measure of recreation 

Gibbs uses is a recreation visitor day defined, as 12 visitor hours 

spent by an individual at a recreational site in any activity except in 

the pursuit of a gainful occupation which he relates to the travel costs 

to reach the recreation site and on-site costs.    In any event,   Gibbs 

explicitly refers to recreation as a "commodity" (p.   18),   as a "normal 

good" (p.   27) that the consumer "prefers a combination of recreation 

and non-recreation instead of consuming [my underlining] just non- 

recreation" (p.   27). 

In both of the studies cited above the authors have inadvertently 

assumed that the item involved is a commodity in the usual sense, 

that is,   an item an individual purchases in a market from a seller 

after an interlude of negotiations and deliberations.     Frequently these 

negotiations and deliberations are one-sided or silent since the con- 

sumer may go "shopping" at various sellers' establishments and in 

the solitude and. privacy of hi's own mind silently compare each seller's 

price  with  the   other   sellers'   prices.      But,,  simply because  nego- 

tiations are one-sided or silent does not necessarily imply that they 

are non-existent or less real. 
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The problem of demarcation involved here is:   "When does an 

individual consume a sport fishery or a recreational site,   and when 

does he simply utilize a component of his environment?    Both exam- 

ples cited are complicated by the possibility that several individuals 

maybe  "consuming" the item simultaneously which is impossible in 

the usual sense of a marketed commodity because at any specified 

point in time one and only one person may retain possession of an 

item,   hence be consuming that item.     In terms of the   proposed 

modification presented in Chapter IV,   the presence of several other 

individuals   simultaneously utilizing the sport fishery or recreational 

site is simply another state of the environment.    Hence,   to suitably 

solve the demarcation problems suggested by this inquiry and. the 

ones cited above,   suitable criteria must be posed so that commodities, 

marketed and non-marketed (if any) are distinguished from non- 

commodities,   and so that the act of consuming an item is distinguished 

from the act of utilizing it when consuming some other item.    An 

equivalent question stating the demarcation problem is:   Has an in- 

quirer estimated a demand function or rather has he estimated a 

utilization function in which a "chosen" quantity of an item is related 

to a group of market variables?    That is:    Did the authors in the above 

cited inquiries estimate or predict a set of economic consequences on 

some individuals' behavior or did. they estimate a set of consequences 

on a set of non-market decisions in response to some price changes? 
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The  second class of problems suggested by this inquiry is to re- 

formulate the theories of production and   multimarket  equilibrium in 

a similar manner as was done in this inquiry.    A suggested approach 

for the theory of production is to cast the problem as: 

Maximize 
m 

subject to 
i=l k=l 

t 

^W 

K- Ivk^0, 

k=l 

z    - z = 0       for all     r =  1, . . . , n, 

b     < b < b   , 

where the firm's production function is as follows, 

F(x, z)  , 

and the following definitions hold: 

x 
is a quantity vector of physical inputs   purchased 

in the market at respective price     p       which the firm uses 

to produce its outputs     £[,    and   b, 
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2. a 
m 

is a quantity vector of the firm's physical output 

sold in the market at the respective prices     p., 

3.      b = a quantity vector of physical by-products the 

firm "dumps" into the surrounding environment.     The vec- 

tors   b,^     and     b        represent a set of boundary conditions 

imposed upon the firm's  "dumping" activities,   and 

4.      K     represents the capital resources the firm may use to 

purchase   inputs   in the market. 

For the problem of developing a multimarket equilibrium 

theory,   the author suggests combining the solution to the preceding 

problem about production theory and the proposed theory of Chapter 

IV of this inquiry.     The author sees no apparent problems of achieving 

a multimarket equilibrium .theory. 

Some Comments in Summary 

The material in Chapter I was included because    (1) it furthered 

the author's education and    (2) it provides a rational basis for the 

decision making in the conduct of a rational inquiry,   and. for under- 

standing those decisions.    A classification of knowledge and the prob- 

lems of obtaining knowledge was presented.    A theory of knowledge, 
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including how knowledge grows,   was related to the over-all problem 

of selecting a suitable code of rational behavior.     But most of the 

material presented in Chapter I is the work of several critical 

authors  who  were   cited,   hence   no  new knowledge  was   presented, 

except in the author's private stores. 

In Chapter II a well-formulated theory of consumer behavior 

was presented.     That theory is due to Hicks and Allen (1934) and has 

withstood intensive criticism for nearly 36 years.     The Hicks-Allen 

theory relates  the consumer's purchases or demands in the market 

to the prices for commodities traded in the market and the consumer's 

level of income.     The  rates at which the consumer's demands change 

are related to increases in commodity prices and his income level. 

This relationship is expressed by the Slutsky equation.    Some possible 

contributions not generally presented in the traditional literature con- 

taining the Hicks-Allen theory are    (1) a reformulation of the con- 

sumer's choice set,     (2) the derivation of the Slutsky equation in 

matrix form,   and    (3) a method of computing the  substitution effect of 

a commodity price variation where the partial derivatives of the con- 

sumer's demand functions are directly used.    Also,   a classification 

of commodities the consumer purchases and the inter-commodity 

relationships was presented in Chapter II. 

In Chapter III,   the Hicks-Allen theory was examined for features 

which would render it falsifiable.     The uniqueness of the consumer's 
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demand functions obtained from the Hicks-Allen theory,   the unique- 

ness of their partial derivatives and the consistency of the classifica- 

tion schemes presented, in Chapter II all contribute to form a two- 

edged  sword of falsifiability.     The uniqueness features render the 

Hicks-Allen theory falsifiable because a change in the consumer's 

purchases must be accompanied by a change in at least one market 

variable,   price or income,   and vice versa.     Two examples of changes 

in individuals' market behavior in response to changes in their en- 

vironments were presented.    Both examples refute the Hicks-Allen 

theory.     It was then conjectured that consumers consider the state of 

their environment when making their market choices.     Furthermore, 

it was conjectured that the vastness of one's environment renders it 

beyond one's control or influence hence,   the environment must be con- 

sidered,   in reality and in theory,   as an imposed situation relative to 

an individual's behavior. 

In Chapter IV the conjectures presented in Chapter III were 

formally incorporated into a theory of consumer behavior.     This was 

done by modifying the Hicks-Allen concept of the consumer's utility 

function by incorporating a set of variables representing a state of 

the consumer's environment.    An effect of this is to conceptualize a 

theory of consumer behavior in which it is quite feasible for the con- 

sumer to reverse his preference orderings of two possible market 

budgets without destroying the assumed, transitivity of his preferences 
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nor the implied rationality of the consumer,  but only in response to a 

change in the state of the consumer's environment. 

But the incorporation of a set of variables to represent the con- 

sumer's environment was also accompanied by the constraint that the 

only state of the environment which the consumer gets to consider or 

respond to is the one imposed upon him,   by consequence,   by circum- 

stance,   or by group decision. 

The effects of these modifications are:    (1) The consumer's 

demand, functions and the rates of response contain a set of variables 

representing the imposed, state of the consumer's environment as 

well as the   traditional Hicks-Allen price and income variables; 

(2) There are a "new" set of rates of change in the consumer's de- 

mands added, to the Hicks-Allen theory,   namely those in response to 

increases in the components of the imposed state of the consumer's 

environment;    (3) There are also possible feedback consequences on 

the consumer's choices of both   (a) changes in commodity prices via 

the changes in consumer's environment and    (b) changes in the envi- 

ronment via the market via the pricing mechanisms establishing the 

market equilibrium; and. (4) An economic classification of the com- 

ponents of the consumer's environment is possible by considering the 

effects  that an increase in the imposed level of a component has on the 

consumer's demand for commodities. 

In the first section of this chapter a two-commodity market 
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example of the proposed modification was presented.    The shifts in 

demand in response to changes in the    (1) consumer's income,     (2) a 

commodity price,   and    (3) the consumer's environment were demon- 

strated in Table  1.    The second section of this chapter contains    (1) a 

rational argument demonstrating refutability of the proposed theory, 

and   (2) two sets of problems for which the proposed theory offers no 

solutions.    The preceding section contains two classes of problems 

suggested by the conduct of this inquiry.    The first class contains 

metaphysical problems of demarcation.     The second, class contains 

problems of reformulating the theories of production and of market 

equilibrium determination to include the state of the environment in 

which economic activities occur.    The second problem in this sug- 

gested class can only be adequately solved once the theory of produc- 

tion has been reformulated as suggested and then combined with the 

theory proposed in this inquiry. 

The significant contribution of this inquiry is,   the author be- 

lieves,   twofold.     First a conceptual framework has been developed 

which can be used to "generate" testable societal theories.    The 

proposed modification is a powerful tool for conjecturing and formu- 

lating testable conjectures.     Secondly,   a method is implied by this 

work.     Frequently it appears that individuals' decisions are influenced 

by events beyond their control.    Hence,   the method suggested is to 

incorporate a set of variables into one's theories about how the 
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individual behaves and then constrain these variables to their imposed 

levels or states.     For example by constraining what are frequently 

considered "fixed factors" of production to a specified level allows 

an economist to carry these variables along in his analyses.    If at a 

later point a relevant question is what consequences are predicted if 

one were to vary,   if only theoretically,   one of these  "fixed" factors, 

then the mechanism is waiting because foresight was used.    The author 

believes that this way of conceptualizing problems more accurately 

describes or depicts economic reality,  hence it is preferable to 

structure one's theories likewise. 
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APPENDIX I 

In Chapter II and in Chapter IV,   the matrix equations of incre- 

mental adjustments are solved by pre-multiplying both sides of the 

equation by the appropriate inverse matrix.    However,   no rigorous 

explanation,   proof,   or demonstration is given to verify that the sug- 

gested inverses are correct. 

In Chapter II and in Chapter IV,   inverse matrices are needed 

for matrices of the following forms: 

and 

2i 

0       Tri 

**, 

D. 

11 

A.      m ml 

1 

^-F F 
\      1 11 

T"F        F   i \      m ml 

X.     m 

1m 

mm 

m 

1m 

mm 

Although for the proposed modification of the Hicks-Allen theory pre- 

sented, in Chapter IV the functions     F.     and     F..     contain an addi- 

tional set of variables,   namely the components of     z^,      the presence 
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of these additional variables does not affect the problem of finding an 

inverse matrix for     13       and     p?     since all determinants involved 

must be evaluated for a given point 

a 
o 

Consider the matrix 

in u £y       namely the point 

D 
Fl       Fll 

m 

1m 

F F    .      ...      F m        ml mm 

The determinant of a matrix having the same form as     D     is 

used to express the second-order conditions which the consumer's 

optimal budget must satisfy if unique  solutions (unique-valued demand 

functions) for the problem of determining the consumer's optimal 

budget.     Hence the matrix     D     appears in both theories and. has a non- 

zero determinant.    Since     D       and     p?     are simply modifications of 

D,      it is possible to express their inverses in terms of the determi- 

nant of     D    and the cofactors of the elements of     D . 

Let the following definitions hold: 

1.        D       be the determinant of     D. 

2.       |p   |      be the determinant of     D 

i     ^ i 3.       |p   I      be the deterxninant of     D. 
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| Dn | ,    | D   | ,      and      | D   |      be the cofactor in the first row 

and first column of    D,  pi ,      and     Dy     respectively. 

i i      i    1   i i     2  | 
D«.   >     D«.   >      and        D„.        be the cofactor for the ele- 

Oi Oi Oi 
1 2 

me nt in the     i+1      row,   and      |D.„|.    \D.n \,      and       D.-l 
lO it) IO 

be the cofactor of the     i+1     element in :the first column of 

D,   D, ,      and     D-     respectively,  hence       Drt.     =   |D.,J    and 
—    —1 —Z OiiO 

<i\ - lDiO 

D..|.  ID.1. 

since     D    and     D       are symmetric. 

and.       D..       be the cofactor of     F..     in 

D,   D   ,      and     D^     respectively. 

For any matrix    A,      multiplication of every element in a row 

(or column) of     A    by a constant     k     multiplies the determinant of 

A,      |A|      by     k     (Hadley,   1961,   p.   89).     Using the definitions  1 

through 6 above,   the preceding result,   the following relationships are 

immediate consequences of the definitions 1 through 6: 

1 

8. 

10. 

11. 

D 

D 

D, 

^»2|D|.^|D| 

£121 

D, D, 

D iO 

2  i 
Diol 

DJil 'T^iol    fora11   i = 1' 

D. .        for all     i =  1 m. 
iO 

, m. 
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12.       |D^.|   = ■— |Dn.. |      for all     i=l m. 1    Oi \   '    Oi 

.1 i      _1 
13.        D..     = —r    D..        for all     i, j =  1 m. 

_1_ 
14.       |D..|=— |D..|      for all     i,j =  l m. 

Let      A..        be the cofactor of the element in the     ith     row and 

jth     column of the matrix     A,     and let     a.. =   I A.. I .      The matrix 

formed by     (a..)     is called the adjoint of    A    and. is denoted by    A 

(Hadley,   1961,   p.   95).     Furthermore,   the inverse of the matrix     A, 

denoted by     A     ,      can be  suitably found as follows: 

^TXT^ 

|A..| 

where      |A|   ^ 0     is also necessary.     Since the  second-order condi- 

tions have been assumed to hold,   then an inverse matrix exists for 

all matrix equations of incremental adjustments,   hence each equation 

has a solution. 
o 

The preceding discussion forms a rigorous mathematical basis 

for calculating the elements of     D and.     D-   . 

k. 
Since      —  , i, i = 0, 1 m     is the element in the     i+1 

IP1! 
row and      i + 1     column of     D, and J —1 
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DJ|     ^|D0| 

D 
1 D 

-\ 
-X|D0| 

"T5T~ 

D 
iO 

D 

D 
Oi1 

-1 
D 

iO1 

D iL-l 
-^Diol 

iDl 

and 

D. 

D 

D?.| 

ID
1
! 

ID.. 

Then by letting      |D.n I   =   I D. I   =   I D„. I ,      for     i =  1 m     the fol- 

lowing result is obtained: 

°1 
■1  = _J_ 

ID! 

-M-X-ID-I)   -\\D.\    ...    -\.|D   I 0' '     1 ' '    m1 

-^  D, D 
11 

■\\D     I |D       | 
m ml 

D 
1m1 

D 
mm 

D.. 
ji 

Similarly since      *      i,j = 0,l,...,m     is the element in the 
|D2| 

1 
i+1     row and.     j + 1     column of     D?   , and 

D, D, .\\D, 

D" -r-    D 
D 
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D 
iO 

D 
iO 

-MD. 
iO 

p2 -1 Pi D 

-o2i 
-1 
\ 

-1 

DOi 

p 

DOi 

p2 p 

D2 -1 
D.. D.. 

D D 

for all     i =  1 m, 

for all     i =  1 m, 

for all     i, j =  1 m. 

Then again letting      |D     |   =   |D.|   =   |D     |      for     i =  1, . . . , m     the 

following result is obtained: 

^2 
1  _ _J_ 

=   |D| 

.\|D0|      -MDj      ...      -MDmf 

D, D 
11 

D D 
m ml 

D 
1m1 

D mm' 

Note that    p?     is not symmetric,   hence it must be remembered that 

iDjil I jf'i        (note the subscripts of the numerator)     i, j = 0, 1, . . . , m     is 

the element in the     i+1      row and     j + l      column of     D.,   .      The 

pecularity being iterated that order of the subscripts     i     and.    j     has 

been intentionally and necessarily, reversed from the usual order in 

which they appear. 


